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Abstract

In the developing world, secure and privacy-preserving voter authentication re-

mains one of the main challenges of poll-site election administration. Aside the

unavailability of a robust and trustworthy national identity infrastructure, voter

authentication in most developing countries has been largely undermined by

different issues arising from multiple registration, polling booth capture, voter

impersonation and vote buying, amongst others.

This thesis will first describe how these issues play a role in compromising

electoral integrity in developing countries. Next, it will present an end-to-end

verifiable poll-site attendance verification protocol that has been designed to

give voters, auditors and independent election observers the opportunity to

detect voter impersonation and the ballot stuffing attacks mounted by colluding

poll workers and dishonest election officials.

For the second main contribution, the thesis will extensively discuss the

cryptographic techniques that are employed in a novel three-factor voter au-

thentication protocol which is intended to disincentivise voter impersonation,

vote buying, registration fraud and identity theft. In particular, by drawing

on the unique security properties of fuzzy extractors and anonymous creden-

tials, this authentication protocol not only ensures that voter credentials are

non-transferable, but also provide election officials with efficient mechanisms

to revoke questionable credentials that could be used for multiple voting.
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Finally, we describe the results obtained from the formal modelling and ver-

ification of the designed protocols using the Tamarin prover. The symbolic anal-

ysis carried out shows that the two protocols satisfy the notion of participation

privacy, if voters are honest.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Over the years, several poll-site voting protocols [Jar+12, AM16, Ber+17] have

been proposed in the cryptographic literature to mitigate the impact of voter

intimidation and electoral fraud during elections.1 However, while these ex-

isting poll-site voting protocols and their various extensions claim to provide

receipt-freeness and end-to-end verifiability, most of the protocols typically as-

sume that the registrars and poll workers will only allow legitimate voters to

vote on election day [EP04, CGT17]. This trust assumption, in particular is not

feasible in practice, considering the fact that several researchers have observed

and demonstrated that poll workers and other election officials, in general, can-

not be trusted for integrity and privacy (see e.g., [Kri07, Rya09, Has+11]).

In addition, some of the popular optical scan (OS) voting systems and the

Direct Recording Electronic (DRE) systems are usually assumed to function cor-

rectly during elections [KSW05, Bal+08, Ant+09, Hao+14]. Again, this trust as-

sumption is unrealistic because it is relatively easy for determined adversaries

and dishonest election officials to compromise the voting machines with a mal-

ware that could manipulate votes, subvert a voting session or even mount tar-

geted denial-of-service attacks aimed at disenfranchising some voters (see e.g.,

1A preliminary version of the work presented in this chapter has already been published
as: Nicholas Akinyokun and Vanessa Teague. Secure voter registration and eligibility checking
for Nigerian elections. In Proceedings of the 2nd International Joint Conference on Electronic Voting
(E-Vote-ID ’17), Bregenz, Austria, 24–27 October 2017. 412–413.
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2

[Kia+07, CCM08a, Che+09, Ara+14]).

Accurate and effective registration and identification of eligible voters re-

mains a fundamental requirement in election administration [Ave+11, Wol+17].

Accordingly, over the last decade, a number of countries such as Brazil, Colom-

bia and Nigeria, etc. have adopted different techniques, including the deploy-

ment of biometric-based systems, to identify eligible voters and increase demo-

cratic participation among their citizens during legally binding elections [GC13,

Wan13, Wol+17, IDE19]. On one hand, identification cards that are similar in de-

sign to the Estonian [SR09a, CM16] and Belgian [DWP06, Ver+08] national iden-

tification (ID) cards have been the most commonly used credentials for identi-

fying eligible voters during elections. Typically, these ID cards are configured

with the ability to perform cryptographic operations, and voters are often capa-

ble of using them to authenticate themselves and digitally sign their cast ballots

(where applicable) on election day. On the other hand, eligible voters have also

been identified through smartphones and tablets with purpose-built SIM cards

that are designed to securely authenticate voters. Here, a prominent example is

the Mobile-ID scheme that is used in Estonia for internet voting [LR09, EGT12].

Nonetheless, despite the considerable rate of adoption of these poll-site elec-

tronic voting systems globally, robust voter registration and authentication con-

tinues to prove difficult in developing democracies with inaccurate electoral

rolls (or voter registers) and limited ID infrastructure [GC13, Big+14, Wol+17,

IDE19]. As a matter of fact, the volatility of the political landscape in most de-

veloping countries has often led to keenly contested elections in which political

contenders that are desperate to succeed at the polls resort to using sophisti-

cated hackers and dishonest insiders to spearhead attacks that could undermine

the integrity of the electoral process (see e.g., [BHK19, SW19, IDE19]).

In view of these issues, the bulk of the work presented in this thesis focuses
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on how we could improve the integrity of the voter authentication process in

developing countries.2

1.1 Problem Context and Research Motivation

The works presented in this thesis have been largely motivated by some of the

notable problems [Evr10, GC13, Wan13, Mis15, Wol+17] affecting the voter reg-

istration and identification processes in developing countries, namely:

i Unavailability of a secure and reliable national ID infrastructure.

ii The relative ease with which biometric voter cards can be sold, forged or

stolen.

iii Coercion of voters to sell or voluntarily give up their voter cards.

iv Security vulnerabilities in biometric-enabled voter card readers.

v Inaccurate and/or incomplete electoral rolls.

vi Voter registration fraud (typically, in the form of multiple registration).

vii Ineffective and uncoordinated distribution of voter cards to remote areas.

viii Poor quality of the biometric data captured and stored in biometric voter

cards, where applicable.

2Note that some contents of this chapter appeared in a conference presentation:
Nicholas Akinyokun. Secure voter registration and eligibility checking for Nige-
rian elections. [Online] https://www.e-vote-id.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/
Nicholas-Akinyokun-Secure-voter-registration-and-eligibility-checking-for-Nigerian-elections.
pdf.

https://www.e-vote-id.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/Nicholas-Akinyokun-Secure-voter-registration-and-eligibility-checking-for-Nigerian-elections.pdf
https://www.e-vote-id.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/Nicholas-Akinyokun-Secure-voter-registration-and-eligibility-checking-for-Nigerian-elections.pdf
https://www.e-vote-id.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/Nicholas-Akinyokun-Secure-voter-registration-and-eligibility-checking-for-Nigerian-elections.pdf
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ix Dishonest electoral management body officials3 and poll workers that col-

lude to allow ineligible voters exercise their right to vote.

1.2 Research Questions

The primary aim of this research was to explore how we could resolve the issues

affecting voter authentication in developing countries, using cryptographic tech-

niques. To accomplish this, we have investigated the following research ques-

tions:

i What techniques can be used to design secure and verifiable cryptographic

protocols that will uniquely identify voters in the presence of malicious

adversaries and corrupt poll workers?

ii How can we protect against unauthorised credential transfer during the

voter authentication phase on election day without requiring trustworthy

voting machines and honest election officials?

iii How do we verify that the devised protocols preserve the privacy of eligi-

ble voters on election day?

1.3 Research Objectives

The research questions outlined in Section 1.2 have been addressed by:

i Designing secure and privacy-preserving cryptographic protocols that will

reduce opportunities for multiple registration and impersonation fraud in

3An electoral management body (EMB) is the government organisation that is legally re-
sponsible for administering and monitoring the conduct of elections [Wol+17, IDE20a]. The
EMB will be colloquially referred to as the "Election Authority" in certain sections of this the-
sis.
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the context of voter registration and authentication during poll-site elec-

tions in developing countries.

ii Extending the voter authentication protocol with mechanisms that are in-

tended to prevent the transferability of voting credentials.

iii Formally verifying the voting protocols in order to confirm that they achieve

the intended security-critical property, notably participation privacy.

1.4 Thesis Structure and Contributions

In addition to this introductory chapter, the rest of this thesis will be divided

into five chapters.

1.4.1 Chapter 2

Chapter 2 presents the requisite background on electronic voting. First, this

chapter provides a concise summary of the security properties that are typically

considered during the design and implementation of electronic voting proto-

cols.4

Next, we describe the well-studied and standard mechanisms for achieving

end-to-end verifiability in poll-site and remote electronic voting protocols, the

rationale behind these mechanisms, as well as the implicit trust assumptions

that are often made while deploying and evaluating these protocols. In addi-

tion, we present a critical analyses of the strengths and weaknesses of some of

the existing (and prominent) electronic voting protocols in the literature. Fi-

nally, the chapter concludes with a succinct overview of the formal verification

of the security properties of electronic voting protocols.

4In this thesis, we have used the word "protocol" interchangeably with "scheme".
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1.4.2 Chapter 3

Chapter 3 describes a receipt-free and universally verifiable protocol that can

be used by every registered voter to confirm that their attendance (or absence)

at their assigned polling station has been duly and accurately recorded by the

designated election authorities.

The chapter begins by examining the privacy issues that could potentially

arise from voters not attending a polling station, and having dishonest poll

workers stuff ballots on their behalf. Next, we provide a description of the

cryptographic techniques for protecting against ballot stuffing and coercion of

voters, motivated in part by our critique of the proposals of existing related

work.

Furthermore, by adapting the cryptographic security proofs and definitions

introduced by Cramer et al. [CGS97], we present a secure and privacy-preserving

protocol that not only allows all registered voters to independently verify that

their attendance at a polling station has been recorded correctly, but also gives

an honest observer the opportunity to check via the web bulletin board that the

total number of ballots that was cast and tallied is consistent with the number

of eligible voters that attended and participated in the election.

Finally, based on the definitions of [QS18b, SFC19], we formalise and prove

(in the computational model) that the devised voter attendance verification pro-

tocol satisfies individual verifiability and universal verifiability, respectively.

This chapter is based on joint work with A/Prof Vanessa Teague, and a pre-

liminary version has already been published.5

5Nicholas Akinyokun and Vanessa Teague. Receipt-free, universally and individually veri-
fiable poll attendance. In Proceedings of the 2019 Australasian Computer Science Week Multiconfer-
ence (ACSW ’19), Sydney, Australia, 29–31 January 2019. 5:1–5:10.
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1.4.3 Chapter 4

Chapter 4 begins with a discussion of the common approaches that are used for

the formal verification of cryptographic protocols in the literature. In particular,

we highlight the strengths and weaknesses of each approach, as well as their

application to the formal analysis of electronic voting protocols.

Based on the peer-reviewed solutions that have been presented in the cryp-

tographic literature, we systematically review how different tools for symbolic

protocol analysis have been used to model and evaluate the privacy, verifiabil-

ity and correctness properties of existing internet and poll-site voting protocols.

We conclude the chapter with a description of the results obtained by using

the Tamarin prover [Tea19] to formalise and prove the participation privacy

property of the protocol that was presented in Chapter 3. Indeed, our formal

analysis in the symbolic model shows that the protocol satisfies participation

privacy.

1.4.4 Chapter 5

Chapter 5 presents our work on a novel cryptographic protocol that incorpo-

rates three-factor authentication techniques for trustworthy and publicly-verifiable

voter authentication in developing countries. In essence, the design of this pro-

tocol builds on some of the constructions proposed in [RT06, DG10, Sri+14,

RPI16], as well as the fundamental concepts introduced by Camenisch et al.

[CL01, CL02, CKS10] for implementing anonymous credential systems.

The chapter begins with a succinct description of the inherent problems af-

fecting voter authentication in developing countries, followed by the intuition

behind employing token-controlled public key encryption [BSS05] in the proto-

col.
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Next, by adapting the underlying ideas for privacy-preserving identity cards

due to Birch [Bir08], and Deswarte and Gambs [DG09, DG10, DG12], we outline

the relatively strong trust assumptions and describe the different phases of the

voter authentication protocol, from the election setup phase to the password

reset phase.

Moreover, by drawing on the security proofs and algorithms highlighted

in the work of Camenisch et al. [CKS10], we extend the voter authentication

protocol to include a simplified revocation protocol that utilises an ephemeral

epoch identifier [Lap+11, CDH16] when revoking the validity of voter cards.

The chapter ends with a discussion about the informal and formal security

analyses of the voter authentication protocol.

1.4.5 Chapter 6

Chapter 6 concludes the thesis and summarises all the works presented, in-

cluding their contributions to contemporary research on electronic voting and

election administration.

It also provide recommendations and future research directions, broadly on

the use of secure and end-to-end verifiable protocols for voter authentication in

legally-binding poll-site elections.



Chapter 2

Literature Review

In this chapter, we present a detailed literature review of the required building blocks

of electronic voting schemes. We begin the chapter by describing the fundamental secu-

rity properties of electronic voting protocols. This is followed by a review of the end-to-

end verifiability techniques that have been employed in theoretical and practical voting

schemes in the cryptographic literature, respectively. Next, we discuss the standard ap-

proaches that are well-known for mitigating the problem of voter coercion in electronic

voting. Based on the peer-reviewed techniques and properties we have surveyed, we ex-

amine and analyse the strengths and weaknesses of some notable cryptographic vot-

ing schemes, namely JCJ, Civitas, Helios and Du-Vote. The chapter concludes with an

overview of the formal verification of voting schemes.

2.1 Security Properties of Voting Protocols

In principle, every electronic voting protocol has to achieve some security prop-

erties so as to protect against attacks on electoral integrity.

As described in the electronic voting literature (see e.g., [Pea+13, BW16]), the

vast majority of the electronic voting protocols with theoretical (and in some

cases, practical) significance make use of standard cryptographic primitives in

order to achieve a variety of security properties. Typically, these properties can

be broadly categorised into privacy, correctness and verifiability properties, re-

spectively [Smy+10, Cor+13a, Ber+17]. In the next subsections, we will define

9
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and briefly review each of these security properties.

2.1.1 Privacy Properties

The privacy properties of a voting protocol ensures that no individual can gain

access to any information about the ballots cast or the participation of voters

unless the final election outcome is available [HS11, CS13].

The main privacy-type properties of an electronic voting protocol can be

categorised as vote privacy, receipt-freeness and coercion resistance. In this cat-

egory, coercion resistance constitutes the strongest of the three properties while

vote privacy is the weakest [DKR09, Lan+09, BJL12]. Other important security

properties that fit into this category include participation privacy, everlasting

privacy and unconditional privacy.

2.1.1.1 Receipt-Freeness

The receipt-freeness property is satisfied if voters do not have any evidence that

allows them to easily prove how they have voted to a coercer [CC07, FQS19].

The notion of receipt-freeness in electronic voting was first described in the

seminal paper of Benaloh and Tuinstra [BT94] and ever since, it has been con-

sidered a standard requirement that should be satisfied in every secure and

privacy-preserving electronic voting protocol. In practice, the receipt-freeness

property is intended to help mitigate voter intimidation and vote buying (see

[HS00, Rya+09, Pea+13, CS13, Dre+17]).

2.1.1.2 Vote Privacy

The notion of vote privacy (or ballot secrecy), as formally introduced in [CF85]

guarantees that the adversary will be unable to determine the content of the
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ballot cast by any voter, and then link this ballot back to the voter [Bry+06,

KTV15, CL18]. As outlined in [Bry+06], the vote privacy property primarily

helps to protect against vote buying and voter coercion, amongst other feasible

adversarial attacks.

Formally, a voting protocol is considered to satisfy vote privacy if an adver-

sary is unable to distinguish an instance (or a protocol run) in which two honest

voters vote for candidate A and candidate B, respectively, from another instance

where the cast votes are swapped (see e.g., [BHM08, DKR09, Cor+15, Ber+15]).

The vote privacy property is somewhat related to the receipt-freeness prop-

erty in a voting protocol. For example, in [DKR09], Delaune et al. formalised

the FOO [FOO92] and Okamoto [Oka96] voting protocols and subsequently

demonstrated that vote privacy implies receipt-freeness (and vice versa) if the

election authorities are honest.

In essence, as highlighted in [HDU08, Pea+13], the vast majority of electronic

voting protocols guarantee vote privacy by using homomorphic encryption,

mixnets or blind signatures during the ballot casting and/or tallying phases.

These cryptographic building blocks will be discussed extensively in Section

2.2.

2.1.1.3 Participation Privacy

Based on the output of an electronic voting protocol (or system), it should be

impossible for anyone to determine whether a voter has attended or abstained

from an election (see [Loc16, KTV15, KV19]).

As described by Bernhard et al. [BKV17a], participation privacy is a variant

of vote privacy, and it can be formalised by adapting the vote swapping approach

typically used for modelling and verifying vote privacy in the symbolic and

computational models, respectively (see Section 2.1.1.2). The formal definitions
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of participation privacy and the standard security assumptions that are required

for this property to hold are presented in [Kul17, BKV17a, BKV17b].

2.1.1.4 Coercion Resistance

In simple terms, coercion-resistant voting protocols allow each voter to vote

for their preferred candidate, irrespective of the influence of a coercer that is

actively forcing the voter to cast their ballot differently [Men09, Gre15].

More formally, based on the various definitions of coercion resistance1 [JCJ05,

BHM08, Neu+14a], an electronic voting protocol is coercion-resistant if the pro-

tocol achieves receipt-freeness and satisfies these three critical properties, namely:

1. Resistance to forced-abstention attacks: As described in [BHM08], a voting

protocol is resistant to forced-abstention attacks if a coercer cannot differ-

entiate between a voter that did not vote and a voter that indeed voted

in the election. This security property ensures that the coercer is un-

able to force (or intimidate) a voter to abstain from voting, since the co-

ercer cannot determine whether the voter has actually voted (see [JCJ05,

JCJ10]). It should also be noted that a coercer that intends to mount forced-

abstention attacks could also force honest voters to cast a spoilt ballot,

such that the cast vote will not be eventually counted in the final tally

[TJR16].

2. Resistance to randomisation attacks: An electronic voting protocol is secure

against randomisation attacks if a coercer cannot force a voter to disclose

(the contents of) or spoil their cast ballot with the arbitrary messages or

strings sent by the coercer [Web06, BHM08]. Intuitively, the coercer mount-

ing a randomisation attack is solely concerned with invalidating the vote

1This is also known as uncoercibility or incoercibility in the literature (see [MN06, Kem14]).
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of the coerced voter by forcing the voter to select random choices on the

cast ballot, in a manner that conforms to an arbitrary probability distribu-

tion [JCJ05, JCJ10, TJR16].

3. Resistance to simulation attacks: This ensures that the coercer do not have

access to confidential information, and therefore, will be unable to force

a voter to reveal any secret registration parameter (such as a nonce, se-

cret bit or one-time password etc.) or voter credential that the coercer

needs to successfully impersonate the voter [JCJ05, JCJ10]. In particular,

voter impersonation is a key aspect of simulation attacks [Web06, BHM08,

Spy+11] and as noted in [Kri07], these attacks can be easily accomplished

if a voting scheme does not have mechanisms in place to prevent (or per-

haps, disincentivise) voters from revealing their private credentials to the

coercer.

Essentially, the problem of voter coercion is of greater concern in remote elec-

tronic voting schemes where voters are expected to vote through the inter-

net [Ack04, Sum16, QMR18], and in postal voting (or vote-by-mail) schemes

[CKW08a, SA14, Gib+16]. This has led to a number of researchers such as

[JCJ05, AFT10, HS11, Spy+11, Cla11], to mention a few, proposing different

techniques to mitigate the impact of voter coercion and intimidation on elec-

tion outcomes.

In principle, the coercion resistance property is satisfied if the coercer is

unable to differentiate between a coerced voter that actually voted whilst re-

vealing fake secret parameters to the coercer, from a coerced voted that hon-

estly discloses their genuine parameters and subsequently chooses not to vote

[BHM08, Lan+09, Cha+16b, Ben13]. Generally, a practical coercion-resistant

voting scheme will not only take into account some of the potential attacks

arising from voter coercion, namely forced-abstention attacks, randomisation
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attacks and simulation attacks, but it will also be receipt-free so that corrupt

or colluding officials will have a negligible probability of successfully coercing

voters to sell their votes [JCJ05, BHM08, HS12].

It should be noted that the participants in a cryptographic protocol are con-

sidered to be colluding if the participants behave according to the protocol spec-

ification but maliciously hold onto information so as to compromise the proto-

col’s integrity (and privacy) [BT07].

2.1.1.5 Everlasting Privacy

As discussed in [MN06, Loc16, Kul17], a voting protocol satisfies everlasting

privacy if the underlying vote privacy property do not rely on either the in-

tractability of cryptographic assumptions, or the availability of trusted election

officials. Usually, it is the accuracy (and integrity) of the voting protocol that is

dependent on such assumptions (see e.g., [YC17a, Ber+17, GPZ19]).

This implies that a voting protocol will only guarantee everlasting privacy if

a future adversary with unlimited computational power is unable to break vote

privacy (see [Dem14, Kul17, GPZ19]). Essentially, everlasting privacy not only

protect voters from potential coercion by this future adversary [MN06, Kem14],

but also guarantees vote privacy, even if the adversary has unbounded compu-

tational capabilities to break the underlying cryptographic primitives [Loc16,

Gib+16].

There are some notable voting protocols in the literature that satisfy the no-

tion of everlasting privacy. On the one hand, the popular poll-site voting pro-

tocols that achieve this property include [MN06, Gra09, MN10, Dem14]. On the

other hand, a handful of remote voting protocols with everlasting privacy have

been proposed in [DGA12, Loc16]. In [Loc16], Locher highlighted that it is im-

possible for voting protocols that depend on public-key cryptography for verifi-
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ability and privacy to achieve everlasting privacy since the underlying security

guarantees of public-key cryptography are typically based on computational

assumptions. Furthermore, a relatively large number of voting protocols in the

literature (e.g., [MN06, MN10, OI10, Dem14, HG19]) that provide everlasting

privacy often rely on trusted election officials – an assumption that is not fea-

sible in practice. On the positive side, a workaround to avoid this requirement

for trusted officials has been employed in the recently proposed voting proto-

cols due to Locher et al. [Loc16].

The voting protocols that satisfy the everlasting privacy property usually

rely on information-theoretically secure commitments [MN06, Ara+13, BW16].

More precisely, in [Ara+13, HG19], the authors demonstrated that Pedersen

commitments are the most preferred cryptographic primitive when it comes

to providing everlasting privacy in voting protocols. This primitive has also

been used in several voting schemes that claim to achieve everlasting privacy

e.g., [MN10, CPP13, Dem14, Loc16, Hai19].

Similarly, the voting schemes due to [MN06, OI10, YC17a] were designed

based on unconditionally secure verifiable secret sharing, in a bid to satisfy ev-

erlasting privacy. Other techniques and primitives that have been employed for

everlasting privacy include set membership proofs [Loc16], publicly-verifiable

mixnets [BDG13, Dem14, Hai19], anonymous communication channels [Loc16,

Gro+18, GPZ19], perfectly private audit trails (PPATs) [CPP13, PR19], condi-

tional blind signatures [Gro+18], commitment consistent encryption [CPP13,

PR19], pseudonyms [Iov+17], Sigma protocols [CPP13, HG19, Hai19] and non-

interactive zero-knowledge proofs [Dem14, Iov+17, PR19].
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2.1.1.6 Unconditional Privacy

Based on the definitions presented in [BS05, Lan+09, Loc16], unconditional pri-

vacy2 is guaranteed in an electronic voting protocol if the vote privacy property

of the protocol is unconditionally secure against an adversary with unbounded

computational power, and it does not depend on the intractability of crypto-

graphic (or computational) assumptions and/or the existence of trusted third

parties (or a select group of trusted voters or election officials), where applica-

ble. These election officials could be registrars, poll workers or tallying author-

ities, amongst others.

Specifically, for unconditional privacy to hold in a voting protocol, the pro-

tocol should not only achieve everlasting privacy, it must also not rely on shared

secrets for vote privacy [MCE14, Loc16]. Unconditional privacy differs signifi-

cantly from the computational privacy guarantees of the vast majority of exist-

ing voting protocols, because it considers the fact that there is a fair chance that

the computational assumptions of the underlying cryptographic primitives of

these protocols will be broken in the future when quantum computers are read-

ily available [Gra09, CPP13, Gra17a, YC17a, PR19]. It is also important to note

that unconditional privacy and everlasting privacy are two different security

properties [Pea+13, Loc16], with unconditional privacy typically considered as

a relatively strong security property.

Chevallier-Mames et al. [Che+10] studied the intricate relationship between

the unconditional privacy of cast ballots and the universal verifiability of the

election outcome in voting protocols. In their formal analysis and definitions, it

was revealed that these two properties cannot be satisfied concurrently in any

voting protocol without relying on voter-to-voter interactions or secure com-

munication channels. Nonetheless, if all eligible (and registered) voters choose

2Unconditional privacy is otherwise known as information-theoretic privacy [BS05, Pop09].
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to vote in the election, it is possible to simultaneously fulfil the universal ver-

ifiability and unconditional privacy requirements in any efficient and practi-

cal voting protocol that is based on the standard model of cryptography (see

[Lan+09, Che+10, CFG15, YC17a]). Moreover, it is evident from the formal def-

inition of unconditional privacy that was proposed by Locher [Loc16] that the

notion of unconditional privacy could be applied to the participation privacy

property of a voting protocol. Intuitively, this definition also emphasises that

regardless of the collusion between corrupt election officials and dishonest vot-

ers, respectively, it should be impossible to compromise the vote privacy of an

honest voter.

In the cryptographic literature [Ara+13, Loc16, Gra17b, Gra17a, YC17a], some

of the crytographic primitives that are usually employed for achieving uncondi-

tional privacy include mixnets, verifiable secret sharing schemes, zero-knowledge

proofs, homomorphic accumulation (in cryptograhic accumulators, for exam-

ple), and perfectly hiding bit commitment schemes (e.g., Pedersen commitment

scheme [Ped91b, Pet92]).

2.1.2 Correctness Properties

The correctness properties of a voting protocol focuses on ensuring that the pub-

lished election outcome accurately corresponds to the total votes cast by the

electorate [HS11, Cor+13a], even in the presence of malicious voting machines,

as well as corrupt voters and election officials.

As noted in [DLL11a, CS13], the correctness properties of a voting protocol

is made up of:
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2.1.2.1 Vote Correctness

The notion of vote correctness3 which was originally described in the seminal

work of Benaloh and Tuinstra [BT94] ensures that the publicly declared out-

come (i.e. the final tally) of an election accurately corresponds to the sum of the

ballots cast by eligible and honest voters, even when the voting machine or plat-

form is compromised [HS11, Cor+13a]. This indicates that an electronic voting

scheme is correct if an adversary is unable to manipulate the election outcome by

excluding the ballots cast by some (or at least one) honest and eligible voter(s),

even if these voters (and the election officials) are under the complete control of

the adversary [Cor+13a, ACW13, Chi+16]. Eligibility here implies that the vot-

ers have previously completed the registration process prior to voting [CC07,

Smy11].

In the electronic voting literature, the correctness property has been consid-

ered by some researchers to imply accuracy [HS11]. Based on this taxonomy,

a voting protocol (or system) is accurate if every valid vote or ballot cast is cor-

rectly recorded, transmitted and tallied (after the polls close) [Bry+06, Rya09,

Cor+13a]. In other words, the final tally should correspond to the total number

of valid ballots received at the end of the election.

More precisely, as outlined in [NAN05, CC07], a voting system guarantees

accuracy if these three conditions are satisfied:

1. It is impossible for a cast ballot to be copied, manipulated or deleted. This

condition is also referred to as inalterability in [BHM08, Smy11, BGS13].

Typically, detecting any modification to the cast ballot is easier by using

return codes.

2. Spoiled (or invalid) ballots are not considered when computing the final

3This is commonly known as correctness in the literature [Gua16, Ber+18].
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tally.

3. All (unique) valid ballots are counted in the final tally. The uniqueness of

ballots in this context indicates that only one ballot must be counted for

an eligible voter (see [CC07, Pea+13, GBP16, De +16]).

Furthermore, as highlighted in [Pea+13, AV14], accuracy could also be con-

sidered as integrity in the context of electronic voting. Accordingly, a variant

of integrity known as unconditional integrity ensures that every attempt made

by dishonest (and colluding) election officials to alter the election results will

be detected with high probability by voters and independent observers, alike

[Cha+07, Adi08, OI10, YC17a], irrespective of the unbounded computational

power that is available to the officials. Generally, individual and universal ver-

ification mechanisms appear to be the most pragmatic techniques to reassure

voters that their ballots have been accurately recorded in the final tally [BR03b].

2.1.2.2 Robustness

An electronic voting protocol is robust if the election outcome can be generated

or computed, regardless of any underlying security vulnerability, disruption to

the operating environment and/or attacks mounted against the protocol by an

adversary, dishonest election officials or corrupt voters [Cra+96, HS11, Shi+11].

Typically, the common techniques that are used to achieve robustness in

electronic voting include verifiable secret sharing, threshold cryptography, voter-

verifiable paper audit trails (VVPATs) and fault-tolerant protocols, to mention a

few [KMO01, Rya+09, Cor+13b]. Although several electronic voting experience

reports [Sim+10, EGT12, Spr+14, Cul+15a, HT15] have outlined the different

ways election officials could compromise the robustness of a voting protocol,

it should be noted that the robustness property must be satisfied in order to
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guarantee public confidence in the overall electoral process [CC07, Kri17].

2.1.3 Verifiability Properties

The verifiability properties of a voting protocol ensures that the correctness of

the election outcome can be verified by voters, election officials and observers,

as applicable [HS11].

In the electronic voting literature [Smy+10, Ber+17], the three main verifia-

bility properties that are essential for trustworthy and publicly-verifiable elec-

tions include individual verifiability, universal verifiability and eligibility veri-

fiability. More recently, the verifiability properties have been re-categorised as

cast-as-intended verifiability, recorded-as-cast verifiability and tallied-as-recorded

verifiability. These properties are collectively equivalent to end-to-end verifia-

bility [Ben+15, Ber+17].

2.1.3.1 Individual Verifiability

In the context of electronic voting, the individual verifiability property ensures

that every voter is able to confirm that their cast vote was recorded accurately

[KTV15, Gua16].

The relevance of this security property and how it can be achieved in elec-

tronic voting protocols (and systems) have been explored by various researchers

in the literature [KRS10, Pea+13, Gua16, SFC19]. Over the years, confirmation

codes4 and tracking numbers have been the most commonly used parameters

for establishing individual verifiability.

Typically, confirmation codes are usually made up of a string of numeric or

alphanumeric characters that are generated randomly (or pseudorandomly) —

4These are also referred to as check codes, return codes or verification codes.
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in some voting protocols, this is done with a verifiable code generator [Rya11,

Cla11, Gua16]. A unique confirmation code is linked to each candidate option

on the ballot and this code is displayed to the voter after the ballot has been

cast, as evidence that the voter’s preferred candidate was submitted (see [Rya11,

Cul+11, Ess12, Pui+17, KW17]). In some voting systems (e.g., Scantegrity II

[Cha+11, Cha+09]), an invisible confirmation code is assigned to each candidate

that is listed on the ballot. To reveal a confirmation code, each voter is expected

to use a special pen to mark a distinct location beside their desired candidate

on the ballot. Once revealed, the confirmation code is noted by the voter and

will be subsequently used to complete individual verifiability tasks after the

poll closes. In practice, confirmation codes are often too long or complex to

memorise [Gua16]. This limitation, alongside the fact that voters are expected

to enter the codes into a computing device (in some cases) before comparing

the codes with a trustworthy source significantly impacts their usability during

elections [Gua16, MKV18]. Furthermore, as noted in [Küs+16], voters may be

vulnerable to coercion when reviewing their confirmation codes.

On the other hand, tracking numbers are randomly generated numbers [RPI16,

Sal+19] that are used primarily to satisfy the individual verifiability require-

ment in a number of voting protocols, notably Selene [RPI16], Electryo [RRZ18]

and VMV [Sal+19]. In the Selene voting protocol [RPI16], the votes cast by

voters are posted in plaintext on the web bulletin board, alongside their corre-

sponding tracking numbers. Each voter is informed about their unique (and

private) tracking number after the tracking numbers and votes have been pub-

lished [RPI16]. In doing so, voters are able to easily carry out their individual

verifiability tasks by confirming that their vote has been published correctly on

the bulletin board. This approach also helps to mitigate coercion since voters

can generate fake tracking numbers to deceive a potential coercer and they can-
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not prove their assigned tracking number to anyone (see [RPI16, Iov+17, RRZ18,

Sal+19]).

2.1.3.2 Universal Verifiability

An electronic voting protocol (or system) satisfies universal verifiability if all

voters, election observers, auditors and other third-parties can verify that the to-

tal ballots cast during the election corresponds to the final tally [MN06, KTV15,

Ber+18]. In other words, the universal verifiability property provides an oppor-

tunity for all independent parties to confirm that the election result was tallied

correctly.

Essentially, for the vast majority of voting protocols that have been proposed

in the literature, the universal verification of cast ballots and their consistency

with the final tally is often accomplished via the use of publicly-accessible and

trustworthy bulletin boards (see e.g., [Bau+01, AN06, Lan+09, GV10]).

2.1.3.3 Eligibility Verifiability

An eligible (and registered) voter should be able to vote, at most once during

an election. Furthermore, it should be possible for everyone to confirm that the

final tally is made up of votes received from only these eligible voters [KRS10,

Sri+14, KTV15].

The eligibility verifiability property is very useful when it comes to prevent-

ing ballot stuffing and multiple voting [DK10, Sri+14, KTV15, Wol+17]. We will

discuss this property further in Chapter 5.
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2.1.3.4 End-to-End Verifiability

In principle, the definition of end-to-end verifiability5 is twofold: It comprises

of mechanisms that allow each voter to verify that their vote was accurately

recorded and tallied in the election results, whilst ensuring that the secrecy of

the vote is not compromised [RST15, KZZ15b].

Furthermore, this notion of end-to-end verifiability not only makes it easier

for everyone to detect any form of electoral fraud that occur during the vote

casting and ballot tallying phases, but also provides evidence that helps to es-

tablish and verify the correctness of the election outcome (see [Pop+10, Ben+15,

KM17, Ber+17]).

As highlighted in [Ben+15], the notion of end-to-end verifiability is made up

of:

1. Cast-as-intended verifiability.

2. Recorded-as-cast verifiability.

3. Tallied-as-recorded verifiability.

To achieve end-to-end verifiability in electronic voting systems, voters are

required to actively interact with the verification mechanism, and the inten-

tions of each voter is expected to be kept private [Mar+18]. In [Cor+15], Cortier

et al. formally proved that an electronic voting protocol can only achieve end-

to-end verifiability if the protocol guarantees both individual and universal

verifiability properties, respectively, and it is not susceptible to clash attacks

(see [KTV12b, PW17]). Moreover, it is worth mentioning that any end-to-end

verifiable voting protocol will also satisfy the notion of software independence

[Ben+15].
5The very first definition of this property was given in [Ben87].
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In the next subsections, we will review cast-as-intended verifiability, recorded-

as-cast verifiability and tallied-as-recorded verifiability.

2.1.3.5 Cast-as-Intended Verifiability

With cast-as-intended verifiability, each voter is able to confirm whether their

cast vote accurately captures their intention, and have not been modified or

transposed by the voting device or election server [Gua16, Per16].

As a result, cast-as-intended verifiability attempts to mitigate the electoral

fraud associated with the manipulation of ballots during the vote casting stage

by malware (covertly) installed on compromised voters’ hardware devices or

voting machines (see [Hal16, MKV18, Ara+19]), corrupt election officials or dis-

honest insiders [Koh+04].

In the electronic voting literature, some of the notable techniques that have

been proposed for guaranteeing cast-as-intended verifiability in elections in-

clude the use of return codes [Gua16, KW17], the Benaloh Challenge [Ben06,

Ben07, Mar+18]), code voting [RT09, Lip14, Kul+19], and the voter-assisted de-

cryption of encrypted votes on a designated verification software (as it is done

in Estonia) [Spr+14, CM16, KW17], amongst others. Essentially, while each

of these techniques make various trust assumptions about the capabilities and

trustworthiness of voters, the Benaloh Challenge [Ben06, Mar+18]) appears to

be the most efficient technique.

As highlighted in [Mar+18], achieving cast-as-intended verifiability is not

very straightforward from the human-computer interaction perspective, be-

cause voters are required to be actively involved while carrying out the verifica-

tion process so as to avoid compromising ballot secrecy and the overall election

integrity. In recent years, a few software applications [SS13, CM16, Mar+18]

have been developed to automate the cast-as-intended verification process.
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2.1.3.6 Recorded-as-Cast Verifiability

Recorded-as-cast verifiability gives each voter the assurance that their cast vote

has been accurately recorded [Per16, Ber+17].

This form of verifiability is sometimes accomplished by issuing each voter

a receipt that contains some sort of evidence that can be used by the voter to

independently verify that their cast vote has been correctly included in the tally

[Ben+15], whilst preserving vote privacy. Some of the notable voting schemes

that have employed this technique include Helios [Adi08, Adi+09], Prêt à Voter

[Rya+09, Rya11], Scantegrity II [Cha+11, Cha+09] and vVote [Cul+15b, Cul+15a],

amongst others.

In principle, cast-as-intended verifiability and recorded-as-cast verifiability

are collectively required for ballot casting assurance [AN06, LJP10].

2.1.3.7 Tallied-as-Recorded Verifiability

With tallied-as-recorded verifiability,6 everyone (including the voters, auditors,

third-party independent observers, election officials and the general public) will

be able to verify that all the valid ballots recorded have been accurately counted

in the final tally [Per16, Ber+17].

As highlighted in [AN06, Per16], the universal verifiability property of an

electronic voting protocol is made up of eligibility verifiability and tallied-as-

recorded verifiability.

2.1.4 Other Essential Properties

In order to ensure the transparency and integrity of an election, voting pro-

tocols (and systems) need to achieve software independence, fairness, ballot

6This is also known as counted-as-recorded verifiability [AN06, Pea+13].
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independence and accountability, as applicable. A concise description of these

properties are as follows:

2.1.4.1 Software Independence

An electronic voting system is considered software-independent if an undiscov-

ered software bug or modification in its underlying software does not lead to an

"undetectable" error or change in the published election results [RW06, Riv08].

The notion of software independence was first introduced in [RW06, Riv08]

and it was motivated in part by the need to eliminate the reliance on trustwor-

thy voting software for the accuracy and integrity of election results. Essentially,

as discussed in [GGR07, Riv08, Pop09], the increasing complexity of voting soft-

ware and the insufficient testing (and quality assurance) of these programs not

only makes it very hard to accurately verify that ballots have been recorded-

as-cast and counted-as-recorded, but also limits the opportunity to reliably de-

tect (with overwhelming probability) if votes have been lost or the final tally

is wrong. Evidently, it is relatively easy for a malicious voting software to be

configured to steal or manipulate votes without detection [SW12, Hal16, CE18].

Thus, software independence is a critical security requirement in electronic vot-

ing protocols that rely on software.

While the importance of software independence cannot be over-emphasised,

Essex et al. [ECA10] pointed out that the definition due to Rivest and Wack

[RW06, Riv08] cannot be extrapolated to electronic voting protocols that do not

completely rely on the use of software to enforce correctness and verifiability.

Notable examples of such cryptographic voting protocols include paper-based

protocols such as Punchscan [PH06, FCS06], Aperio [ECA10, Ess12] and Scratch

& Vote [AR06, Adi06], to mention a few. For this reason, a variant of this def-

inition known as custody independence was proposed by Essex et al. [ECA10] to
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account for these types of voting protocols. More precisely, a voting protocol

satisfies the notion of custody independence if an undiscovered error or mod-

ification in the paper trail do not result in an "undetectable" error or change in

the published election results. In practice, software independence and custody

independence (depending on the context) are essential for both individual and

universal verifiability [ECA10].

Indeed, the accuracy and trustworthiness of a voting system largely de-

pends on software independence [SDW08, Pea+13]. This further accentuates

the fact that the election outcome should not be ultimately determined by the

correctness of the voting software, based on pre-defined functional require-

ments [RW06, Riv08, Pop09]. In practice, software independence could either

be achieved with cryptographic techniques [RV16, Ber+17] or through voter-

verifiable paper audit trails (VVPATs) that can be directly verified by voters,

auditors and independent election observers [SDW08, SW12, RV16].

2.1.4.2 Fairness

Without loss of generality, the fairness property is satisfied if nobody has access

to partial information about the election outcome (before the voting phase ends)

that could potentially influence the candidate choices of voters that have not yet

voted [FOO92, DLL11b].

In the electronic voting literature, there are some differences in the way re-

searchers typically interpret and validate the fairness property. For example,

in [Rya09], an electronic voting protocol is considered to guarantee fairness if

the protocol achieves both accuracy and eligibility verifiability. On the other

hand, Smyth [Smy11] highlighted that fairness is not only guaranteed when

there are no preliminary election results available before the tallying phase,
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but also if the ballots cast by voters are distinct.7 Furthermore, De Faveri et

al. [De +16] pointed out that fairness implies that no individual is able to par-

tially compute the final tally of an election. According to De Faveri et al. [De

+16], this definition of fairness is intended to account for any unforeseen (or

perhaps, pre-planned) attempts to unfavourably manipulate or sway the elec-

tion results through swing votes and forced-abstention attacks, amongst others.

As outlined in [CS11, CS13], satisfying fairness not only encompasses the no-

tion of ballot independence in a voting protocol, but also includes preventing

each voter from modifying or spoiling their cast vote after the partial election

results are revealed. Moreover, in [Oka96, Lee+03, CC07, Li18], the authors

emphasised that to satisfy fairness, the talliers should not be able to obtain (or

publicly reveal) the provisional election results before the polls close – this is in

addition to the conditions outlined by Smyth [Smy11] and DeFaveri [De +16],

respectively. Overall, fairness helps to reduce incidences of vote buying and

voter intimidation [GBP16, Cor+16].

2.1.4.3 Ballot Independence

An electronic voting protocol guarantees ballot independence if a voter is un-

able to cast a meaningfully related (or similar) ballot8 by monitoring the ongoing

actions or decisions taken by another voter that is interacting with the protocol

[Gen95, CS13].

In [Gen95], ballot independence was considered to be an improvement on

the semantic security property of voting protocols. This notion of semantic se-

curity makes it impossible for an adversary to learn anything about a plaintext

when given the corresponding ciphertext [GM84].

7In other words, the notion of ballot independence is achieved [Smy11].
8In this context, the use of the word ’ballot’ and ’vote’ are interchangeable.
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Essentially, ballot independence is an important requirement for vote pri-

vacy and fairness [SC11a, CS13]. As discussed in [SC11a, CS13, Smy16], an ad-

versary will be able to violate vote privacy if a voting protocol does not satisfy

the notion of ballot independence. To further emphasise on why ballot indepen-

dence is important, Cortier and Smyth [SC11a, CS11, CS13] demonstrated how

the lack of ballot independence in the Lee protocol [Lee+03], Helios [Adi08,

Adi+09] and other classic voting schemes (such as [SK94, Sch99]) make these

protocols susceptible to vote (or ballot) replay attacks, respectively.

2.1.4.4 Accountability

The notion of accountability in the context of electronic voting ensures that all

misbehaving protocol participants are identified and held accountable if there

is evidence that the published final tally does not match the accurate record of

all the ballots cast by honest voters [KTV10a, KM17]. To accomplish this, it is

imperative that there are adequate mechanisms in place to allow independent

observers and auditors check that each ballot has been correctly recorded (and

included) in the election result and where applicable, detect any anomaly in this

regard [De +16].

As discussed in [RB03, NDI13, Kri17], encouraging accountability during an

election is crucial to fostering public confidence and trust in the overall elec-

toral process. In practice, this helps an electoral management body (EMB) to

ensure that the election officials responsible for overseeing different aspects of

the election comply with the electoral legal and procedural framework, whilst

making provisions for the appropriate penalties and legal recourse if there are

any reported violations.

There is a variant of accountability known as collection accountability in the

literature. As described in [Ber+17], an electronic voting protocol (or system)
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is considered to be collection accountable if every voter that discovers that their

ballot was not recorded have sufficient evidence to convince election observers

and other third-parties about this fact. Intuitively, this notion of collection ac-

countability, alongside the well-studied notion of accountability are important

requirements that should be considered and satisfied when it comes to the is-

sue of dispute resolution in electronic voting [Zag+13, Ber+17, KM17].

In the electronic voting literature, some of the common approaches that

could be employed to establish the evidence required for accountability include

the use of return (or confirmation) codes [Gua16, KW17], tracking numbers

[RPI16, Per16], paper receipts [Kel+10, MCE14], voter-verifiable paper audit

trails (VVPATs) [GB07, SW12], as well as the independent audit, review and

certification of electronic voting (and counting) machines and software [Cla+08,

GGR09]. For poll-site voting, in particular, the chain of custody of cast ballots

can also be used to achieve collection accountability [Ber+17].

Formally, the notion of accountability is stronger than verifiability in an elec-

tronic voting protocol. This is due to the fact that verifiability properties only

require that any electoral fraud carried out during the voting and ballot tal-

lying phases be detected, respectively, whereas accountability involves detect-

ing any such discrepancies in the published final tally, as well as identifying

and ensuring that every misbehaving participant takes responsibility for their

actions (see [KTV10a, Küs+16, KM17, Küs+20]). In severe cases of electoral

malfeasance, this could also involve holding these compromised parties legally

responsible for their behaviour [Küs+16, Par+17]. Furthermore, it should be

noted that while achieving verifiability does not necessarily imply accountabil-

ity [Küs+20], satisfying verifiability and fairness is critical for accountability to

hold [KTV10a, KEB19].

In [KTV12b, BGS17, KM17, Küs+20], the authors demonstrated that account-
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ability is important in order to prevent protocol participants not just from mis-

behaving or acting dishonestly, but also deviating from the intended protocol

specification. Moreover, accountability helps to enhance the robustness and de-

pendability properties of a voting protocol [KM17].

2.2 Cryptographic Primitives

In this section, we give a description of blind signatures, mixnets and homomor-

phic encryption. These cryptographic primitives are typically used in the de-

sign of electronic voting protocols to ensure ballot secrecy and voter anonymity

[Pea+13, NBV14].

2.2.1 Blind Signatures

A blind signature is a cryptographic primitive that allows a signer to sign a

cryptographic message without reading the content of the message [Cha83,

Pea+13].

This primitive was introduced in the seminal paper of Chaum [Cha83] as a

variant of digital signatures in which the content of every message has to be

blinded first with a randomness before the blinded message is signed by the

signer with a signing algorithm. The underlying approach makes it infeasi-

ble for the signer to know the message content. In order to read the original

message, the signed message will have to be unblinded by the message recipi-

ent(s) and if required, the signature on the message and the corresponding ran-

dom value can be verified by the recipient against the public key of the signer

[Pea+13, Loc16]. Essentially, blind signature schemes are expected to satisfy

two security properties, namely unlinkability and unforgeability. On the one

hand, it should be impossible for the signer to know the content of the message
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that was signed [BW16, Gro+18]. On the other hand, nobody should be able to

forge signatures on any message that was not blind-signed by the signer [BW16,

Gro+18].

More formally, a blind signature scheme is made up of a blind (and unblind

function), as well as a signature function [Pop09, Loc16, BW16]:

1. Sign function: This signature function is used by the designated signer to

generate a publicly verifiable signature Sign on message m, i.e. Sign(m).

If this message has been blinded, the Sign function will generate a blind

signature Sign(Blind(m)).

2. Blind function: The Blind function is applied on a message m that need to

be blinded to produce Blind(m). The inverse of this function, known as the

Unblind function is used to unblind the blinded message Blind(m). Given

that the Unblind function is commutative with the Sign function [Pop09],

Unblind(Sign(Blind(m))) = Sign(m).

As highlighted in [Pea+13, BW16], certain public-key encryption schemes

can be used to construct blind signatures. One of the most common blind

signature scheme is based on the RSA public-key encryption scheme [Oka96,

Pea+13]. By adapting the notations of [Pea+13, NBV14], the RSA blind signa-

ture is described as follows, if Alice wants to obtain a signature on her message

m:

1. First, the public and private keys of the signer (say, Bob) are denoted by

(y, d) and x, respectively.

2. Alice chooses a randomness r such that gcd(y, r) = 1 and 0 ≤ r ≤ y − 1.

This randomness is sometimes referred to as the blinding factor [NBV14].

3. Alice computes m∗ = mrd (mod y) and sends m∗ to Bob.
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4. After receiving m∗ from Alice, Bob computes the parameter s∗ = (m∗)x

(mod y) and transmits s∗ back to Alice.

5. Finally, Alice computes s = s∗/r (mod y). The signature of Bob on the

message m is denoted by s.

In voting protocols that are based on blind signatures, these blind signatures

are often used by the designated election authority (or signing authority) to ver-

ify the eligibility of each voter to cast their ballot in an election, without learning

how the voter has voted [MN06, DKR09, BW16]. The blind signatures can also

be used by the authority to confirm that the voter has not previously voted in

the election [Pop09]. The FOO [FOO92], Okamoto [Oka96], as well as Xia and

Schneider [XS06] voting protocols are notable examples of voting protocols that

rely on blind signatures. The design philosophy behind this category of voting

protocols is based on the premise that there exists an anonymous communica-

tion channel (usually implemented with a mixnet), as well as a blind signature

scheme (see [Pop09, NBV14, Loc16]).

In addition to preserving vote privacy to a reasonable extent, the voting pro-

tocols that implement blind signatures can achieve the fairness property since it

is impossible for any partial election result to be released before the end of the

voting period [BPS94, Ohk+99, Pea+13]. These voting protocols also allow the

individual verifiability of cast votes [Pop09, Pea+13]. Other noteworthy benefits

of blind signature-based voting protocols include their efficiency during com-

putation [Lee+03, XS06, HDU08], and how they ensure that only eligible voters

are able to cast ballots, thereby preventing impersonation fraud and multiple

voting [DKR09, Kem14]. It is also worth mentioning that blind signature-based

voting protocols support write-in ballots [Hir01].

However, despite the benefits that are derived from employing blind signa-
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tures while designing voting protocols, it should be noted that voters are typi-

cally required to actively participate throughout each phase of the election (see

e.g., [FOO92, Oka97, Ohk+99, Hir01, XS06]). As highlighted in [XS06, HDU08],

this requirement is undesirable in real-world elections. Another significant

drawback of these protocols is that they do not usually satisfy the universal

verifiability property [XS06, Adi06]. It is also possible for dishonest election au-

thorities and computationally unbounded adversaries to engage in ballot stuff-

ing [Pop09, Loc16]. Furthermore, privacy-preserving dispute resolution proce-

dures are complicated in blind signature-based voting protocols, especially in

situations where voters have discovered that their cast ballots were not correctly

recorded [Pop09, Pea+13]. Moreover, given that most voting protocols that are

based on blind signatures have been designed for remote voting (via the inter-

net), these protocols are neither coercion-resistant nor secure enough to prevent

the voters’ computing devices from learning their votes [Pop09, GPZ19].

2.2.2 Homomorphic Encryption

Homomorphic encryption can be simply expressed as follows, given a proba-

bilistic encryption function Enc, randomness r, as well as plaintexts mα and mβ

[CGS97]: Enc(mα) ⊗ Enc(mβ) = Enc(mα ⊕ mβ), where homomorphic multiplica-

tion and addition are denoted by ⊗ and ⊕, respectively. This implies that the

multiplication (i.e. ‘product’) of two ciphertexts is equivalent to the encryption

of the sum of the corresponding plaintexts [Adi06, BW16].

In voting protocols based on homomorphic encryption, the cast votes are

usually encrypted by each voter with a public key that is published prior to

the voting phase. Afterwards, the set of trusted participants (or trustees) will

first compute a single ciphertext from the aggregate of the encrypted votes be-

fore verifiably decrypting this ciphertext with their unique private key shares,
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in order to generate the final election result [CGS97, Pea+13, Hir01]. Essen-

tially, by exploiting the homomorphic property of the underlying encryption

scheme, this technique preserves (computational) vote privacy as it does not re-

quire that the ciphertext of each encrypted vote is decrypted during the tallying

phase. The tallied-as-recorded verifiability property is also easily achieved with

homomorphic encryption [Pea+13], and unlike blind signatures and mixnets,

homomorphic encryption supports the incremental tallying of the votes cast by

a relatively small electorate [Hir01, Kul17]. Moreover, the correctness of the fi-

nal tally can be verified by anyone since it does not require knowledge of the

individual plaintexts or the private key [SDW08, BDS17].

Typically, voting protocols that are based on homomorphic encryption rely

on the additive homomorphic property of the encryption scheme employed in

the protocol design [Cla11, Pea+13]. A very good example of such encryption

scheme is the exponential ElGamal cryptosystem, which is the additively ho-

momorphic variant of the standard ElGamal encryption scheme [ElG85]. The

standard and exponential ElGamal encryption schemes are defined as follows:

Definition 2.1. (ElGamal Encryption Scheme).

The (standard) ElGamal encryption scheme [ElG85] is a probabilistic public-

key encryption scheme, in which the security guarantees depend on the in-

tractability of the Discrete Logarithm assumption [Pet92] and the decisional

Diffie-Hellman (DDH) assumption [Bon98].9 In practice, the ElGamal encryp-

tion scheme is one of the widely used cryptographic primitives in electronic

voting protocols since it supports not only distributed key generation, but also

threshold decryption and the re-randomisation of encrypted votes without re-

quiring the original private key(s) or plaintext votes [CGS97, Bra05, Pea+13].

9These assumptions will be described in Section 3.2.
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Some researchers have also demonstrated how the ElGamal encryption scheme

could be applied as a (Pedersen) commitment scheme in voting protocols [KZZ15b,

RPI16, Dre17, BDS17].

Formally, based on the well-documented notations for the standard ElGa-

mal encryption scheme, let p and q be two large primes such that q | p−1, and

let Gq denote the multiplicative subgroup of Z∗p with prime order q. Given a

generator g ∈ Gq, the public key of the ElGamal encryption scheme will be ex-

pressed as y ∈ Gq = gx and the corresponding (random) private key will be x

∈ Zq = loggy. A plaintext m ∈ Gq is encrypted under public key y as Enc(m,

r) = (a, b) = (gr, m . yr) for a randomly chosen number r ∈ Zq. To decrypt the

ciphertext tuple (a, b) with the private key x, we compute Dec(a, b) = m = b .

a−x (see [Wik02, Bra05, KM09]).

In some applications (see e.g., [Pet92, Ben86, BY86, Bra05, Web06]), a (sub)set

of trusted participants i ∈ n (where i is the i-th participant) are usually required

to ensure robustness and distributed trust. For threshold encryption with the El-

Gamal encryption scheme, the public cryptographic parameters of the ElGamal

cryptosystem (notably p, q and the generator g of Gq) will be jointly generated

by the designated protocol participants. During distributed key generation in

these scenarios (see [Gen+03, CS13, BW16]), each participant i is assigned a pri-

vate key share xi and a public key share (yi = gxi). The public key is denoted

by y = (y1, . . . , yn) = ∏n
i=1yi, and anyone that intends to encrypt their message

with this public key can combine (e.g., by using a key combination algorithm)

the n public key shares. Accordingly, the distributed (and verifiable) decryption

of the resulting ElGamal ciphertext (a, b) will involve the specified threshold of

participants computing the partial decryption (ki = axi) by using their private

key share xi, where x = (x1, . . . , xn) = ∑n
i=1xi. Indeed, the plaintext m is eas-

ily retrieved by anyone that combines the required decryption shares [CS13,
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BW16], such that:

m = b/(k1, . . . , kn) = b/(ax1 , . . . , axn) = b/(a∑n
i=1 xi) = b . a−x

The ElGamal encryption scheme is multiplicatively homomorphic, since it

is possible to multiply two ciphertexts in order to obtain an encryption of the

product of the corresponding plaintexts [CGS97, HLL10]. Suppose there are

two ElGamal ciphertexts Enc(mα) and Enc(mβ) representing the encryption of

two plaintexts denoted by mα and mβ with rα and rβ ∈ Zq as two randomly

chosen values, the multiplicative homomorphism ensures that:

1. Enc(mα) . Enc(mβ) = (grα , mα . yrα) . (grβ , mβ . yrβ) = (grα+rβ , (mα.mβ) . yrα+rβ)

= Enc(mα . mβ).

2. Dec(Enc(mα) . Enc(mβ)) = Dec((grα , mα . yrα) . (grβ , mβ . yrβ)) = Dec((grα+rβ ,

(mα.mβ) . yrα+rβ)) = mα . mβ.

Furthermore, let’s assume we already have an ElGamal ciphertext (a, b) =

(gr, m . yr). The randomised re-encryption of this ciphertext with the public key

y = gx can be efficiently achieved by using another uniformly random value

r′ ∈ Zq (i.e. the re-encryption factor) to compute a new ciphertext (a′, b′) =

(gr+r′ , m . yr+r′) = (a . gr′ , b . yr′). This re-randomisation can be performed by

anybody and upon decryption, the plaintext generated will be the same as the

one obtained from decrypting (gr, m . yr) [Lee+03, BDS17].

It should be noted that while group operations in the ElGamal encryption

scheme are usually performed modulo p (see [Bra05, Pea+13]), operations on

integers in the exponents are done modulo q = (p− 1)/2 [HLL10, BW16]. Based

on the notations of [CGS97], multiplication modulo p is the group operation of

the message (i.e. plaintext) space denoted by Gq while component-wise multi-

plication modulo p is the group operation of the ciphertext space denoted by

Gq × Gq.
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Definition 2.2. (Exponential ElGamal Encryption Scheme).

In addition to the cryptographic parameters of the ElGamal encryption scheme

[ElG85], the exponential ElGamal cryptosystem has another (independent) pa-

rameter h that constitutes a generator of Gq [CGS97, Pea+13]. It is worth men-

tioning that the group operation has not only changed to addition modulo q,

but also the message space of the exponential ElGamal encryption scheme is

now Zq, instead of Gq [CGS97, Hir01].

Thus, a plaintext m ∈ Zq will be encrypted by first choosing a randomness r

∈ Zq, encoding m as hm and then computing the resulting ciphertext as Enc(m,

r) = (gr, hm . yr) [CGS97, Pea+13]. Although the ciphertext can be decrypted

by following the same approach applied to standard ElGamal ciphertexts, the

plaintext m (from hm) cannot be retrieved directly during decryption unless the

values of m are small because of the difficulty involved when computing the

discrete logarithm. As a result, it can only be obtained by using pre-computed

lookup tables or searching through some finite fields (e.g., via linear search)

[Web06, HLL10, Pea+13].

This variant of the ElGamal encryption scheme supports the homomorphic

addition of ciphertexts — a desirable attribute for voting protocols [Cla11, NBV14,

BW16]. In particular, the additive homomorphic property of the exponential El-

Gamal encryption scheme ensures that the product (or multiplication) of two ci-

phertexts is equivalent to the encryption of the sum of the corresponding plain-

texts. This implies that:

1. Enc(mα) . Enc(mβ) = (grα , hmα . yrα) . (grβ , hmβ . yrβ) = (grα+rβ , (hmα .hmβ) .

yrα+rβ) = (grα+rβ , (hmα+mβ) . yrα+rβ) = Enc(mα + mβ).

2. Dec(Enc(mα) . Enc(mβ)) = Dec((grα , hmα . yrα) . (grβ , hmβ . yrβ)) = Dec((grα+rβ ,

hmα+mβ . yrα+rβ)) = mα + mβ; and
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3. Enc(mα)k = Enc(k.mα).

Just like the standard ElGamal encryption scheme [ElG85], any ciphertext

can be re-encrypted with the exponential ElGamal cryptosystem to generate an-

other ciphertext of the original plaintext, without knowledge of the private key

or previous randomness (see e.g., [Cla11, CS13]). Some examples of voting pro-

tocols that use homomorphic encryption include Helios 2.0 [Adi+09], Scratch &

Vote [AR06], Prêt à Voter [Rya08, Xia+08], VoteBox [SDW08] and the protocol

due to Cramer et al. [CGS97].

2.2.3 Mixnets

A mixnet (otherwise known as a mix network) is a cryptographic primitive that

accepts some encrypted parameters as input, and then generates an output

containing a permuted list of re-encrypted or decrypted parameters that cor-

responds to the initial inputs, such that the link between each input and output

has been obsfucated [Wik05, Pea+13].

Mixnets were originally proposed in [Cha81] and in 1995, Sako and Kilian

[SK95] presented the first mixnet that is universally verifiable. Fundamentally,

mixnets are constructed with several mix servers that aim to protect privacy by

hiding the links between the input and output parameters. These mix servers

are typically designed in such a way that the input of the next mix server in

the sequence is obtained from the outputs of the previous mix server [Wik05,

Pop09]. The public key of the mixnet will be jointly generated by the sequence

of mix servers while the corresponding private key share xi of private key x will

be distributed amongst the mix servers [Adi06]. In theory, the privacy guaran-

tees of the mixnet are based on the assumption that at least one mix server is

honest, and will effectively hide the link between the mixnet inputs and their as-
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sociated outputs by keeping the underlying permutation secret [Wik05, Adi06,

Pop09]. Nonetheless, the use of public-key cryptography in mixnets not only in-

creases their modular exponentiations and computational complexity, but also

undermines their efficiency in real-life applications [Lee+03, Pop09, PB10].

To date, several voting protocols [Lee+03, Web06, Adi06, Pop09, Dem14]

have used mixnets to anonymise encrypted votes, thereby achieving vote pri-

vacy. And to achieve universal verifiability, most mixnet-based voting protocols

rely on the use of bulletin boards. One of the underlying design principles for

these voting protocols involve each voter encrypting their vote with the pub-

lic keys of the individual mix servers and some random values before posting

the votes on the bulletin board [Lee+03, Adi06, Pop09]. The public keys of the

mix servers are published by the mixnet, and to prevent voters from being sus-

ceptible to coercion, each voter is neither allowed to select the random values,

nor are they made aware of the chosen random values after casting their vote

[Pop09]. Next, these mix servers will sequentially shuffle and process the en-

crypted votes [Pop09, Kem14]. This processing phase (see [Wik05]) could either

involve partially decrypting the votes with the private key of the applicable mix

server, or re-encrypting them by using a public-key cryptosystem that allows re-

encryption like the Paillier [Pai99] or ElGamal [ElG85] cryptosystems. The pro-

cessing phase of each mix server will then generate (publicly verifiable) proofs

of correct shuffling and partial decryption or proofs of correct re-encryption and

shuffling, as applicable [Adi06, Kem14]. Once this phase is complete, the out-

puts are posted on the bulletin board and the tally will be computed, to ensure

universal verifiability.

In real-world election scenarios, however, it would be unrealistic to assume

that none of the mix servers will try to maliciously flip or replace any of the en-

crypted votes. Thus, the mix servers are not trusted to ensure vote correctness,
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rather they are only trusted to preserve (computational) vote privacy [CGS97,

Adi06, Dem14]. Accordingly, the mix servers are required to produce zero-

knowledge proofs that confirms that the shuffling, partial decryption and/or

re-encryption has been done correctly, without adding, modifying or removing

votes [Adi06, Loc16]. On the positive side, mixnets generally support write-

in ballots, complex voting systems10 and ballot auditing (see [Lee+03, Adi06,

Kem14, Gua16]). Furthermore, since the order of permutation of the inputs re-

ceived by each mix server is dynamic (i.e. non-deterministic), the mix servers

will always generate outputs that are ordered differently [DKR09, Pop09].

The two main types of mixnets in the cryptographic literature include the de-

cryption mixnet and the re-encryption mixnet [XS06, Wik05]. As highlighted in

[Adi06, Pea+13], cut-and-choose methods can be used to verify that any mixnet

(either a decryption mixnet or a re-encryption mixnet) has generated the correct

outputs in a privacy-preserving manner. For re-encryption mixnets in particu-

lar, efficient (and universally verifiable) proofs can also be used to check for

correctness [Adi06, Pea+13].

2.2.3.1 Decryption Mixnets

Firstly, in a decryption mixnet, the batch of encrypted parameters that are ac-

cepted by the mixnet will be permuted and partially decrypted (in a sequen-

tial fashion) by each mix server with their unique private key. Afterwards, the

mixnet will generate an output containing the original yet unlinkable plaintexts

of these parameters [XS06, Pea+13]. The Chaumian mixnet [Cha81] is notable

for being the first decryption mixnet in the cryptographic literature.

In electronic voting protocols that are based on decryption mixnets, these

mixnets are often used to shuffle and decrypt the batch of encrypted votes re-

10For example, single transferable vote (STV) elections.
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ceived so that it is impossible to link each decrypted vote back to its correspond-

ing ciphertext, whilst keeping the permutation secret [Pea+13]. To ensure that

no vote has been added, removed or altered by a malicious mix server, each

mix server will generate a proof of correct partial decryption before shuffling

and transmitting the intermediate ciphertexts to the next mix server in the se-

quence.

Decryption mixnet-based voting protocols suffer from chain voting, as well

as the lack of versatility and robustness [Bis10, Pea+13, Kul17]. With regards to

the robustness property, a decryption mixnet cannot be used if one of the mix

servers fail (e.g., due to a denial-of-service attack) or becomes compromised

[XS06, Cul+15b]. Furthermore, auditing the outputs of a decryption mixnet

without violating privacy is impossible, since the mixnet is inherently deter-

ministic [XS06, Pea+13]. Another significant drawback of decryption mixnet-

based voting protocols is their vulnerability to pattern voting attacks, given that

the fully decrypted votes are eventually published on the bulletin board [PS07,

Pop09].

Some popular examples of voting protocols that use decryption mixnets in-

clude Schweisgut’s scheme [Sch06], Prêt à Voter [CRS05] and Chaum’s visual

cryptography scheme [Cha04].

2.2.3.2 Re-encryption Mixnets

Re-encryption mixnets were first proposed by Park et al. in [PIK93]. In a re-

encryption mixnet, the encrypted parameters that are received by the mixnet are

first re-encrypted by each mix server using a probabilistic encryption scheme

and then, the mix servers will shuffle the ciphertexts (in a parallel or sequential

fashion) and produce another list of encrypted parameters as output [Wik05,

Pea+13].
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More precisely, re-encryption mixnets usually employ an encryption scheme

that supports random re-encryption or re-randomisation so as to encrypt a pa-

rameter and generate the corresponding ciphertext with a different randomness

[Adi06, Gua16]. In particular, the re-randomisation property of the encryption

scheme applied helps to ensure that the shuffled parameters are indistinguish-

able after the mix servers apply the secret permutation. As noted in [Wik05,

Ben06, Pop09], the ElGamal encryption scheme [ElG85] is the most preferred for

this purpose since it readily makes it possible to re-encrypt a ciphertext without

prior knowledge of the secret key.

In re-encryption mixnet-based voting protocols, a group of serially connected

mix servers will accept the encrypted votes that have been posted to the web

bulletin board, re-encrypt these ciphertexts by applying some secret random

values, before shuffling the resulting ciphertexts based on a predetermined or

uniformly random secret permutation and subsequently publishing the cipher-

texts on the bulletin board [JCJ05, Adi06, Dem14]. As highlighted in [Ben06], the

re-encrypted votes that have been processed by the mix servers could be sorted

randomly, lexicographically, numerically or alphabetically, in order to conceal

the link between the newly re-encrypted votes and the original encrypted votes.

The approach taken by the mix servers is intended to preserve vote privacy and

in practice, these mix servers could be owned and operated by the different

political parties participating in the election. Once the process has been com-

pleted and the auditors are satisfied with the proofs of correctness (i.e. correct

re-encryption and shuffling) generated by the mix servers, the designated elec-

tion officials will work together to jointly decrypt the anonymised ciphertexts

in a verifiable way using distributed decryption [Web06, Adi06, Kem14]. As

with a decryption mixnet, the decryption phase will also be accompanied with

proofs of correct shuffling [PB10, Dem14].
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Over the years, several re-encryption mixnets for electronic voting have been

proposed in the literature (see [Wik05, Adi06, Loc16]). Given that the decryp-

tion and re-encryption phases of a re-encryption mixnet are separate, this type

of mixnet is more efficient, flexible and robust when compared to a decryption

mixnet [Lee+03, Cul+15b, Pea+13]. In addition, it is easy to audit the outputs of

a re-encryption mixnet that is implemented as part of a voting protocol [RS08,

Bis10, Pea+13].

Examples of voting protocols that are based on re-encryption mixnets in-

clude JCJ [JCJ05], Selene [RPI16], Wombat [Ben+12], vVote [Cul+15b], UniVote

[Loc16] and a modified version of Prêt à Voter [RS08].

2.2.4 Comparing Homomorphic Encryption and Mixnets

As we have discussed in Section 2.2.1, the limitations of blind signature-based

voting protocols far outweigh their benefits when it comes to deployment in

real-life elections. In particular, while voting protocols that rely on mixnets or

homomorphic encryption for ballot tallying are universal verifiable and receipt-

free, the vast majority of voting protocols that employ blind signatures cannot

satisfy the universally verifiablity and receipt-freeness requirements of end-to-

end verifiable elections [Lee+03, XS06, Adi06].11

Therefore, most voting protocols nowadays rely on mixnets or homomor-

phic encryption for computing the final tally of an election in a privacy-preserving

and verifiable way [Adi06, Pea+13]. As a matter of fact, some protocols e.g.,

Hirt and Sako’s scheme [HS00], Shuffle-Sum [Ben+09] and Selections [Cla11]

use both mixnets and homomorphic encryption. In voting protocols based on

re-encryption mixnets, the re-encryption function and the multiplicative homo-

morphism of the standard ElGamal cryptosystem is particularly useful [Lee+03,

11Please see [NBV14] for the adversary models of these cryptographic primitives.
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BDS17]. In light of this, we outline the pros and cons of mixnet-based tallying

and homomorphic encryption as follows:

1. With (additive) homomorphic encryption, only the ciphertext derived from

aggregating the encrypted votes for each candidate need to be decrypted

when generating the final tally. On the other hand, mixnet-based tallying

is somewhat complex than the relatively simple processes involved dur-

ing homomorphic tallying because the mixing, re-encryption (if applica-

ble) and decryption of the encrypted votes are computationally intensive

(see [Lee+03, Adi06, PB10, Bis10, Pea+13]).

2. Regardless of the type of mixnet used, homomorphic encryption offers

far more privacy guarantees than mixnets since the encrypted votes in a

mixnet-based voting protocol will be decrypted eventually to ensure the

correctness of the final tally [Ben+09, CS13, Gre15].

3. In most cases, homomorphic encryption-based voting protocols can tol-

erate malicious behaviour from at most half of the election authorities,

whereas having just one dishonest or malicious election authority in a

mixnet-based voting protocol could compromise the protocol’s integrity

[CGS97, Ess12]. Thus, homomorphic encryption ensures more robustness.

4. Mixnet-based voting protocols are a lot more susceptible to coercion than

protocols based on homomorphic encryption (see [JCJ05, Ben+09, BGP11,

Kem14]).

5. The correctness of the final tally obtained from homomorphic tallying re-

lies on the validity of the encrypted ballots [Wik05, PB10]. In practice,

homomorphic encryption is not very efficient for voters because the com-

plexity of the proofs of each voter’s ballot validity increases linearly with
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the number of candidates (see [CGS97, Ohk+99, BGP11, OV16]). Since

voters are not required to generate complex proofs of ballot validity or

correctness in mixnet-based voting protocols, these protocols are more

efficient for voters than homomorphic tallying-based protocols [Lee+03,

Per16].

6. While mixnets generally support write-in ballots and complex voting sys-

tems (such as those involving preferential or ranked voting), homomor-

phic encryption can only efficiently handle plurality voting systems [Lee+03,

HDU08, Per16].

2.3 Benaloh Challenge

The Benaloh Challenge [Ben06, Ben07] achieves cast-as-intended verifiability

through the separation of the ballot preparation and ballot casting phases, re-

spectively. To date, this cast-as-intended verifiability technique has been im-

plemented in Helios [Adi08, Adi+09], STAR-Vote [Bel+13], VoteBox [SDW08],

Wombat [Ben+12] and Prêt à Voter [Bur+12b], amongst other voting schemes.

As discussed in [Per16, MKV18, Mar+18], the procedure for completing the

Benaloh Challenge usually progresses as follows:

1. Each voter chooses their preferred candidate(s).

2. The voter’s choice is encrypted by the voting software.

3. Next, the voter is given two options, namely: (1) Either the voter pro-

ceeds to cast their encrypted vote,12 or; (2) The voter prompts the voting

12This ciphertext could also be considered as the encrypted ballot.
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software for their encrypted vote and subsequently confirms that the en-

crypted vote contains their desired candidate.

4. If the voter selects the first option (i.e. step 1), the voter proceeds to cast

the encrypted vote.

5. On the other hand, if the voters select the option that allows for the en-

crypted vote verification (or audit), the voter gets an opportunity to ac-

tually confirm that their encrypted vote accurately matches their choice

of candidate. With this option, however, there is a caveat that helps to

enforce ballot secrecy: all verified votes will have to be deleted and the

voter has to initiate the voting procedure again in order to cast a ballot

(see [Per16, Mar+18, Cor+19]).

One of the main benefits of the Benaloh Challenge is that an adversary in

control of the voting software will have difficulty in predicting whether the

voter will cast their encrypted ballot or choose to verify that the ballot is well-

formed13 during the ballot preparation process [MKV18, Mar+18, Cor+19]. In

addition, it would be impossible for the adversary to determine when they can

proceed to manipulate a voter’s choice even when the adversary has success-

fully compromised the voter’s device [Cul+15b, MKV18, Mar+18]. This is be-

cause the adversary will not know how many times a voter will decide to verify

that her ballot was cast-as-intended. As a result, if the adversary changes a

voter’s ballot choice and the voter subsequently verifies their ballot integrity

using the Benaloh Challenge, the voter will detect this manipulation with over-

whelming probability [RST15, Per16, Mar+18].

However, in spite of the seemingly obvious advantages of the Benaloh Chal-

lenge, some researchers [WH09, Ace+14, KM17, Mar+18, Mar+19b] have pointed

13See [Pop+10, SFC19] for an overview of ballot well-formedness in electronic voting.
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out that voters can be easily overwhelmed by the complicated verification pro-

cesses involved when performing the Benaloh Challenge. Additionally, this

complexity pales in comparison to the unrealistic trust assumption that the

voter’s verification device is trustworthy and not vulnerable to malware (see

[Küs+16, Fil18]). Furthermore, another notable drawback of the vote verifica-

tion phase employed in the Benaloh Challenge is that none of the votes that

are eventually cast, recorded and tallied will be audited for correctness and in-

tegrity [Cor+19].

Moreover, Marky et al. [Mar+18] conducted a usability study of the three

different techniques for carrying out the Benaloh Challenge in electronic voting

protocols, to determine which of the techniques allow voters to successfully ver-

ify their vote in a timely manner. The findings from their comparative analyses

show that voters are likely to have varying levels of problems while executing

the Benaloh Challenge, depending on which approach they follow. As a matter

of fact, similar issues have also been observed in other contemporary usability

studies (see e.g., [Kar+11, Ace+14, Net+18, Mar+19b, Kul+19]). Nonetheless,

the use of smartphones for verifying ballot integrity can be more efficient and

usable than having to rely on individual voters to manually check their ballots

[MKV18, Mar+18].

Based on the analyses presented by Marky et al. in [Mar+18], we compare

some of the different ways the Benaloh Challenge have been implemented in

the electronic voting literature in Table 2.1. Note that the supplementary device

could be a smartphone or a tablet.



Metrics Adida et al. ‘Manual’
Approach [Adi08]

Karayumak et al.
‘Automatic’ Approach

[Kar+11]

Neumann et al ‘Mobile’
Approach [Neu+14b]

Transfer of random value,
check code and/or ballot

choice into the verifier.

Each voter has to copy
and paste these

parameters.

Data transfer is done
automatically.

Data transfer is performed
by scanning QR codes.

Comparison of recorded
check code and

verifier-computed check
code.

Each voter has to perform
this task manually.

Each voter has to perform
this task manually.

The supplementary device
performs the comparison
and informs the voter if
there are inconsistencies.

Use of supplementary
verification device.

Not applicable. Not applicable. A supplementary device is
required for verification.

Table 2.1 – Comparison of Benaloh Challenge implementations in the literature.
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2.4 Techniques for Coercion Mitigation

Unlike the receipt-freeness property which focuses on preventing a passive ad-

versary from obtaining ballot-related information from a voter (through vote

buying, for example), coercion resistance is intended to defend against an active

adversary who is determined to forcefully influence or manipulate the voter’s

true intentions [Bau+01, Kri07].

To effectively mitigate the effects of coercion on the election outcome, most

coercion-resistant voting protocols support the use of fake credentials and/or

revoting. These techniques can be briefly summarised as follows:

2.4.1 Revoting

In this context, revoting (or deniable vote updating) essentially implies that a

coerced voter has the opportunity to revote for their desired candidate at a later

time, when they are no longer under the influence of the coercer [Pos10, Ben13,

Kul19]. This technique is well-studied in the coercion-resistant voting litera-

ture and has been widely applied in several remote electronic voting schemes

[KSW05, Ach+15, CM16, Loc16, SFC19].

In practice, revoting is usually implemented alongside a mechanism that al-

lows the voters or a designated (and trusted) election official to publish dummy

ballots if there is need to vote more than once due to coercion [BMR07, Spy+11,

BKV17b]. Accordingly, the effectiveness of revoting largely depends on the co-

ercer not being able to determine how many times a voter has already voted,

which vote will be included in the final tally and where applicable, the pre-

ferred candidates of the voter on each occasion [Kem14, Ach+15, Kul19]. After

the voting ceremony has ended, only the last vote of each voter is considered

and counted in the final tally.
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Intuitively, revoting helps to enforce receipt-freeness as it prevent voters

from generating receipts that can be used to prove to an adversary how they

voted [BKV17a, BKV17b]. One notable shortcoming of the revoting approach is

that a coercer could intimidate voters into registering for the election towards

the designated closing period and in doing so, effectively prevent the coerced

voters from changing their vote [Ben13, KW19]. Furthermore, to achieve the de-

sired outcome with revoting, each voter needs to be aware of (and remember)

all the choices they have selected in their previously cast ballots, as well as the

subsequent ballots they intend to cast as the election progresses [Loc16, Kul19].

Overall, this makes the revoting technique susceptible to simulation attacks.

In [CL18, CLW20], Cortier et al. analysed the revoting policies of selected

voting schemes in the computational model. Likewise, some other compara-

tive studies of the revoting approach appeared in [Kem14, Ach+15, Cor+17a,

Cor+18a].

2.4.2 Use of Fake Credentials

In coercion-resistant voting schemes that rely on this technique, voters are typi-

cally assumed to be capable of constructing a fake credential that could be given

to a coercer or used to cast an invalid ballot, when under coercion [Men09,

ECH12, Kul19].14 And once the voter is free from coercion, she may cast a legit-

imate vote by using a real (and valid) credential.

Without loss of generality, the underlying security assumption of this tech-

nique is that the coercer will be unable to differentiate between the real and fake

credentials presented by a coerced voter (see [Web06, Ara+10, Ben13, KW19]),

and during the ballot tallying phase, all votes cast with fake credentials will be

14A variant of this approach involves using decoy ballots (or proofs of ballot choices) to
deceive the coercer [PTX17, Bas+17b].
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discarded [RPI16, Iov+17].

However, as noted in [Ben13, Kul19], the use of fake credentials do not

necessarily prevent voters from being coerced during the registration phase,

especially if they are being monitored by the coercer. In addition, Benaloh

[Ben13] pointed out that voting schemes that allow fake credentials can be easily

compromised by corrupt election officials taking advantage of this mechanism

to surreptitiously change the credentials of voters without detection. More-

over, the works presented in [KHF11, Sch+11, ECH12, HK13] have proven that

coercion-resistant voting protocols employing the use of fake credentials by vot-

ers are inherently vulnerable to board flooding attacks. Finally, the outcome of

the usability study carried out by Neto et al. [Net+18] has demonstrated that

expecting voters to generate fake credentials (and cast fake votes) is not feasible

in practice.

Some of the coercion-resistant voting schemes that support the use of real

and fake credentials include JCJ [JCJ05, JCJ10], Selections [Cla11], Selene [RPI16],

BeleniosRF [CFG15, Cha+16b] and Split-ballot voting [MN07, MN10], to men-

tion a few.

2.5 Review of Notable Electronic Voting Schemes

In this section, we review the security properties of JCJ [JCJ05, JCJ10], Civi-

tas [CCM08b, CCM08a], Helios [Adi08, Adi+09] and Du-Vote [Gre+15, Gre15].

These are prominent internet voting schemes in the cryptographic literature,

and the schemes have been arbitrarily selected in order to highlight the com-

plexities involved whilst designing voting schemes that are secure, privacy-

preserving and end-to-end verifiable. We will review the security properties

of poll-site voting schemes in Section 5.2.
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2.5.1 JCJ Remote Voting Protocol

In 2005, Juels et al. [JCJ05, JCJ10] proposed the first coercion-resistant remote

electronic voting protocol for use in real-world elections.

The protocol participants in the JCJ voting scheme [JCJ05, JCJ10] include vot-

ers, registrars, tallying authorities15 and the bulletin board. While the registrars

are responsible for issuing voting credentials to legitimate voters, the tallying

authorities are tasked with counting votes and publishing the election outcome.

The bulletin board is a publicly-accessible website that displays election-related

data, but do not support the deletion or modification of already published data.

Prior to an election, each voter obtains a genuine voting credential from the

designated registrars. Next, the registrars post a ciphertext (of this credential)

that has been encrypted under the public key of the tallying authorities on the

bulletin board. Additionally, each voter is expected to be able to generate fake

voting credentials (cf. [Men09, Sch+11, Pea+13, AM16, FQS19]) that are indis-

tinguishable from their real credentials, in order to mitigate coercion. In prin-

ciple, a coerced voter could use a fake credential to vote and when the coercer

is no longer present, the voter can choose to cast another ballot with her real

credential (see [JCJ10, Spy+11, Pea+13]). During the ballot tallying phase, all

encrypted ballots will be processed and decrypted with a re-encryption mixnet,

and the ballots cast with fake credentials will be discarded [Sch+11]. After-

wards, the election outcome will be computed from the valid decrypted ballots.

As highlighted in [JCJ05, JCJ10] the fundamental principle behind the JCJ

voting scheme is that the identity of each voter has to be kept secret during the

voting phase, and the number of ballots cast has to match the number of regis-

tered voters (on the electoral roll) that actually voted in the election. In contrast

15These are also known as tabulation tellers or talliers in the electronic voting literature
[CCM08b, Lan+09]. Ohkubo et al. [Ohk+99] introduced the concept of distributed talliers in
electronic voting.
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to other coercion-resistant voting schemes that require an untappable channel

to protect ballot secrecy throughout the election, the JCJ scheme uses an untap-

pable channel during the voter registration phase, and an anonymous channel

during the ballot casting phase [Spy+11, BGS13, AT13]. Moreover, coercion re-

sistance is guaranteed by allowing voters to vote with either a valid credential

or a fake credential, depending on whether or not they are being coerced.

The JCJ voting scheme is receipt-free [AT13, PS17]. In [BHM08], Backes et al.

formalised and verified the coercion resistance property of the JCJ scheme using

ProVerif [Bla16]. In their formal analysis, the authors modelled the behaviour

of honest and compromised voters and analysed how these actions collectively

impact on the scheme’s underlying support for coercion resistance. Further-

more, Backes et al. [BHM08] formally proved in the symbolic model that the JCJ

scheme not only guarantees receipt-freeness and ballot secrecy, but also protects

against the simulation and forced-abstention attacks mounted by a coercer, re-

spectively.

In recent years, some of the other security properties of the JCJ scheme

were analysed and formally proven in the cryptographic literature (see e.g.,

[KRS10, Smy+10, ACK16, HC19a, SFC19]). Overall, the JCJ scheme not only

guarantees individual and universal verifiability, but also achieves coercion

resistance, receipt-freeness, eligibility verifiability and unconditional integrity

[JCJ10, Sch+11, Spy+11, YC17b].

2.5.1.1 Limitations of JCJ

The limitations of the JCJ voting scheme [JCJ05, JCJ10] are as follows:

1. JCJ is susceptible to board flooding attacks [KHF11, Spy+11, Sch+11, HK13,

Neu+14a]. This implies that an adversary is able to post several invalid
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votes (which cannot be differentiated from genuine votes) on the bulletin

board.

2. The coercion resistance property of JCJ will be violated if an adversary

is able to corrupt one of the talliers or registrars. In addition, voters are

expected to know how to generate and manage fake credentials that will

deceive a coercer.

3. To effectively prevent coercion, JCJ requires at least one trustworthy reg-

istrar and tallier, respectively [BHM08, AM16].

4. Each voter is also expected to trust their voting devices for the integrity of

ballot construction [Pea+13, Gre15].

5. JCJ relies on an untappable communication channel between voters and

the registrars for voter registration [BHM08, AM16]. In practice, this as-

sumption is unrealistic.

6. Another major shortcoming of the JCJ scheme is the computational perfor-

mance and communication overhead of the scheme’s ballot tallying phase,

which is quadratic with regards to the number of cast votes [Ara+10, Spy+11,

Sch+11].

2.5.2 Civitas Electronic Voting Scheme

In 2008, Clarkson et al. [CCM08b, CCM08a] designed and implemented the

original protocol specification of the JCJ voting scheme [JCJ05, JCJ10] as Civ-

itas. Essentially, while Civitas could be considered as a standalone, coercion-

resistant and remote voting protocol in its own right, it is effectively an exten-

sion to the JCJ voting scheme, albeit with additional security properties such as
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distributed trust, unconditional integrity and end-to-end verifiability [KT09a,

NV12, Gre15, YC17b, KW19].

Prior to election day, the supervisor will nominate the election officials (i.e.

the registrars, the registration tellers and the tabulation tellers) that will be

tasked with overseeing and conducting the election. Next, the public key as-

signed to each of these officials will be published by the supervisor on the bul-

letin board. Once this phase is completed, the appointed registrars will publish

the electoral roll, as well as the registration key of each voter. Similarly, a nom-

inated threshold of the tabulation tellers will jointly generate the election key

pair (using threshold cryptography [DCC08, Kul17]) and then proceed to pub-

lish the election’s public key on the web bulletin board.

In line with the JCJ protocol design [JCJ05, JCJ10], coerced voters in Civitas

are allowed to generate fake voting credentials that will deceive a coercer. These

voters are also allowed to return at a later time to cast their vote(s) with their

real voting credential. After the polls close, the cast votes will be transmitted

to the bulletin board. Thereafter, the tabulation tellers will first discard ballots

that have been cast with fake credentials, and then jointly decrypt and tally the

remaining valid ballots. It is also worth mentioning that Civitas is not vulnera-

ble to attacks arising from a malicious bulletin board reordering the ballots cast

by voters [CLW20].

Overall, Civitas is end-to-end verifiable, receipt-free and coercion-resistant

[Cha+16b, KW19, CGG19]. As described in [CS13, Gre15], Civitas has mecha-

nisms in place to ensure that only eligible voters participate in an election.

2.5.2.1 Limitations of Civitas

Over the last decade, the security properties of Civitas have been evaluated by

several researchers using different criteria (see [KT09a, Shi+11, NV12, NBV14,
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CLW20]) and a wide range of technical enhancements [Shi+11, Sil11, Neu+14a,

Gre15, CLW20] have been proposed to improve the voting scheme. However,

the deployment of Civitas in real-world elections has been impossible due to

the following issues:

1. Even though Civitas is coercion-resistant, the requirement for voters to be

familiar with generating, and subsequently presenting real credentials (or

fake credentials, where applicable) to a coercer is not feasible in practice

[CFG15, KM17, Net+18].

2. Furthermore, Civitas relies on an untappable communication channel and

assumes that the voters’ devices are not susceptible to potential security

vulnerabilities [NV12, NBV14, Gre15, Cha+16b].

3. In practice, an adversary could easily take control of the bulletin board

employed in Civitas, and thereafter proceed to not only manipulate the

ballots without detection, but also modify the election outcome (see [HSB20]).

4. There are no efficient mechanisms in Civitas to help resolve some of the

problems arising from the recovery and management of lost (or misplaced)

voter credentials. Although some researchers [Sil11, NV12, Neu+14a] have

discussed the feasibility of incorporating the use of smart cards (as voter

credentials) in Civitas, the privacy and verifiability properties of their pro-

posed schemes rely on voters’ trusting their computers for privacy and

integrity [Gre+15, Gre15].

5. As noted in [Shi+11, NV12, NBV14, HSB20], the privacy guarantees of

Civitas depends on the existence of at least one honest registrar, and the

adversary not eavesdropping on or intercepting the communication be-

tween each voter and this trusted registrar.
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6. The ballot tallying phase of Civitas is susceptible to denial-of-service at-

tacks [CFG15, Cha+16b]. This phase is also quadratic in the number of

cast ballots (see e.g., [Sch+11, Neu+14a, CFG15]).

7. Civitas cannot satisfy cast-as-intended verifiability under realistic trust as-

sumptions [NBV14, CGT17, HSB20].

8. Based on the design and implementation of Civitas, it is possible for cor-

rupt (and colluding) election officials to replicate the valid credentials of

legitimate voters during registration, and then proceed to secretly vote on

their behalf [NBV14, CFL19, HSB20].

2.5.3 Helios Electronic Voting Scheme

In the electronic voting literature, the Helios voting scheme [Adi08, Adi+09] is

renowned for being the first web-based remote electronic voting scheme to be

used in binding elections with a relatively low probability of coercion. These

elections are typically referred to as low-coercion elections [Adi08, Pea+13] be-

cause vote buying and voter coercion do not pose a serious problem to electoral

integrity. To date, some of the notable elections in which Helios has been de-

ployed include [Adi+09, HBH10, Sta14, IAC19, USG19].

The first implementation of the Helios voting scheme (Helios 1.0) [Adi08]

is based on the Sako-Kilian mixnet [SK95] and the Benaloh Challenge [Ben06,

Ben07]. In 2009, Adida et al. [Adi+09] developed a new version of Helios (He-

lios 2.0) that supports the homomorphic encryption and tallying of the ballots

cast. In principle, the development of this homomorphic tally variant of He-

lios became paramount due to the inflexibility and privacy concerns of mixnets

[Adi06] when it comes to decrypting the total ballots cast and computing the

final tally [Adi+09, Cor+15, OV16]. As described in [Adi08], the Helios server
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creates and stores an ElGamal public/private key pair for the election, prior

to election day. After the key pairs are generated, the private key is stored on

the Helios server while the public key is posted publicly so that each voter has

access to it.

The overall goal of Helios [Adi08, Adi+09] is to achieve public auditability –

that is, anybody should be able to verify the integrity of an election conducted

with Helios, even when the Helios server has been completely compromised.

To satisfy the end-to-end verifiability requirements, Helios uses the cut-and-

choose ballot auditing method [Ben07, Pea+13] which gives all voters the op-

portunity to audit their ballot with a trustworthy computer or mobile device

before casting their votes. In particular, this audit mechanism challenges the

voter’s device to prove it was not compromised (by an adversary) while en-

crypting the voter’s ballot, thereby guaranteeing ballot secrecy [CS11, Ber+12,

Smy19] and the unconditional integrity of ballot construction [Adi08, Lan+10,

YC17b]. Furthermore, the individual verifiability of cast votes, as well as the

universal verifiability of the final election outcome is possible in the mixnet and

homomorphic tallying-variants of Helios [KM17, SFC19].

However, one of the main weaknesses of Helios [Adi08, Adi+09] is that the

voter’s preferred candidate could be revealed to the computing device used

for voting [Gre15, Cha+16b]. In practice, this security vulnerability will not

only compromise ballot secrecy, but also create opportunity for coercion and

electoral fraud arising from e.g., pattern voting [PS07, Pop09] and other attacks

(see [LS16]). Moreover, the security guarantees of Helios still relies on trusting

voters’ devices for privacy [KTV15].

Over the last decade, a lot of researchers (see e.g., [Cor+13b, DL15, Per16,

Kul17, SFC19]) have modified Helios [Adi08, Adi+09] to satisfy additional elec-

tronic voting security requirements. For example, in [DL13, DL15], Dossogne
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and Lafitte proposed new cryptographic constructions that extends Helios to a

self-tallying voting scheme, in which voters do not need to rely on trusted tal-

liers.16 Similarly, Cortier et al. [Cor+13b] extended Helios to support distributed

key generation.

The original protocol specifications of Helios [Adi08, Adi+09] do not include

efficient mechanisms to allow only legitimate voters participate (i.e. vote) in an

election. As a result, Helios [Adi08, Adi+09] is susceptible to ballot stuffing

[KRS10, BKV17b]. In particular, it is possible for a compromised bulletin board

(for example) to record or modify votes on behalf of voters who did not show up

to vote. And if voters choose not to diligently perform the required verification

tasks at the end of the election, this malicious bulletin board could successfully

mount this attack to disenfranchise a large group of voters without detection

[BKV17a, BKV17b]. Thus, based on the need to prevent ballot stuffing attacks

by dishonest election administrators and malicious servers (or bulletin boards),

some researchers [Sri+14, Cor+14, KTV15, Cor+18a, Cor+19] have proposed dif-

ferent cryptographic techniques that can be implemented to achieve eligibility

verifiability in Helios.

Moreover, in [DGA12, Dem14], Demirel et al. demonstrated how the Helios

voting schemes [Adi08, Adi+09] could be extended to guarantee everlasting

privacy by using Pedersen commitments, Paillier encryption and private chan-

nels. Arapinis et al. [Ara+13] also formally proved that the mixnet version of

Helios [Adi08] satisfies everlasting privacy. Similarly, the formal analysis pre-

sented by Küsters et al. in [KTV12b] showed that Helios 2.0 [Adi+09] satisfies

accountability. Chaidos et al. [Cha+16b] have also proposed the BeleniosRF

scheme, which is intended to incorporate receipt-freeness into the original He-

lios schemes [Adi08, Adi+09]. More recently, Cortier et al. [Cor+19] developed

16DRE-ip [SH16] is another notable example of a self-tallying voting protocol.
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a new approach for achieving cast-as-intended verifiability in Helios. This new

technique builds on the strengths of the Benaloh Challenge [Ben06, Ben07] that

was originally implemented in Helios for the same purpose and as an exten-

sion, allows each voter to audit their ballot before it is cast, whilst preserving

vote privacy [Cor+19].

As discussed in [BGP11, CS13], Helios [Adi08, Adi+09] will guarantee ballot

secrecy if the following conditions are met.

1. The voter’s device is trustworthy and malware-free.

2. The talliers are honest.

3. The underlying cryptographic primitives are secure. Ideally, the primi-

tives should satisfy the perfect encryption assumption [PQ00, CDL06].

Finally, it is worth mentioning that several researchers [KTV12b, CS13, CE16,

BKV17b, SFC19] have analysed and formally verified the security properties of

Helios (and its proposed extensions), in an attempt to establish that these proto-

cols indeed satisfy the critical security properties of a standard electronic voting

protocol, such as eligibility verifiability, receipt-freeness and participation pri-

vacy, to mention a few.

2.5.3.1 Limitations of Helios

Recall that several researchers have proposed different enhancements (see [SFC19])

to the mixnet-based [Adi08] and the homomorphic [Adi+09] tallying variants

of the Helios voting scheme. Nonetheless, in this section, we outline the limita-

tions of Helios [Adi08, Adi+09], based on our detailed survey of the literature:

1. Ballot secrecy in Helios will be violated if an adversary compromises the

Helios server or the random number generator during an election. This
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security vulnerability has already been demonstrated in [DLL11b, CE16,

Per16].

2. In Helios, it is possible for a dishonest voter or malicious voting software

to divulge the randomness used for ballot construction to a coercer (see

[Cor14, Cor15, Cha+16b, BRS18]).

3. The Helios voting scheme cannot effectively process ballot shuffling and

threshold decryption by a group of trusted election officials [Adi08].

4. Helios does not provide strong guarantees of vote privacy. Thus, the se-

crecy of the ballot will be violated if a certain threshold of election au-

thorities (or the voter’s devices) are compromised [KTV15, Smy16, Per16,

Fil18].

5. Based on the extensive analyses and discussions in [ED10, Hei+11, Per16,

Fil18, CGG19], there is a possibility that the Helios election server (or the

voter’s browser) could undetectably manipulate ballots and modify the

election results. The resulting fraud will remain undetected if a sizeable

proportion of the voters do not audit their votes (using the Benaloh Chal-

lenge [Ben06, Ben07]).

6. Helios does not provide the desired level of accountability due to the un-

availability of mutual authentication by the protocols’ components [Neu+14b,

Per16]. Therefore, it would be impossible for election officials to resolve

situations in which a voter has dishonestly claimed that their vote was not

accurately recorded (during cast-as-intended verification) or included in

the final tally after the poll closes [KTV12b, Neu+14b].

7. The security attack presented in [Smy16] proves that Helios is not coercion-

resistant. This is due to the fact that an adversary is able to discover if a
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voter decided against voting for the candidate that was nominated by the

adversary.

8. Helios is unable to guarantee the correctness or verifiability properties of

an election if the bulletin board is dishonest or malicious [Cor+14, BKV17b,

Smy19, HSB20, CLW20]. In practice, this vulnerability can encourage an

adversary (or the malicious bulletin board) to mount ballot stuffing attacks

that will compromise electoral integrity [Sri+14, CGG19].

9. Helios is susceptible to ballot copy attacks if coerced voters choose to

revote before the election closes [Cor+17b, CL18, Cor+18b, CLW20]. It

should be noted that this variant of ballot copy attack is different from the

attack described by Cortier and Smyth in [CS11, CS13].

10. Due to the lack of ballot independence, Helios is vulnerable to replay at-

tacks that compromises vote privacy. This vulnerability has been exten-

sively demonstrated in the literature [SC11a, Smy12, DC12, CS13, Ara+13].

Accordingly, the two popular techniques that have been employed by re-

searchers to prevent this replay attack include ballot weeding [BPW12a,

CS13, Cor+17a] and the use of non-malleable ballots [Ber+15, BW16, Smy19].

It is important to note that while these replay attacks constitute an in-

herent weakness in the privacy guarantees of Helios, Cortier and Smyth

[CS13] highlighted that the implications of this attack will only be con-

sequential during elections where voters are prepared to discard or spoil

their cast ballots (on a large scale) in order to violate the ballot secrecy of

other voters.

11. Based on the original protocol specifications, Helios does not satisfy eli-

gibility verifiability [Sri+14, Gre15, KTV15]. There have also been attacks
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mounted to compromise the eligibility [SP14, MS16, CE16] and universal

verifiability [BPW12a, CE16, SFC19] properties of Helios, respectively.

2.5.4 Du-Vote Electronic Voting Protocol

In 2015, Grewal et al. [Gre+15, Gre15] proposed a remote electronic voting pro-

tocol referred to as Du-Vote. This protocol was designed to achieve ballot se-

crecy and end-to-end verifiability, without the need for voters to use trustwor-

thy devices (e.g., smartphones or computers) to cast their ballots.

As outlined in [Gre+15], the protocol participants in Du-Vote includes a

voter, the election authority, the vote server, the voter’s hardware token, the

voter’s computing device, a web bulletin board and a group of designated de-

cryption tellers. The hardware token is issued to every eligible voter during

registration phase.

Prior to the opening of polls, the decryption tellers will publicly broadcast

the public key that has been generated for the election. Thereafter, the election

authority will publish a voter roll that contains the list of eligible voters. These

eligible voters will then proceed to register and obtain a voter ID, as well as a

password to be used during the voting phase (see [KR16]). Upon completion of

the voting phase, the ballots recorded can be computed by using either homo-

morphic tallying or mixnet-based tallying [Gre+15, Gre15, KR16].

In the Du-Vote protocol, trust is distributed between the voter’s hardware

token, the vote server and the voter’s computing device [Gre+15, Gre15]. Es-

sentially, this approach to distributed trust in the Du-Vote protocol is similar

to the technique employed in the EoS protocol [PS17], where each voter is re-

quired to have a trusted hardware security module (HSM) for authentication

and secret key storage

In general, the Du-Vote protocol achieves verifiability even if the hardware
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token, the voter’s computing device or the vote server are being actively ma-

nipulated by an adversary. Nonetheless, as discussed in [Gre+15, Gre15, KR16],

either the voter’s computing device or both the token and vote server need to

be malware-free and trustworthy, in order to guarantee vote privacy.

2.5.4.1 Limitations of Du-Vote

Although the Du-Vote protocol is a remarkable improvement over existing re-

mote voting protocols that claim to be secure against malicious hardware and

software (cf. [BDK19]), some of the implicit security (and trust) assumptions of

Du-Vote are not feasible in practice. Furthermore, the protocol has the following

weaknesses:

1. The Du-Vote protocol is vulnerable to ballot stuffing attacks, since a dis-

honest vote server can bypass the input of an honest voter’s token, and

then cast ballots on the voter’s behalf (see [KR16]).

2. As noted in [KR16], the robustness of the Du-Vote protocol will be com-

promised if voters decide to not adhere to the voting instructions.

3. Despite the fact that voters are not expected to trust their computing de-

vices for privacy and integrity, the verifiability properties of the Du-Vote

protocol will be compromised if a voter uses a malicious hardware token

[KR16].

4. There is a rather unrealistic assumption that the web bulletin board can-

not be compromised by computationally unbounded and well-motivated

adversaries [KR16].

5. The Du-Vote protocol does not have mechanisms in place to detect and

override the spurious vote codes that are generated by a malicious hard-
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ware token. In practice, it is possible for a hardware token to be compro-

mised by vested interests with malicious firmware during the manufac-

turing process [KR16].

6. In [KR16], Kremer and Rønne were able to demonstrate that a dishonest

voter could successfully mount a vote replay attack.

7. Finally, the Du-Vote protocol is susceptible to randomisation attacks re-

sulting from a collusion between the vote server and the voter’s comput-

ing device [KR16].

2.6 Formal Verification of Electronic Voting Security
Properties

The formal verification of cryptographic voting protocols is necessary to help

establish that these protocols conform to the standard security properties and

the intended protocol specifications [CC07, Has+11, Cor15].

Typically, the security properties of a cryptographic protocol can be cate-

gorised as trace properties and equivalence properties, respectively [Bla12]. As

defined in [Lal19], a trace in symbolic protocol verification comprises of “any

possible sequence of transitions” that are readily accessible to an adversary

which may read, modify or send messages. Thus, a security property that is

classified as a trace property is usually checked (or defined as a condition) on

each instantiation, execution or trace of a cryptographic protocol. Accordingly,

the cryptographic protocol is deemed to satisfy the trace property if the prop-

erty holds for all traces of the protocol in the symbolic model [Bla12, Lal19].

On the other hand, for an equivalence property to hold, the property will

first consider the relations between two processes (or traces) of the cryptographic
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protocol, and then require that an adversary be unable to differentiate between

these two processes [Bla12, Lal19]. In symbolic protocol analysis, behavioural

equivalence properties are categorised into trace equivalence, observational equiv-

alence and testing equivalence [Bla12, CCD13]. The observational equivalence

properties are also referred to as indistinguishability properties in the literature

[Cor+15].

Generally, in contrast to the formal security analysis of trace properties, for-

malising and proving equivalence properties is more difficult and complex to

automate [Bla12, Bla16]. Furthermore, while trace properties can be expressed

in linear-time temporal logic, this is not possible with equivalence properties

[CC08].

In Table A.1, we categorise the standard security properties of electronic vot-

ing protocols. The formal verification of voting protocols will be discussed fur-

ther in Chapter 4.

2.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, we surveyed the cryptographic voting literature and outlined

the standard security properties of electronic voting protocols. We have also

described some of the well-established approaches for designing cryptographic

voting protocols that are receipt-free, coercion-resistant and end-to-end verifi-

able. To demonstrate how these approaches have been implemented in practice,

we summarised the underlying cryptographic constructions of some popular

voting schemes, as well as the limitations of these schemes.



Chapter 3

Receipt-Free and Verifiable Protocol
for Poll-site Attendance

In this chapter, we examine the cryptographic techniques for protecting voters from

coercion not to vote in poll-site elections. Although many other works have evaluated

the receipt-freeness of the ballots cast by voters, very few have considered the privacy is-

sues arising from whether the voter attended the polling station at all. Our objectives are

simple: to simultaneously protect against voter coercion and ballot stuffing. In our voter

attendance verification scheme, any voter can verify whether their attendance has been

counted (which indicates whether they voted or not), and any third party can verify the

total number of voters that attended any given polling station on election day. To mitigate

voter coercion, impersonation and disenfranchisement, our scheme requires the look-up of

a public web bulletin board, but it does not require complex voter verification – we simply

expect the voters to check the consistency of the secret integer that was assigned to them

during registration. We prove the receipt-freeness property of our scheme to ensure that a

voter (or a registered non-voter) when challenged by an adversary, can always produce a

transcript that indicates either that they have attended, or if they prefer, that they have not

attended their assigned polling station to vote.a

aA preliminary version of the work presented in this chapter has already been pub-
lished as: Nicholas Akinyokun and Vanessa Teague. Receipt-free, universally and indi-
vidually verifiable poll attendance. In Proceedings of the 2019 Australasian Computer Science
Week Multiconference (ACSW ’19), Sydney, Australia, 29–31 January 2019. 5:1–5:10.

68
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3.1 Introduction

There is an extensive cryptographic literature on the implementation of receipt-

freeness in poll-site and remote electronic voting protocols (see e.g., [DKR06,

Men09, Jar+12, KZZ15b, FQS19]). Although these voting protocols typically

guarantee that each voter cannot prove how they voted to an adversary, the

vast majority of such protocols have been designed specifically to address the

common issues affecting electoral integrity during elections in developed coun-

tries [EGT12, Big+14, Gib+16]. In doing so, these protocols have not actually ad-

dressed how the issues peculiar to election administration in developing coun-

tries can be managed or mitigated using realistic measures. Some of these

notable issues include protecting the electorate against electoral malfeasance

(arising from vote buying, ballot stuffing, voter intimidation and multiple vot-

ing, etc.) and the selective disenfranchisement of vulnerable voters (see [Evr10,

MY16, Wol+17]).

Furthermore, while some of these protocols [HS11, KTV15, Loc16, Kul17,

BKV17a] have considered participation privacy, which implies that the protocol

does not reveal whether a person has voted1, none has effectively modelled

the receipt-freeness of attendance at a polling station in a manner suitable for

developing countries. Indeed, the evidence of electoral fraud and violence from

past elections [IDE19] have clearly accentuated the need for voters to attend

elections whilst being unable to prove to anyone else whether or not that they

voted at all.

In recent times, the reported cases of voter coercion, vote buying,2 ballot

stuffing and multiple registration have continued to rise in a lot of developing

1This is also often taken to mean that voters cannot prove whether they cast a (valid) vote.
2For example, in the 2016 Dominican Republic general elections, there was irrefutable evi-

dence of voters selling their voting credentials [Fie16].
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democracies (see e.g., [VS12, Kli+12, LA12, BG16, HIT16, Kal16]). As a matter of

fact, contemporary research on election administration globally [Evr10, Ave+11,

GC13, RB19, BHK19] have shown that the integrity of the voter authentication

process in developing countries is still being subverted by a disproportionate

increase in voter impersonation, vote coercion and registration fraud. In par-

ticular, there have been different scenarios [AKP11, NWC18, RB19] in which

voters were coerced not to show up at the polling station at all, which then al-

lows voter impersonation and ballot stuffing (i.e. casting ballots in the place

of legitimate voters who did not vote) by dishonest poll workers and election

officials.

Based on our understanding of how these issues significantly undermine

electoral integrity in a select few countries, notably Argentina [J+14, PLA14,

NWC18], Brazil [Avg+09, Hid12, Avg13], Colombia [Alv+09, AK09, FMR18],

India [Wol+10, HH17, AMP19] and Nigeria [Bra08, Big+14, Mis15], our specific

objective in this chapter is to present an approach that can be used to reduce

opportunities for malicious adversaries to coerce voters not to attend, and then

stuff the ballot box during poll-site elections in developing countries.

In light of this, we present a cryptographic scheme that not only allows for a

universally verifiable count of the total number of voters that attended a polling

station, but also gives each voter the opportunity to individually verify their at-

tendance without exposing them to further coercion, by publishing whether or

not the voter attended their assigned polling station. It should be noted that our

research direction in this work has been largely motivated by the opportunities

and challenges arising from the growing demand for a secure and verifiable

technique that could improve the integrity of the voter identification process in

developing countries.
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3.1.1 Contributions

The main contributions of this chapter are as follows:

1. First, by adapting the underlying security proofs due to Cramer, Gennaro

and Schoenmakers [CGS97], we present a secure cryptographic scheme

that will simultaneously allow for each registered voter to verify whether

their attendance at the polling station is accurately recorded, without be-

ing able to prove to anyone else whether or not they attended the polling

station. This also allows registered voters who did not attend to verify

that no vote was cast or recorded in their name by corrupt poll workers or

a dishonest web bulletin board, and for those voters who did attend, an

opportunity to check whether their attendance has been recorded.

2. We describe how to achieve a universally verifiable tally of the total num-

ber of eligible voters that attended each polling station in an electoral dis-

trict. This is intended to help reduce the prevalence of ballot stuffing by

corrupt polling station officials and malicious insiders.

These contributions defeat ballot stuffing attacks in which the corrupt poll

workers designated to check the eligibility of voters at the polling station col-

lude with each other, and then undetectably stuff the ballot boxes on behalf of

the voters that did not attend the election. Additionally, we note that while the

designed attendance verification scheme cannot stop these corrupt poll work-

ers from colluding with coercers, the scheme does not give coercers any further

information that could be used to compromise the election. Moreover, even

though the scheme still allows the coercers to observe the polling station di-

rectly (this seems unavoidable), it does not introduce a new method for re-

motely detecting who has attended, as a naïve implementation of attendance

verification would do.
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It is important to note that our focus in this chapter is not on the manip-

ulation of the contents of ballots cast during the election. Instead, we devise

privacy-preserving and verifiable cryptographic techniques that can be used to

confirm whether the total number of ballots cast matches the number of eligible

voters who showed up at the polling station. Accordingly, we assume that each

voter casts just one ballot, and that all ballots cast have been correctly verified,

counted and tallied by the designated poll workers in an electoral district.

3.1.2 Biometric Voter Registration

The verification of voters’ identity and eligibility to vote prior to an election is

critical for mitigating the impact of electoral fraud.

In most developing countries (see e.g., [Evr10, Ave+11, Wan13, GC13, Wol+17]),

eligible voters have to register a few months prior to election day before they

can be allowed to participate in an election. Once registered, these voters are

typically issued an ID card [GC13, Wol+17, IG19] that contains for example,

their voter identifier and fingerprint biometric template, amongst other rele-

vant information.

Next, on election day, all registered voters have to attend their assigned

polling station (usually within the electoral district they registered) to confirm

their eligibility to exercise their right to vote in the election. This authentication

phase usually involves each voter being asked to re-enrol their biometric modal-

ity (e.g., fingerprints) [GC13, Wan13, Wol+17] on a live biometric reader or an

electronic poll book and then, the poll workers confirming that the live biomet-

ric data matches the biometric template that is stored on a central database, or

in some cases, on the ID card3 that was submitted by the voter at the polling

3This technique is applicable to voter credentials with match-on-card functionality [Bri+08,
GC13, SAL13].
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station.

In light of this, we employ a standard scheme for voter identification [JNV12,

Wol+17, IG19] in the work presented in this chapter.

3.1.3 Structure of the Chapter

The rest of this chapter is organised as follows. In Section 3.2, we outline the

cryptographic assumptions and definitions on which the protocols presented in

this thesis are based, as applicable. Section 3.3 covers a succinct review of exist-

ing work on receipt-freeness and participation privacy in electronic voting. In

Section 3.4, we summarise the core functionality of the voter attendance verifi-

cation scheme. Section 3.5 covers a description of the participants in the scheme.

In Section 3.6, we outline the underlying trust assumptions of our scheme. Sec-

tion 3.7 discusses the cryptographic building blocks that have been employed in

the scheme. Section 3.8 describes the different phases of the scheme. In Section

3.9, we discuss the approach used for the verification of each voter’s attendance,

as well as the formal security proofs of the scheme’s desired security properties

in the computational model. Section 3.10 explains the scheme’s defense mecha-

nisms against ballot stuffing attacks on election day. In Section 3.11, we compare

the security properties of the designed scheme to JCJ, Civitas, Helios and KTV-

Helios. This is followed by the scheme’s limitations in Section 3.12. Finally, we

summarise our work and provide concluding remarks in Section 3.13.

3.2 Cryptographic Definitions and Assumptions

In this section, we outline the cryptographic definitions and assumptions on

which the protocols presented in this chapter and subsequent chapters rely, as

applicable.
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3.2.1 Discrete Logarithm Assumption

Definition 3.1. (Discrete Logarithm Assumption). Given a finite cyclic group Gq

⊆ Z∗p of prime order q and a generator g, the Discrete Logarithm (DL) assumption

states that for a randomly chosen element h ∈ Gq, it is computationally infeasible for

any probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT) algorithm A to compute the discrete logarithm

logg.h of h in base g [Fis01, Wik05]. In other words, the DL problem involves finding

an integer x ∈ Zq such that h = gx (see [KM09, KM19]).

In cryptography, the intractability of the discrete logarithm problem forms

the basis on which most secure commitment schemes and public-key cryptosys-

tems are constructed [Cra+96, Fis01].

3.2.2 Decisional Diffie-Hellman Assumption

Definition 3.2. (Decisional Diffie-Hellman Assumption). Let Gq be a finite cyclic

group, and g be a generator of Gq with prime order q. Given a, b, c ∈R Zq, the de-

cisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH) assumption states that the triples denoted by (ga, gb,

gab) and (ga, gb, gc) are computationally indistinguishable by a polynomially bounded

Turing machine [Bon98, DC12]. Specifically, this assumption implies that it is compu-

tationally hard for any probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT) algorithm A to distinguish

the triples with a probability significantly above 0.5 (see [Hir01, TY98]).

As noted in [Adi06, SH10], the DDH assumption is assumed to hold if Gq is selected

as the q-order multiplicative subgroup of Z∗p , where p and q are large primes such that

q | p−1.

In the cryptographic literature (see e.g., [Bon98, Wik05, KM09]), the general

consensus is that the decisional Diffie-Hellman problem can be solved by find-

ing a solution to the discrete logarithm problem. The security of the ElGamal

encryption scheme [ElG85] is based on the DDH assumption.
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3.2.3 Semantic Security

As long as the decisional Diffie-Hellman problem is intractable, an encryption

scheme is deemed semantically secure if it is computationally infeasible to dif-

ferentiate between the ciphertexts of any two given plaintexts that are encrypted

under the same public key [TY98].

More formally, given two plaintexts mα and mβ and a ciphertext Enc(m) that

denotes the encryption of one of these plaintexts, the encryption scheme has

semantic security against chosen-plaintext attack if it is computationally hard

for a polynomial-time adversary to determine (with probability > 0.5) which

plaintext will be yielded by Enc(m) upon decryption, unless the private key x is

revealed (see [GM84, DDN03, TY98]).

The ElGamal encryption scheme is notable for its semantic security under

the decisional Diffie-Hellman assumption [TY98].

3.2.4 Perfect Encryption Assumption

The perfect encryption assumption states that it is computationally infeasible

for an adversary to obtain a plaintext from its ciphertext unless the adversary

knows the decryption key [PQ00, CDL06].

During the formal verification of cryptographic protocols in the symbolic

model, encryption functions are usually modelled as a black box in order to

satisfy the perfect encryption assumption [DY83, CDL06].

In the cryptographic literature (see e.g., [Smy11, Bou11, Sch12, Mil18, CDM19]),

this assumption is sometimes referred to colloquially as the perfect cryptography

assumption.
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3.2.5 Strong RSA Assumption

Definition 3.3. (Strong RSA Assumption). Given a randomly chosen RSA mod-

ulus n, and a random element z ∈ Z∗n, the Strong RSA Assumption states that it is

computationally infeasible for any probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT) algorithm A to

compute values r > 1 and y ∈ Z∗n (where r is an exponent), such that yr ≡ z (mod n)

[CL02, Wik05]. In other words, it is computationally hard to find an integer r ≥ 2 and

the r-th root of z in Z∗n (i.e. y ≡ r
√

z (mod n)).

The tuple (n, z) generated is known as an instance of the flexible RSA prob-

lem [CL02]. In particular, this assumption implies that the integer factorisation

(i.e. factoring) problem is hard. Accordingly, the security guarantees of sev-

eral existing signature schemes, including the Camenisch-Lysyanskaya Signa-

ture Scheme [CL02] that we employ in Chapter 5.6.5 are based on the Strong

RSA assumption.

3.3 Related Work

Over the last decade, there have been significant research on the notion of receipt-

freeness in cryptographic voting schemes. In the electronic voting literature, a

voting scheme is considered to satisfy the receipt-freeness property if every eli-

gible voter is not in possession of any information (such as a confirmation slip

or a paper receipt, amongst others) that can be submitted to an adversary as

a proof of how they have voted in the election [JV06, DKR06, KTV15, FQS19].

Although most of the approaches in the literature [Ber+17] consider the privacy

and receipt-freeness of how a person voted, very few works have considered the

privacy and receipt-freeness of whether the voter participated in the election at

all. In particular, there has been less emphasis on designing voting schemes that

makes it impractical for a legitimate voter to obtain a receipt that can be used
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to prove to an adversary that she attended (or abstained) from a polling station

[Ber+17]. Furthermore, a considerable proportion of existing poll-site voting

schemes are not designed in a way that allows each voter to independently

confirm that an unauthorised vote was not recorded on their behalf, especially

when the voter in question has abstained from voting (cf. [Jar+12, AM16]).

The notion of coercion resistance in remote electronic voting first appeared

in the JCJ electronic voting protocol due to Juels et al. [JCJ05, JCJ10]. Prior to

an election with the JCJ protocol, each eligible voter is given an authentic vot-

ing credential, as well as the parameters required to create a fake credential

that will be difficult for a coercer to distinguish from the genuine credential. In

the event that a voter experiences coercion from the coercer, the fake credential

can be used by the voter while voting (see [Spy+11, KHF11, Sch+11, Pea+13,

AM16]). Afterwards, the voter can re-vote by using the genuine credential,

when the coercer no longer poses a threat. During the ballot tallying phase,

all encrypted ballots are first anonymised with a re-encryption mixnet before

decryption. Next, the ballots that were cast with fake credentials will be dis-

carded before the election result is computed from the valid ballots. In line with

the protocol specifications of the JCJ protocol [JCJ05, JCJ10], participation pri-

vacy and receipt-freeness depends largely on the trustworthiness of the talliers

and the security guarantees of the communication channel [Spy+11, Neu+14a].

On the positive side, the approach employed in the JCJ protocol includes a

mechanism to protect against forced-abstention attacks, which entails prevent-

ing voters from proving that they did not (validly) vote. In practice, however, it

is not possible for a voter who did not vote to verify that no vote has been cast

on her behalf – this relies on trusting the registrars who issue the voting cre-

dentials (cf. [AM16]). Furthermore, the privacy properties of the JCJ protocol

could be easily compromised if a coalition of corrupt talliers decide to collude
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and decrypt the ciphertexts of ballots that have been posted on the voter roll

and bulletin board, respectively [Spy+11].

In 2008, Clarkson et al. [CCM08b, CCM08a] introduced Civitas as an im-

provement to the JCJ protocol [JCJ05, JCJ10]. While the underlying design phi-

losophy of Civitas is similar to JCJ protocol specifications, Civitas incorporates

a distributed voter registration protocol and additional enhancements towards

satisfying the desired privacy properties [Shi+11, NV12, NBV14, AM16, SFC19].

Just like the JCJ protocol [JCJ05, JCJ10], every voter that chooses to vote with

Civitas [CCM08b, CCM08a] is given the parameters needed for generating fake

credentials that could be used to deceive a coercer. To preserve participation

privacy against any adversary observing the voter, Civitas assumes that an ad-

versary will be unable to monitor the interactions of the voter with their com-

puting devices during the registration and voting phases, respectively [NV12,

NBV14].

Helios [Adi08, Adi+09] is noteworthy given that it has been deployed sev-

eral times during elections with low risk of coercion (see Section 2.5.3). In prin-

ciple, Helios satisfies some of our desired security properties: it is immediately

obvious to each voter, from the bulletin board, whether or not any vote was cast

on their behalf [KTV15]. However, this is also readily apparent to any other

observer, thus allowing an adversary to mount coerced abstention attacks.4 In-

deed, based on our findings in Section 2.5.3, the mere fact that ballot secrecy

can be compromised by a malicious voter’s device implies that Helios cannot

satisfy the participation privacy property under reasonable trust assumptions.

Furthermore, given that Helios is not receipt-free (see [KTV15, CS13, Cor15,

CFG15, BKV17b]), Helios is susceptible to security vulnerabilities that could be

4To our knowledge, Alethea [BRS18] is another notable voting scheme that has explicitly
considered allowing voters who abstained from an election to verify that no ballot was cast for
them. See Section III-C-3 in [BRS18].
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exploited by an adversary to violate ballot secrecy and individual verifiability

(see [BPW12a, CS13, CE16, Smy19, CLW20]).

To overcome some of these limitations, Kulyk et al. [KTV15, Kul17] proposed

constructions for incorporating eligibility verifiability, receipt-freeness and par-

ticipation privacy in an extension of the Helios voting scheme [Adi08, Adi+09]

known as KTV-Helios. Similarly, Cortier et al. [CFG15] proposed BeleniosRF

– a new voting scheme that extends the privacy guarantees of Helios [Adi08,

Adi+09] with receipt-freeness. The receipt-freeness technique that was applied

by Kulyk et al. [KTV15, Kul17] is largely based on deniable vote updating (see

e.g., [JCJ05, Ach+15, Loc16, BKV17b]), which allows each voter to cast their

ballot for the candidate specified by a coercer, and then re-vote later for their

preferred candidate in the absence of the coercer. In principle, this technique

makes it difficult for voters to generate receipts that can be used as evidence of

how they have voted in the election. However, as noted in [CFG15], deploying

KTV-Helios [KTV15, Kul17] in real elections is not feasible in practice.

3.4 An Overview of the Scheme

Suppose that voters can register in a receipt-free way, and that at registration

time they receive a randomly generated secret integer (−1 or 1) from their des-

ignated registrars,5 that is not shared with poll workers. After registration, the

secret integer of each voter is encrypted under the registrars’ public key PKR

by the registrars and published on the web bulletin board. Intuitively, the se-

cret integers are publicly posted on the web bulletin board once the registration

period ends in such a way that each voter can verify that the ciphertext of their

secret integer indeed contains the actual secret integer they received, but cannot

5Based on the definition of a t-out-of-n threshold scheme [Ben86], this voter attendance
verification scheme with (n registrars) can tolerate up to t− 1 corrupt registrars, if n ≥ 2t− 1.
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prove to a coercer what their secret integer is (i.e. they do not have a receipt for

it). Note that this secret integer generation process has to be performed in the

privacy of the polling station, perhaps using existing techniques for receipt-free

voting (see e.g., [CFG15, Ber+17, FQS19]), but applied instead to voter registra-

tion.

After the close of polls on election day, the poll workers will send to the

registrars (via an electronic device) a record that lists the unique identifiers of

the voters who attended or were absent from their respective polling stations.

The registrars then performs the required computation and posts online (i.e.

on the web bulletin board) a plaintext integer that matches the contents of the

encrypted secret integer of everyone that voted. For those voters who did not

show up to vote, the negation of the secret integer they obtained during regis-

tration is published by the registrars on the web bulletin board instead. These

plaintext integers can be looked up on the web bulletin board by the voters and

any third party, and as a result, every voter can check whether their attendance

has been accurately recorded, regardless of whether they voted or not. Furthermore,

each voter will also be able to confirm that another person did not vote on their

behalf, if they did not attend a polling station.

Next, this online list of whether anyone showed up will be computed homo-

morphically (by the designated registrars) to give us the total number of voters

that attended each polling station. More precisely, the underlying logic is as

follows: for each voter with a ‘−1’ plaintext integer, count the negation of the

encrypted secret integer; for each voter with a ‘1’ plaintext integer, count the

encrypted secret integer, and then add these ciphertexts with an homomorphic

encryption scheme.

Once this tallying phase is complete, the sum (i.e. homomorphic tally) of all

the ciphertexts posted on the web bulletin board will be compared with the total
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number of ballots cast in each polling station, in order to address ballot stuffing.

It is worth mentioning that this approach is separate from the pertinent ques-

tion of whether the votes are properly and accurately counted and recorded – we

assume a separate and independent mechanism for verifying the election result

given the votes. For example, a traditional paper-based counting process (see

e.g., [RS07, ECA10]) would work just fine, as this mechanism would indicate

how many paper ballots to expect at the close of polls in each polling station.

Moreover, note that there would have to be careful accounting for e.g., in-

valid (or spoiled) ballots and the voters that attended a polling station but did

not vote, etc. since there is a fair possibility that the people who appeared but

did not vote could be affected by a coalition of malicious poll workers stuffing

ballots into the ballot box on their behalf.

3.5 Main Protocol Participants

In addition to voters, the voter attendance verification scheme is made up of the

following protocol participants:

1. Election Authority: The election authority is the official body responsible

for administering elections and issuing the biometric identity cards (i.e.

voter ID cards) that each voter is required to have before they are allowed

to vote on election day.

2. Registrars: The registrars are in charge of registering voters, generating

voter secret integers, preparing6 (and publishing) the electoral roll and

distributing the voter ID cards issued by the election authority to eligible

(and registered) voters prior to election day. In election administration

parlance, an electoral roll is often referred to as a voter register [Wol+17].
6This involves compiling and certifying the electoral roll.
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After the polls close, the registrars are required to tally the number of el-

igible voters that attended each polling station (and either voted or ab-

stained), and then update the web bulletin board accordingly. In practice,

a threshold set of at least t of the n registrars will be able to homomorphi-

cally compute the attendance tally, and the correct final tally will still be

generated even if up to n − t registrars behave maliciously or choose not

to participate.

3. Poll Workers: First, the poll workers have to receive the electoral roll elec-

tronically from the registrars. Upon receipt, the poll workers are respon-

sible for checking the eligibility of voters (by verifying their credentials)

prior to voting on election day, posting the electoral roll (on the web bul-

letin board, and in the polling station), starting, conducting and stopping

an election in a particular polling station and sending the voter attendance

list electronically to the registrars after the election.

4. Voter ID Card: Prior to a scheduled election, a cohort of designated regis-

trars appointed by the election authority will distribute the voter ID cards7

to all eligible (and registered) voters during the registration phase. This is

standard practice in most developing countries (see [Evr10, Wol+17, IG19,

Pro20]).

Each voter’s ID card contains a pair of the voter’s private key and public

key, in addition to the voter’s identifier, fingerprint biometric template

(that was enrolled during registration) and the polling station the voter

has been assigned to vote within the electoral district they registered. The

election authority digitally signs and binds the biometrics along with the

voter identifier to the voter’s identity but does not retain the biometric

7This ID card cannot be used in multiple elections.
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information in a central database. Note that this digital signature on the

ID card thwarts the attack in which an adversary steals someone’s card

and replaces the biometric template stored on the card with their own (cf.

[JNN08]).

5. Card Reader: This is a purpose-built smart card reader with an integrated

biometric sensor. It will be used by the designated poll workers to authen-

ticate voters on election day.

6. Web Bulletin Board: In electronic voting, the use of bulletin boards to es-

tablish individual and universal verifiability is essential [Lan+09, CS14].

Accordingly, there is a substantial literature on how to implement se-

cure and privacy-preserving bulletin boards in voting schemes (see e.g.,

[Pet05, HL08, JP11, CS14, Kia+18]). As described by Bernhard and Smyth

[BS15], these bulletin boards could be modelled as a list [Ber+11, BPW12a,

BPW12b, Cor+15], a set [CS13, BS15, Fil18, SFC19] or a multiset [SB13,

SB14, Fil18].

In the attendance verification scheme, the web bulletin board (WBB) would

be implemented as a write-only public website that will show the list

of voter identifiers, attendance ciphertexts, plaintext integers and other

unique parameters that have been computed by the threshold set to reg-

istrars to ensure the end-to-end verifiability of each voter’s attendance in

the election.

For each registered voter, there is a row of information published on the

web bulletin board that is clearly linked to the voter and it contains the en-

cryption of their assigned secret integer. All registered voters know their

secret integer (because they were informed about it during registration)

and they can independently verify that their attendance was correctly
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recorded if the plaintext integer that is published matches their secret inte-

ger. After the polls close, each voter will be able to identify their row of in-

formation on the web bulletin board through their unique voter identifier.

However, since the voters did not get an opportunity during registration

to prove what this secret integer is, they cannot prove the contents of the

published encrypted secret integer to anybody else, including a coercer.

7. Election Server: This is a secure database that will store the public keys

of voters and communicate with the card readers to verify each voter’s

identity via the ID card presented on election day.

3.6 Trust Assumptions

In this section, we outline the trust assumptions that need to be satisfied during

the voter registration and eligibility checking phases of the attendance verifi-

cation scheme. Generally, the registrars need to be trusted for privacy, and the

correctness of the attendance tally have to be publicly verifiable.

i The deployment of the scheme in poll-site elections would require a public

key infrastructure (PKI) to certify cryptographic keys. Accordingly, we as-

sume that this public key infrastructure is trustworthy (cf. [BPR03, Kul17,

QMR18]).

ii The registrars are trusted to register only eligible voters.

iii We assume that the registrars properly encrypt and keep each voter’s se-

cret integer confidential. This assumption also addresses the fact that the

registrars will not reveal the secret integer to the poll workers.

iv The registrars are trusted to give each voter a unique voter identifier.

It should be noted that this assumption removes the “clash attack” (see
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[KTV12b, CS14, PW17]) in which multiple voters are tricked into believ-

ing that the same information on the bulletin board relates to them.

v The list of the voters who are eligible to vote in a particular polling station

(i.e. the electoral roll) is displayed in each polling station (and on the web

bulletin board).

vi The web bulletin board is an authenticated and trustworthy broadcast

channel with memory (see e.g., [Lan+09, HH18]). It shows the same pub-

lished content to everyone, before, during and after the close of elections.

vii For successful voter authentication, we trust the poll workers to allow

only voters whose live biometric data matches the enrolled template that

is stored on their card to vote.

viii The registrars and the election authority are trusted to keep each voter’s

private key and fingerprint biometric data secret.

ix The election authority and the poll workers in charge of distributing and

using the card readers are honest, respectively.

x The adversary is computationally restricted to probabilistic polynomial-

time (cf. [AFT10, NV12, GPZ19]).

3.7 Cryptographic Primitives

The following cryptographic primitives have been used in the design of the

voter attendance verification scheme:
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3.7.1 ElGamal Encryption Scheme

The design of the voter attendance verification scheme is based on the additive

and distributed variant of the ElGamal encryption scheme that is similar to the

variants presented by Brandt [Bra05]. As outlined in Section 2.2.2, the exponen-

tial ElGamal encryption scheme is particularly useful for homomorphic tallying

because it allows the addition of ciphertexts without knowing the private key

[Hir01, Lee+03].

Generally, the semantic security [Bon98, TY98] of ElGamal encryption is

achieved when the Decisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH) assumption holds over

Gq. As such, while the standard ElGamal encryption scheme is used by the des-

ignated registrars while encrypting the secret integers of registered voters and

generating each voter’s plaintext integer, the exponential ElGamal variant is

used by these registrars to tally (i.e. homomorphically compute) the attendance

ciphertexts of voters that attended or abstained from an election.

Moreover, to ensure that the encryption process is secure, a publicly-verifiable

and independently chosen randomness is required. This randomness could be

obtained from different sources such as trustworthy (and tamper-resistant) ran-

domness beacons [Rab83, MN10, CH10], dice rolling [CWD06], uniformly ran-

dom coins [Cho+85, BL85, GS86], stock market indices [CEA07, CH10, BRS18]

or secure random (or pseudorandom) number generators [BMR07, CHF08, CE16].8

3.7.2 Distributed Key Generation and Threshold Decryption

As described by Schoenmakers [Sch99], secret sharing schemes are typically

made up of two main protocols, namely a distribution protocol and a recon-

struction protocol. Essentially, while the distribution protocol is used by a des-

8See https://www.random.org/ for more randomness generation techniques.

https://www.random.org/
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ignated central authority to distribute a secret parameter among a group of

protocol actors, the reconstruction protocol allows this secret parameter to be

reproduced from the parameter shares assigned to a quorum of these protocol

actors [Sch99, RT06].

One of the main motivations for employing verifiable secret sharing schemes

in cryptographic protocols is to avoid relying on the rather naïve assumption

that protocol actors will be honest and trustworthy when handling sensitive se-

cret data [Ben86, Pet92, Sch99, OI10]. As evident in electronic voting research

over the last two decades [Pet05, Adi06, DCC08, Cor+13b, Pea+13], several se-

cret sharing schemes have been implemented for distributed key generation,

as well as threshold encryption and decryption in several poll-site and remote

electronic voting schemes.

In light of the foregoing, the Pedersen secret sharing scheme [Ped91a, Ped91b,

Ped92] will be used by the registrars to distributively generate the ElGamal pri-

vate key SKR, as well as the public key PKR for encrypting the secret integer that

is issued to each voter during the registration phase. Assuming that t− 1 is the

maximum number of registrars that are allowed to deviate from the scheme, the

Pedersen’s distributed key generation protocol (cf. [Gen+03, Web06, DCC08,

Pea+13, Rit14]) works as follows:

1. Let Ri denote registrar i such that i = 1, . . . , n. All the registrars 〈R1, . . . , Rn〉

will jointly generate the cryptographic parameters (p, q, g) for the ElGamal

cryptosystem (see Section 2.2.2).

2. Each registrar Ri randomly chooses SKRi ∈Zq and computes PKRi = gSKRi .

3. Each registrar Ri selects a random polynomial fi(z) over Zq of degree t− 1,

such that:

fi(z) = ci0 + ci1z + ci2z2 + ci3z3 + . . . + cit−1zt−1
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The random value that registrar Ri contributes to the joint private key SKR

∈ Zq is denoted by zi = ci0 = fi(0) = SKRi .

4. Registrar Ri computes and publishes the public key share PKRik = gSKRik

mod p for k = 0, . . . , t− 1.

5. Each registrar Ri generates the secret shares SKRij = fi(j) mod q for j =

1, . . . , n and secretly sends (e.g., via private or secure channels) SKRij ∈Zq,

as well as a signature to registrar Rj. It should be noted that registrar Ri

holds onto SKRii .

6. Next, registrar Rj will verify the correctness of the key shares that was

received from the other registrars by computing for i = 1, . . . , n:

g
SKRij ?

=
t−1

∏
k=0

(PKRik)
jk(modp) (3.1)

Registrar Rj will broadcast a complaint against Registrar Ri if the correct-

ness check is unsuccessful. In addition, registrar Rj will stop the protocol

after publishing SKRij and the signature received from Ri.

7. Registrar Ri will be disqualified if: (a) more than t − 1 registrars lodge

complaints against this registrar, or; (b) the registrar is unable to reveal

the share SKRij that satisfies equation 3.1 . After disqualification, the secret

shares SKRi and PKRi of registrar Ri will be set to 0 and 1, respectively. All

the other registrars with the correct shares or less than t − 1 complaints

are then allowed to progress with the distributed key generation protocol.

8. Each non-disqualified registrar Ri will then compute their secret share

SKRi from all the received shares, such that:
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SKRi =
n

∑
j=1

SKRji (mod q)

9. Similarly, the joint public key PKR will be computed by each qualified

registrar Ri as:

PKR =
n

∏
i=1

PKRi (mod p)

This implies that after the key generation protocol ends, the public key

share of each registrar Ri will be: PKRi = gSKRi (mod p).

As outlined above, the Pedersen secret sharing scheme not only allows the

designated registrars to jointly compute the public key PKR, but also share the

associated private key SKR that is required for distributively decrypting the fi-

nal attendance tally in a decentralised fashion amongst themselves (cf. [Gen+03,

Kul17]). In doing so, each registrar will be able to independently evaluate the

correctness of their private key share SKRi , and prove the correctness of their

contribution to the decryption.

Moreover, for real election purposes, we do not expect the registrars to have

a working knowledge of distributed key generation using cryptographic tech-

niques. Rather, a peer-reviewed smartphone application such as [NKV14] for

efficient distributed key generation and verifiable threshold (or distributed) de-

cryption could be used to make the process easier to understand and follow.

3.7.3 Homomorphic Tallying

We have decided to use homomorphic tallying for computing (under encryp-

tion) the attendance ciphertexts of voters, instead of employing a mixnet-based

tallying approach. This is because unlike mixnet-based tallying, the implemen-

tation of homomorphic tallying and the universal verification of the final tally
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outcome in electronic voting protocols is relatively straightforward and easy to

achieve (see [Adi+09, OV16]).

Recall that in the attendance verification scheme, it is possible for an election

observer (or auditor) to compute the number of voters that attended a polling

station and make sure that it is consistent with the total ballots received. This is

achieved by homomorphically adding the encryptions of voters’ secret integers,

and the corresponding values of their plaintext integers.

Accordingly, the scheme relies on the additive homomorphic property of

the exponential ElGamal encryption scheme (see Section 2.2.2) to compute a

ciphertext that encrypts the cumulative sum of all the attendance ciphertexts

(e1, . . . , en) of voters, such that the designated registrars can obtain the total

number of voters that attended a polling station without having to decrypt the

attendance ciphertexts individually (cf. [Cor+13a, Cor+13b]). Next, by applying

the standard homomorphic tallying equation below,9 the attendance ciphertexts

will be tallied as follows:

n

∏
i=1

Enc(pk, ei) = Enc(pk,
n

∑
i=1

ei)

The (threshold) ElGamal encryption scheme guarantees the correctness and

computational privacy properties of the attendance verification scheme if at

most t− 1 registrars (where n ≥ 2t− 1) are corrupt or decide to disrupt the tal-

lying process. Moreover, by exploiting the algebraic properties [Wik02, CDL06,

Adi06] of the ElGamal encryption scheme, the registrars can jointly decrypt the

result by using the cryptographic constructions due to Cramer et al. [CGS97].

9This tallying equation is well-documented in the literature [Bur+12a, DL15, Kul17].
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3.8 Protocol Overview

Recall that we are only concerned with the verifiability and receipt-freeness

of polling station attendance by eligible voters. Thus, some other (standard)

method, e.g., [SW12, MSY12, Sch16] should be used to verify the accuracy of the

ballot tally.

In this section, we first describe the initial registration phase (where voters

receive their voting credentials) and then we explain how registered voters can

verify whether any attendance has been recorded on their behalf, while making

it impossible for the voters to prove to anyone whether or not they attended the

polling station on election day. The security guarantees on which the integrity

of the attendance verification phase depends is subject to the assumption that an

adversary was not physically present at the polling station to actively observe

the participation of the voters that showed up to vote.

3.8.1 Voter Registration

In this section, we describe some of the crucial steps that need to be followed

by each voter during the registration phase.

During the registration period that precedes the actual election day, every

citizen (of voting age) visits the registrars allocated to their voting district and

registers their fingerprint biometric data. Next, the registrars gives each voter

an ID card (that is similar to the Belgian [DWP06, Ver+08] or Estonian [SR09a,

Spr+14] ID cards) containing the voter’s unique identifier IDi, biometric data

B, assigned polling station vρ and a cryptographic key pair. This set of crypto-

graphic keys is made up of the voter’s private key skv and public key pkv.

It should be noted that each voter’s ID card will serve as a proof of their eligi-

bility to vote on election day. Every eligible voter also acquires (in a receipt-free
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fashion) a secret integer bi from their designated registrars upon registration.

In particular, these registrars will use a software that effectively simulates a

fair coin flipping process [Cho+85, BL85, GS86] to determine whether a voter

should be assigned a secret integer of −1 or 1.

After the registration of each voter is completed, the ciphertext Bεi ≡ Enc(bi)

of the voter’s secret integer bi is posted by the registrars on the web bulletin

board WBB. There is a substantial collection of literature on receipt-free and

verifiable electronic voting [Adi08, Rya+09, Bel+13, Ber+17] that describe the

different ways the registrars could convince each voter that the published ci-

phertext Bεi of their secret integer bi indeed contains the secret integer they

obtained. A straightforward and relatively simple technique appears to be the

cut-and-choose audit technique (see [Ben06, Ben07, Rya09, Pea+13]) in which

the voter is offered k different encrypted values, each with a claim as to whether

it is an encryption of 1 or −1. The voter can demand that k− 1 be opened (i.e.

proven to match their claim). The voter then keeps a printout of the k-th one,

but does not keep any evidence of what it contains (though she remembers what

was claimed). This cut-and-choose auditing technique has been implemented in

some prominent voting protocols such as [AR06, Adi08, Rya+09, Cul+15a]. An-

other viable auditing technique that could be applied is the direct audit method

[Nef04, Pea+13], although it might not be well-suited to this scenario due to its

inherent weaknesses.

Furthermore, the registrars digitally sign the electoral roll L that will be used

by the poll workers on election day. Afterwards, the registrars will certify and

send the signed electoral roll to the designated poll workers. This electoral roll

L contains the public key of the registrars PKR, the public keys (pk1, . . . , pknv) of

all registered voters, their unique identifiers (ID1, . . . , IDnv), the polling station

assigned to each voter (vρ1, . . . , vρn), as well as the total number of registered
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voters (nv) that are expected to attend and vote at each polling station. Note

that anyone can find each voter’s public key on the electoral roll while the cor-

responding secret key is known only by the respective voter.

3.8.2 Voter Authentication on Election Day

On election day, all eligible voters are required to be physically present at the

polling station before they are allowed to cast their vote.

Before voting begins, the poll workers have to rigorously check the eligi-

bility of voters when they attend their assigned polling station. The standard

procedures will be to verify that each voter genuinely owns10 the ID card they

present and that the voter is at the right polling station, where they initially

registered during the registration phase.

3.8.3 Post-Election Verification of Attendance

After the election closes, the poll workers will send (via electronic means) a list

of the voter identifiers of all the voters that attended or did not attend their polling

station to the designated registrars.

In order to compute each voter’s plaintext integer pi, the registrars will have

to first jointly decrypt the encrypted secret integer Bεi of each voter vi (since

they know each voter’s identifier). Next, the registrars will publish the voter’s

corresponding plaintext integer pi ∈ {1,−1} for each voter vi on the web bul-

letin board such that:

pi =

bi if voter vi attended the polling station.

−bi otherwise.

10This can be accomplished by using a card reader to confirm that the voter’s live biometric
data matches the biometric template that was stored on their ID card at registration time.
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To prevent incorrect reporting by poll workers, each voter can check their

plaintext integer pi on the web bulletin board, to verify if they were correctly

reported as having voted or abstained from voting, as highlighted in Section 3.4.

Moreover, note that while voters can convince themselves that their attendance

(or absence) has been correctly recorded, they cannot convince other people

whether they voted.

3.8.4 Polling Station Attendance Tallying

To homomorphically flip the encrypted secret integers, we simply raise the val-

ues to the power of q− 1. An example is given in Table 3.1, in which two voters

(namely, voter A and C) attended the polling station to cast their vote while

voter B was absent, respectively.

For tallying the attendance ciphertexts, the exponential ElGamal encryption

is used, as it makes both homomorphic addition (within a limited range) and

multiplication by −1 straightforward. Other viable reasons for choosing expo-

nential ElGamal encryption include its algebraic structure [Wik02] and seman-

tic security [TY98], which collectively makes the cryptosystem relatively simple

and efficient when it comes to distributed decryption [Pea+13, BW16].

After the computation, the registrars will post the final attendance tally on

the web bulletin board. The sum of the attendance ciphertexts on the bulletin

board can be computed publicly by anyone (e.g., curious voters, political party

representatives, election observers, etc.) to determine the number of voters that

attended a polling station. These individuals will also be able to report ballot

stuffing attacks if there is a discrepancy between the final homomorphic tally

(of attendance) and the total ballots cast in a particular polling station. It should

be noted that the attendance ciphertexts are strictly intended for ensuring the

universal verifiability of voters’ attendance.
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Voter ID Encrypted secret
integer (Bεi)

Plaintext
integer
(pi)

Status Attendance ciphertext
ei

A (gαA , hαAG) 1 Voted (gαA , hαA G)

B (gαB , hαB G−1) 1 Absent (gαB , hαB G−1)

C (gαC , hαC G) 1 Voted (gαC , hαC G)

(gαA+αB+αC ,
hαA+αB+αC G[2−1])

Table 3.1 – Example of individually and universally verifiable proof of how
many voters attended a polling station.

3.9 Formal Protocol Description

In this section, we provide the formal description of the voter attendance verifi-

cation scheme by adapting the syntax and formal definitions that was proposed

in [Ber+15, QS18b, SFC19]. Furthermore, we use the constructions from Cramer

et al. [CGS97], which are intended for voting but works just as well for counting

attendance.

Although the protocol described in the work of Cramer et al. [CGS97] is

not receipt-free, the underlying constructions can be easily adapted for this

purpose, assuming a receipt-free registration phase. In particular, Cramer et

al. [CGS97] show, amongst other constructions, that the private key can be

threshold-shared among election officials, and then that the final ciphertext can

be decrypted in a distributed fashion without reconstructing the secret key.
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3.9.1 Detailed Protocol Model

The notations employed in our formal protocol specification have been inspired

by the works of [QS18b, SFC19]. It is worth mentioning that these notations

are common knowledge in the electronic voting literature, and they have been

used extensively by researchers to formally specify and analyse existing cryp-

tographic voting protocols (see e.g., [SB13, Smy18b, Smy18a, Smy19, CLW20]).

Essentially, by drawing on the formalised specification of single-pass voting

protocols [CPP13, QS18b, Ber+18, SFC19], the voter attendance verification scheme

z is a tuple (ElectionSetup, Register, Vote, Tally, Verify) of probabilistic polynomial-

time (PPT) algorithms, namely:

• Election Setup, denoted by (PKR, SKR, mv) ← ElectionSetup(k), is exe-

cuted by a group of designated registrars 〈R1, . . . , Rn〉. These registrars

will jointly generate a cryptographic key pair (for the ElGamal encryption

scheme [ElG85]) that will be used to encrypt and decrypt the secret inte-

ger issued to voters during registration. Next, the public key PKR will be

made known to all registered voters by publishing it on the electoral roll

L that is publicly available in their assigned polling stations (vρ1, . . . , vρn),

as well as the election’s web bulletin board. The ciphertext of each voter’s

secret integer is posted on the web bulletin board after registration.

Formally, this ElectionSetup algorithm takes a security parameter k as input

and generates a public/private key pair (PKR, SKR) and the maximum

number of voters mv that are expected to register and vote (in other words,

eligible voters) at polling station vρ. Note that the registrars are tasked

with setting mv and defining security parameter k prior to the registration

phase.
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• Register, denoted by ({pkv, skv}, IDi, Bεi, vρ)

← Register(PKR, B, k), is run by the registrars.

Register takes as input the public key PKR of the registrars, the voter’s

fingerprint biometric data B and the security parameter k and it outputs

the voter’s unique identifier IDi, the voter’s encrypted secret integer Bεi

(which gets published on the web bulletin board), the voter’s cryptographic

keys (pkv, skv) and the voter’s assigned polling station vρ from a sequence

(vρ1, . . . , vρn) of polling stations available in their voting district. Every

voter knows their real secret integer bi i.e. (−1 or 1) and they are trusted

to keep it confidential. Note that the secret integer is not shared with the

poll workers.

After the registration period closes, the registrars give each registered

voter an ID card containing their IDi, B, vρ, pkv and skv. This ID card can-

not be used for multiple elections. In addition, the registrars collectively

prepare, sign and certify the electoral roll L. This electoral roll L contains

the public key PKR of the registrars, the public key pkv of all registered

voters, their voter identifiers IDi, as well the polling station assigned to

each voter vρ.

• Vote, denoted by ei ← Vote(SKR, IDi, Bεi, pi, k), is executed by the regis-

trars at the end of elections, after they receive the electronic list containing

the identifiers of voters that attended (or did not attend) each polling station

from the designated poll workers, as described in Section 3.8.3.

The Vote algorithm receives as input the private key SKR of the registrars,

the identifier IDi of the voter in question, the voter’s encrypted secret in-

teger Bεi, the voter’s plaintext integer pi and the security parameter k. It

outputs the attendance ciphertext ei for each voter or error symbol ⊥. In
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the cryptographic voting literature, this special symbol is usually recorded

during the tallying phase when a voter has abstained from voting or cast

an invalid ballot, amongst other errors (e.g., see [KZZ15b, Loc16, Gal+17]).

The registrars then publishes the output of Vote (that is, the attendance

ciphertext denoted by ei) for each voter on the web bulletin board.11 In

essence, the attendance ciphertext ei for a voter vi is correct if the value of

the voter’s plaintext integer pi is the same as her secret integer bi if she

voted, or has the negated value if she abstained from voting.

• Tally, denoted by (T) ← Tally(SKR, WBB, L, nv, k), is run by the regis-

trars. Once election ends, the registrars are required to homomorphically

compute the attendance ciphertexts ei for all voters that attended a partic-

ular polling station, decrypt the homomorphic combination and publish

the tally outcome T on the web bulletin board.

More formally, Tally takes as input the private key SKR of the registrars,

the contents of the web bulletin board WBB, the electoral roll L (that con-

tains a list of the registered voters (cf. [Che+10])), the total number of

registered voters nv and security parameter k. Afterwards, the algorithm

outputs the final tally outcome T, which represents the total number of

voters that attended a particular polling station.

• Verify, denoted by γ ← Verify(PKR, WBB, L, nv, T, k) can be executed by

any election observer or auditor who decides to audit the attendance data

that is published on the web bulletin board.

Verify takes as input the public key PKR of the registrars, the contents of

11Recall that each voter will have to individually verify that their attendance was correctly
recorded by checking their published plaintext integer pi.
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the web bulletin board WBB, the total number of registered voters nv ex-

pected at polling station vρ, the tally outcome T and the security param-

eter k. It generates an output bit denoted by γ. Formally, the value of γ

is "1" if the final tally is successfully verified by this observer, or "0" other-

wise.

The Verify algorithm is assumed to be deterministic (see [QS18b, SFC19]),

in order to ensure the universal verifiability of the total number of voters

that attended any particular polling station on election day. In practice,

ballot stuffing can be easily detected by comparing the total number of

voters that attended a particular polling station with the total number of

votes cast in that polling station.

3.9.2 Formal Security Definitions

In this section, we formally analyse the verifiability and correctness properties

of the voter attendance verification scheme in the computational model of cryp-

tography [AR02, Bla12],12 based on the protocol description in Section 3.9.1.

First, by following the approach discussed in [QS18b, SFC19], we specify the

types of verifiability13 that the voter attendance verification scheme guarantees

as an experiment (which is essentially an algorithm that will generate a "1" or "0"

as the output). The adversary A wins an experiment if an output of "1" is gen-

erated. In these experiments, we assume that the adversary cannot subvert the

registration phase, in which voters are issued their ID card and secret integer.

Furthermore, the adversary retains its state during each experiment (cf. [JCJ10,

QS18b, QS18a, Smy18a, SFC19]).

12It should be noted that the techniques we have applied here have been largely inspired by
the works of [QS18b, SFC19].

13That is, individual verifiability and universal verifiability.
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Definition 1 (Correctness). The correctness of an electronic voting protocol

guarantees that the election outcome (that is, the final tally) corresponds to the

total number of ballots that were cast by legitimate voters during the election, as

long as all the protocol participants are honest and each voter casts their ballot

once. This definition is common knowledge in the electronic voting literature

and has been formalised in several existing works. See, for example [JCJ05,

Chi+16, Cor+16, QS18b, SFC19].

Based on the details of Algorithm 1, the voter attendance verification scheme

z satisfies Correctness, if for all probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT) adversaries

A, there exists a negligible function negl, such that for all security parameters

k, integer nv and encrypted secret integers Bε1, . . . , Bεn, there exists a vector T

(with size nv) in which all components are 0 (cf. [Cor+16, QS18b, SFC19]).

Algorithm 1 Correctness

1: Pr[(PKR, SKR, mv)← Setup(k) ;

2: for 1 ≤ i ≤ nv do

3: ({pkv, skv}, IDi, Bεi, vρ)← Register(PKR, B, k) ;

4: ei ← Vote(SKR, IDi, Bεi, pi, k) ;

5: T′[Bεi]← T′[Bεi] + 1 ;

6: end for

7: L← (PKR, {pk1, . . . , pknv}, {ID1, . . . , IDnv}, {vρ1, . . . , vρn}) ;

8: WBB← ({ID1, . . . , IDnv}, {Bε1, . . . , Bεnv}, {p1, . . . , pnv}, {e1, . . . , env}) ;

9: (T)← Tally(SKR, WBB, L, nv, k) :

10: nv ≤ mv⇒ T = T′] > 1 − negl(k) .

This formal definition of correctness helps to detect ballot stuffing because

the definition requires that the final tally outcome that is generated by the Tally

algorithm correspond to the total number of voters that attended a particular
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polling station.

Definition 2 (Individual Verifiability). In the attendance verification scheme,

the plaintext integer pi and the attendance ciphertext ei of each voter is posted

on the web bulletin board at the end of elections by the registrars.

This approach makes the attendance of voters individually verifiable (both

if the voter attended and if they did not). Therefore, for voters to verify that the

attendance ciphertext that is recorded against their voter identifier on the web

bulletin board is correct, it is important that every voter is able to identify their

attendance ciphertext on the web bulletin board, after the close of polls. Note

that the attendance ciphertext ei for a voter is correct if the value of the voter’s

plaintext integer pi is the same as her secret integer bi if she has voted at the

polling station, or has the opposite value, if she abstained from voting.

Let IV-Exp(z, A, k) be the individual verifiability experiment. In this exper-

iment, the adversary A is challenged to create a scenario in which a voter will

be unable to identify their attendance ciphertext ei on the web bulletin board.

In other words, the adversary A is challenged by IV-Exp(z, A, k) to invoke a

collision from algorithm Vote. If A does not win, each voter will be able to find

their attendance ciphertext on the bulletin board, as highlighted in Algorithm

2.
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Algorithm 2 Individual Verifiability - IV-Exp(z, A, k)

1: (PKR, nv)← A(k) ;

2: for 1 ≤ i ≤ nv do

3: ({pkv, skv}, IDi, Bεi, vρ)← Register(PKR, B, k) ;

4: end for

5: L← (PKR, {pk1, . . . , pknv}, {ID1, . . . , IDnv}, {vρ1, . . . , vρn}) ;

6: Crpt← ∅ ;

7: (nv, Bεi, Bε′i, i, j)← AC(L) ;

8: ei ← Vote(SKR, IDi, Bεi, pi, k) ;

9: e′i ← Vote(SKR, IDi, Bε′i, p′i, k) ;

10: if ei = e′i ∧ ei 6= ⊥ ∧ e′i 6= ⊥ ∧ i 6= j ∧ Bεi /∈ Crpt ∧ Bεj /∈ Crpt then

11: return 1

12: else

13: return 0

14: end if

The game opens in line 1, with the adversaryA choosing the registrar’s pub-

lic key PKR and the total number of registered voters nv. Each voter is registered

in lines 2-3. Next, the adversary A is allowed to access an oracle denoted by C

in line 7. By following the approach presented in [QS18b, SFC19], this oracle

is used to model the process in which the adversary A discovers the encrypted

secret integers Bεi of voters such that on initiation, the oracle records that voter

vi has been compromised by computing Crpt ← Crpt ∪ {Bεi} and generating

Bεi as output, such that 1 ≤ i ≤ nv. The equation in line 10 guarantees that the

adversary cannot win the experiment by compromising each voter.

Therefore, in line with the formal verifiability definitions presented in [Cor+16,

QS18b, SFC19], the voter attendance verification scheme z satisfies individual

verifiability IV-Exp, since there exists a negligible function negl for all probabilis-
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tic polynomial-time (PPT) adversaries A, such that for all security parameters

k, Succ(IV-Exp(z, A, k)) ≤ negl(k) holds.

In practice, for the individual verifiability property to be satisfied, each voter

needs to actively participate in the verification process by performing these pro-

cedures:

During registration:

1. Check with the registrars (at registration time) to confirm that the con-

tent of their published encrypted secret integer Bεi is indeed their secret

integer bi.

After polls close:

2. Look up their voter identifier on the web bulletin board to verify that the

encrypted secret integer beside their voter identifier matches the encrypted

secret integer that was initially published for them on the web bulletin

board by the registrars, after their registration.

3. Check that their plaintext integer pi on the web bulletin board and their at-

tendance (or absence from the polling station) matches what they believe

about the content of their encrypted secret integer.

Definition 3 (Universal Verifiability). Recall that while the attendance of

individual voters is not universally verifiable in the voter attendance verifica-

tion scheme z (due to the encryption of the secret integers (bi, . . . , bnv)), the

total number T of voters that attended any particular polling station is univer-

sally verifiable. Therefore, to satisfy the notion of universal verifiability in the

scheme, it should be possible for anybody to check that this final tally T on the

web bulletin board is the correct homomorphic tally, as shown in Table 3.1.
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In line with the formal definitions of [QS18b, SFC19], the universal verifi-

ability experiment for the voter attendance verification scheme is outlined in

Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 Universal Verifiability - UV-Exp(z, A, k)

1: (PKR, nv)← A(k) ;

2: for 1 ≤ i ≤ nv do

3: ({pkv, skv}, IDi, Bεi, vρ)← Register(PKR, B, k) ;

4: end for

5: L← (PKR, {pk1, . . . , pknv}, {ID1, . . . , IDnv}, {vρ1, . . . , vρn}) ;

6: M← (Bε1, . . . , Bεnv) ;

7: (WBB, nv, T)← A(M) ;

8: T′ ← correct-outcome(PKR, WBB, M, nv, k) ;

9: if T 6= T′ ∧ Verify(PKR, WBB, L, nv, T, k) = 1 then

10: return 1

11: else

12: return 0

13: end if

We denote this experiment by UV-Exp(z, A, k), and it challenges the adver-

sary A to make up a scenario in which the Verify algorithm accepts a wrong

tally outcome T, or the Tally algorithm generates an outcome T that the Verify

algorithm subsequently rejects. More formally, the UV-Exp(z, A, k) experiment

expects the Verify algorithm to accept only when the tally outcome is correct (cf.

[QS18b, SFC19]).

In line 7, the adversary A is challenged to create a web bulletin board WBB

and the implied tally T of this bulletin board. Next, the correct-outcome function

is used to compute the correct tally T′ of the bulletin board WBB in line 8. Line
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9 confirms whether a wrong tally outcome is accepted by the Verify algorithm.

Moreover, if the adversary A is unable to win the experiment UV-Exp(z, A,

k), then it suffices to say that algorithm Verify will not accept an incorrect final

tally value. Specifically, this implies that no attendance ciphertext ei will be ex-

cluded from the final tally outcome T, and most importantly, only one encrypted

secret integer Bεi will be considered in each attendance ciphertext that is pub-

lished on the web bulletin board. In other words, the tally of all the attendance

ciphertexts that are recorded and published will contain at most one encrypted

secret integer per voter.

Since we expect that the tally outcome of the scheme should include just

one encrypted secret integer per voter, we will apply the notion of verified atten-

dance ciphertexts (based on the definitions of [QS18b, SFC19]), to ensure that no

voter attends multiple polling stations to vote – a very important factor in pro-

tecting against ballot stuffing and multiple voting. In particular, an attendance

ciphertext is verified if and only if it has been generated with an encrypted secret

integer obtained from M, and that encrypted secret integer was not utilised for

the computation of another attendance ciphertext on the web bulletin board.

Again, by adapting the definitions of [QS18b, SFC19], let verified be defined

as follows:

(PKR, WBB, M, nv, k) = {ei : ei ∈WBB ∧ ∃Bεi, r : ei =

Vote(SKR, IDi, Bεi, pi, k; r) ∧ Bεi ∈ M ∧ ¬∃e′i, Bε′i, r′ : e′i ∈

(WBB \ {ei}) ∧ e′i = Vote(SKR, IDi, Bε′i, p′i, k; r′)}.14

This verified function deletes the attendance ciphertexts ei that are computed

from the same encrypted secret integer Bεi. More precisely, if after the close

14Note that r is a randomly chosen value.
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of elections there are multiple attendance ciphertexts published on the web

bulletin board (based on a unique voter’s encrypted secret integer), every at-

tendance ciphertext that was computed by the registrars using that encrypted

secret integer will be deleted.

By following the formal definitions proposed in [QS18b, SFC19], let the correct-

outcome function be defined as follows, such that for all PKR, WBB, M, nv, k,

` and Bεi ∈ {1, . . . , nv}:

correct-outcome(PKR, WBB, M, nv, k)[Bεi] = `

⇐⇒ ∃=`ei ∈ verified(PKR, (WBB \ {⊥}), M, nv, k) :

∃Bεi, r : ei = Vote(SKR, IDi, Bεi, pi, k; r).

In principle, the vector generated by the correct-outcome function should be

of the same size as nv. The correct-outcome function will also ensure that each

attendance ciphertext ei is linked to only one eligible (and registered) voter.

In general, the voter attendance verification schemez satisfies universal ver-

ifiability since Succ(UV-Exp(z, A, k)) ≤ negl(k) for all PPT adversaries.

3.10 Defending Against Electoral Fraud

In this section, we describe how ballot stuffing could be detected by allowing in-

dividual voters to verify their presence or absence, and allowing anyone to ver-

ify the total number of eligible voters that attended (or abstained from) a polling

station. This approach is essential because it is very important to make electoral

malfeasance not only detectable and provable, but also difficult to achieve (by

providing an irrefutable trail of evidence) in any practical voter-verifiable elec-

tion scheme.

The proof that the protocol in Figure 3.1 is not susceptible to coercion is,
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3.10.0.0.1 Attendance Counting Protocol

Common Input (on WBB) :

• the registrars ElGamal public key (p, q, g, h) and;

• for each voter i = 1, . . . , nv, a tuple (IDi, (gri , hri gbi), pi) where

– IDi is the voter’s (public) identifier,
– bi ∈ {−1, 1} is the secret integer issued in a receipt-free man-

ner during registration,
– pi ∈ {−1, 1} such that pi = bi ⇐⇒ vi attended.

Private Input (Voter i) : bi.

Private Input (Registrars) : Private key s.

Public Output : The number of voters for which pi = bi.

Public Transcript on WBB : . This can be computed by anyone.

1: for i = 1, . . . , nv do
2: Let (Xi, Yi) be vi’s ElGamal ciphertext
3: if pi = −1 then
4: ai = (Xq−1

i , Yq−1
i )

5: else
6: ai = (Xi, Yi)
7: end if
8: end for
9: Let A = ∏nv

i=1 ai. . Component-wise multiplication.

Registrars : T ← Decr(A) . This produces gt where t is the difference

. between the number of people who attended and those who did not.

Public Transcript on WBB : . This can be computed by anyone.

Output : (nv + dloggT)/2 .

The discrete log can be computed by exhaustive search since t is small.

Figure 3.1 – Protocol for counting how many voters attended a polling station.
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as usual, rather subtle, because there are situations in which a coercer can tell

with certainty whether or not a person attended a polling station. Similarly, if

the coercer knows partial information (such as, at least M people voted), then

there are situations in which the tally may reveal information about others (for

example, if only M people voted, and the coercer already knows who they are).

We therefore divide our proof of receipt-freeness into two parts.

1. The first part shows that, assuming the voter’s secret integer bi was learned

in a receipt-free way during registration, the public input (i.e. the secret

integer bi and the plaintext integer pi) cannot be used to prove whether

the voter attended.

2. The second part shows that the tally protocol reveals only the total number

of eligible voters that attended the polling station.

First, we prove that the attendance verification scheme correctly tallies the

number of voters that attended a polling station on election day, which is the

first of our two main verifiable facts.

Proposition 3.1. Assuming that pi = bi ⇐⇒ voter vi attended the polling station,

the protocol outlined in Figure 3.1 produces an accurate total of the number of voters

that attended the polling station.

Proof. Let a be the number of voters that attended. The conditional statement in

Line 3 adds 1 for every voter who attended, and −1 for everyone who did not

attend. The total t is therefore:

t = a− (nv− a), where nv is the total number of voters.

from which the correctness of the final output (a) immediately follows.
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The second important fact is that each individual who has registered can ver-

ify whether anyone attended on their behalf, including if this individual in ques-

tion did not attend. This completes the evidence that each voter’s attendance

has been properly recorded, and the total number of attendees has been cor-

rectly computed. Therefore, the total count from the web bulletin board should

accurately reflect the number of paper ballots cast at the polling station.

Proposition 3.2. Each registered voter, whether she voted or not, can verify whether

the web bulletin board records an attendance for her or not.

Proof. The voter simply checks whether the published plaintext integer pi matches

the secret integer bi she was given when she registered. That is, the secret inte-

ger and plaintext integer should be the same if she did attend, and different if

she did not attend.

Most importantly, we prove the crucial receipt-freeness property of the atten-

dance verification scheme: that a voter (or a registered non-voter), when chal-

lenged by an adversary, can always produce a transcript that is consistent with

either having attended or not having attended their assigned polling station.

To achieve individual verifiability in the scheme, a voter not only has to

check her published plaintext integer pi on the web bulletin board, but she

must make sure that the published encryption (that is, Bεi) of her secret inte-

ger bi is the same as the one audited during the registration phase. Therefore,

as long as “enough” voters verify diligently (cf. [Ace+15, Ess17]), or the cheat-

ing poll workers have doubts that a voter might verify, we can obtain some

evidence about the overall accuracy of the attendance ciphertexts. This intu-

ition behind public verifiability has also been applied in [Riv08, SW12, MCE14,

Ben+15, RRZ18].

Proposition 3.3. Given the initial state of voter vi’s tuple on the web bulletin board,
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any registered voter vi (whether she attended or not) can produce a transcript consistent

with either having attended or not attended, which is indistinguishable from the true

one.

Proof. Suppose wlog that pi = 1. Consider the two related distributions:

D0 = {IDi, (gr, hrg−1), 1) : r ← Zq}

and

D1 = {(IDi, (gr, hrg1), 1) : r ← Zq}.

Clearly these two distributions are indistinguishable (because of the seman-

tic security of the ElGamal encryption scheme [Bon98, TY98]), but while one

is a transcript of a voter who did appear to vote, the other is a transcript of a

voter that did not show up. In either case, the voter can simply claim to have

seen the other voter. Note that all information is identical except the ciphertexts

themselves: if the coercer can distinguish one transcript from the other (with

identical auxiliary information) then this contradicts the assumption that the

registration process was receipt-free.

Indeed, the attendance verification scheme is not universally composable

(see [Gro04, CH06, Can19]). This implies that the registered secret integers bi

must not be reused for multiple elections (though multiple secret integers bi

could be registered).

Proposition 3.4. The rest of the transcript reveals nothing other than the total num-

ber of voters that attended, assuming that a predefined quorum of poll workers do not

collude.

Proof. The transcript is a data-independent process in which only the final total

is decrypted.
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3.11 Comparison with Notable Voting Schemes

In this section, we compare the privacy and verifiability properties that are sat-

isfied in our voter attendance verification scheme to the standard security prop-

erties of JCJ [JCJ05, JCJ10], Civitas [CCM08b, CCM08a], Helios [Adi08, Adi+09]

and a unique variant of Helios known as KTV-Helios [KTV15, Kul17].

3.11.1 JCJ

The JCJ voting protocol [JCJ05, JCJ10] is receipt-free and guarantees individual

verifiability under realistic trust assumptions [Spy+11, AT13, SFC19]. In addi-

tion, since the JCJ protocol is coercion-resistant, there are adequate mechanisms

in place to defend against a coercer that intends to intimidate voters into ab-

staining from voting or relinquishing their credentials [Spy+11, SFC19].

However, while the JCJ protocol satisfies eligibility verifiability (see [Sch+11,

CS13, Sri+14, Gre15, KTV15]), the security guarantees of the protocol is based

on a relatively strong trust assumption that the adversary does not know the

secret key of the talliers [BKV17b, SFC19]. This assumption is however not

tenable in practice, since it is possible for an adversary that discovers the secret

key of the talliers to impersonate any eligible voter and/or cast a ballot on the

voter’s behalf [Pea+13, SFC19]. Similarly, Ali and Murray [AM16] highlighted

that it is possible for a malicious registrar to issue fake credentials that could

be used to impersonate legitimate voters. Therefore, under real-world voting

conditions, the JCJ protocol will be vulnerable to ballot stuffing attacks. Overall,

even though the JCJ protocol hides information pertaining to whether or not a

voter actually voted, there is no mechanism for each voter to verify that nobody

else voted on their behalf.
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3.11.2 Civitas

As we have discussed earlier in Section 3.3, since Civitas [CCM08b, CCM08a]

improves the security properties of the JCJ protocol [JCJ05, JCJ10], it satisfies

universal verifiability, eligibility verifiability and individual verifiability [NV12,

NBV14, Sri+14, Gre15, AM16]. It also defends against ballot stuffing and en-

sures participation privacy, even if an adversary is actively trying to influence

the voter during the ballot casting phase [NV12].

However, despite the fact that Civitas is coercion-resistant and receipt-free

[NV12, HSB20], it is not easy to detect voter impersonation fraud with the vot-

ing scheme [KT09a]. In addition, Civitas does not allow voters to verify whether

their attendance (or absence) at the polls has been recorded accurately.

3.11.3 Helios

One of the fundamental limitations of the Helios voting scheme [Adi08, Adi+09]

is the unavailability of eligibility verifiability mechanisms to ensure that each

ballot is submitted by a legitimate voter (see [KRS10, Sri+14, KTV15, MS16,

SFC19]).

Based on the original protocol specifications, the mixnet-based [Adi08] and

the homomorphic tallying [Adi+09] variants of Helios outsource voter authenti-

cation to trusted third parties [QS18b, SFC19]. Accordingly, the external authen-

tication infrastructure provided by these third parties are assumed to effectively

prevent ineligible voters from publishing their cast ballots on the bulletin board

[Adi+09, Sri+14, QS18b, SFC19]. However, in principle, a coalition of dishonest

election officials or a malicious Helios server/bulletin board could compromise

the correctness of an Helios election outcome through ballot stuffing, by cast-

ing votes on behalf of honest voters without being detected. This vulnerability
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has been examined by several researchers (see e.g. [Sri+14, Cor+14, BS15, CE16,

SFC19]).

Additionally, some researchers have demonstrated that Helios does not sat-

isfy the desired verifiability properties because of the inherent vulnerabilities

of the cryptographic primitives employed (see e.g., [BPW12a, CE16, SFC19]),

incorrect/malicious ballot construction [ED10, CE16, SFC19, MS19], or an ad-

versary manipulating the recorded ballots of legitimate voters (see [Adi+09,

MS16, BKV17b, MS19, SFC19]). We also note that Helios does not provide

participation privacy or protection against forced-abstention and simulation at-

tacks. Moreover, even though Kulyk et al. [KTV15, Kul17] and Bernhard et al.

[BKV17a, BKV17b] have proposed cryptographic techniques to enhance Helios

with receipt-freeness, eligibility verifiability and participation privacy, respec-

tively, the devised voting schemes cannot allow a voter to check that nobody

voted on her behalf, if she did not vote.

Security Properties JCJ Civitas Helios KTV-Helios Proposed Scheme

Receipt-freeness   #   

Eligibility verifiability   #   

Individual verifiability      

Universal verifiability      

Participation privacy   #   

Detection of ballot stuffing G#  #  G#

Detection of voter impersonation G# G#    

Coercion resistance   # # G#

 = satisfies property # = does not satisfy property G# = can detect anomalies

Table 3.2 – Comparison with JCJ, Civitas, Helios and KTV-Helios.
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In Table 3.2, we present a summary of the privacy and verifiability proper-

ties of the voter attendance verification scheme, as compared to those obtained

in JCJ, Civitas, Helios and KTV-Helios.15 The attendance verification scheme

stands out by providing the individual verifiability of attendance and receipt-

freeness. In particular, every voter is able to verify that no vote was recorded in

their name, if they did not attend an election.

3.12 Limitations of the Attendance Verification Scheme

In line with the protocol specification, the voter attendance verification scheme

has the following limitations:

1. The security properties of the attendance verification scheme depends on

the designated registrars being trustworthy.

2. Malicious registrars can collude and falsify the attendance ciphertexts of

voters, thereby manipulating the attendance tally. The affected voters will

be unable to detect this misrepresentation since they cannot decrypt the

ciphertexts. Similarly, election observers will be unaware of the fraud if

the registrars are able to stuff ballots to complement their modified atten-

dance tally.

3. Currently, the attendance verification scheme cannot distinguish between

a voter who actually attended the polling station but has truly been mis-

recorded as absent and one who fraudulently or mistakenly claims there

was an error.
15The author wishes to thank William Holland for helping out with the LATEX code for this

table.
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4. The overall security and privacy guarantees of the scheme can be com-

promised if an adversary is able to collude with the registrars during the

registration phase.

3.13 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have devised a voter attendance verification scheme that

allow voters to verify whether any vote has been recorded for them and also

makes it impossible for each voter to prove to adversaries whether or not they

have attended their assigned polling station on election day.

The procedure from the point of view of the voter works as follows: In the

registration phase, a voter obtains (amongst other credentials) a secret integer

which she must remember on election day. At the same time, the designated

registrars commit to an encryption of this integer and perform some tasks (us-

ing a cut-and-choose protocol) in order to convince the voter that the encryption

indeed contains her secret integer.

After the voting phase closes on election day, the registrars publish a plain-

text integer on the web bulletin board for each voter. All voters will be able to

look up their plaintext integer on the web bulletin board to confirm whether or

not the registrars correctly recorded their attendance. In particular, each voter

can establish this fact by making sure that the value of this plaintext integer is

the same as her secret integer if she has voted, but it has the opposite value, if

she has abstained from the election. By homomorphically adding the encryp-

tion of the secret integers and the values of the published plaintext integers, an

auditor can compute the total number of voters that voted in the election, and

then compare it with the total number of cast ballots, to detect ballot stuffing.



Chapter 4

Formal Analysis of the Voter
Attendance Verification Protocol

The formal security analysis of electronic voting protocols is an essential requirement

for establishing that these protocols satisfy their desired security properties before deploy-

ment in real-world elections. In this chapter, we formalise and evaluate the voter atten-

dance verification protocol that was presented in Chapter 3. Our formal analysis with the

Tamarin prover shows that this protocol guarantees participation privacy for honest vot-

ers.

4.1 Introduction

The formal verification of cryptographic protocols is an important step towards

certifying the security properties and trustworthiness of these protocols be-

fore they are deployed in real-world security-critical systems (see e.g., [Mat+10,

Mea15, KM19]).

Over the last few years, several automated theorem provers and model check-

ers have been developed for the verification (and falsification) of cryptographic

algorithms and protocols [Bla12, CCD17]. These tools have proven to be useful

for detecting logical flaws and generating machine-checked formal proofs of se-

curity in the cryptographic building blocks employed in these protocols [APS14,

Del18, MO18]. Accordingly, the resulting formal proofs not only helps to ver-

116
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ify the security goals of these protocols against sophisticated adversaries, but

also improves public confidence in the protocols by revealing underlying secu-

rity vulnerabilities in the protocols’ specification and implementation [Bha+13,

BDS15].

4.1.1 Existing Verification Techniques

As described by Matsuo et al. [Mat+10], the formal methods for analysing the

security goals of a standard cryptographic protocol can be categorised based

on the approach taken. Intuitively, this approach could either involve the sym-

bolic [HBD16, Bar+18] or computational [CKW11, Men11] model of cryptogra-

phy, on the one hand, or theorem-proving [Kob08, Kob12] or model-checking

[CHV18, BCM18], on the other hand. Typically, regardless of the approach

selected, the formal verification process will either involve modelling an un-

bounded or a bounded number of sessions of the cryptographic protocol, re-

spectively [Dur+04, Bou11, CC17].

In the wider cryptographic literature (see e.g., [AR02, Bla12, APS14, KBB17]),

the security properties of cryptographic protocols are often formalised and eval-

uated based on the symbolic or computational approach.

4.1.1.1 Symbolic Approach

During the symbolic verification of a cryptographic protocol, the Dolev-Yao ad-

versary model [DY83] forms the basis on which the protocol adversary is de-

fined and modelled [Bla12, Mil18]. This Dolev-Yao adversary completely con-

trols the communication channel, and thus, it can intercept, decode, analyse,

modify, delete or replay all messages transmitted by protocol participants on

the network [Bau+18, Tea19].
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In principle, the symbolic model views cryptographic primitives as perfect

black boxes [BP06, CKW11]1 and messages exchanged between protocol par-

ticipants are modelled with function symbols in term algebra [Cor09, Bla16].

As a result, the security properties of the cryptographic protocol are formalised

as abstract models in order to verify their soundness and completeness [AR02,

Bla12].

Since computational restrictions and attacks with negligible probabilities

are not considered while verifying a security protocol in the symbolic model,

this technique is suitable for automated protocol analysis (see [APS14, Cor+15,

KBB17, Del18]) and offers a relatively easier way to formally verify protocols

[CH06, Bla12].

Currently, popular examples of formal verification tools using the symbolic

method include FDR [Ros95, Arm+12], AKISS [Cio11, Cha+16a], AVISPA [Arm+05,

Vig06], Scyther [Cre06, BC14], ProVerif [BAF08, Bla13], Tamarin [Sch12, Mei13],

Isabelle/HOL [NPW02, BBN11], DEEPSEC [CKR18, CKR19], YAPA [BCD13],

Maude-NPA [EMM09, MEM19] and Verifpal [KNT20], amongst others.

4.1.1.2 Computational Approach

In contrast to the symbolic approach, formal security proofs in the computa-

tional (or provable security) model are formalised like the reductions obtainable

in computational complexity theory [Cor09, Mat+10].

Essentially, all messages are modelled as bitstrings [Bla12, CL18] and the

functional correctness of the cryptographic protocol is formally verified with

respect to the security properties of the individual cryptographic primitives

(and the associated cryptographic definitions) that collectively makes up the

1Basically, the cryptographic primitives are considered to satisfy the notion of perfect cryp-
tography [Bla12].
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protocol [Mat+10, CKW11]. The desired security properties are then defined

based on the computational complexity and probability of successful adversar-

ial attacks [BGZ12, Sch12]. In practice, the game-based technique [Sho06, BR08]

and the simulation-based technique [MPQ07, Can19] constitutes the two well-

established techniques for verifying (and reasoning about the correctness of)

security protocols in the computational model, respectively.

For the computational approach, examples of security protocol analysis tools

for formalising and verifying game-based security proofs include CryptoVerif

[Bla08, Bla17], CertiCrypt [Bar+08, Zan+09], CryptHOL [Loc+19, BLS20], FCF

[PM15b, PM15a], Verypto [BBU08, Ber13] and the EasyCrypt proof assistant

[Bar+11, Cor+17a].

As highlighted by Maurer [Mau11] and Blanchet [Bla12], using the compu-

tational approach to formally verify a cryptographic protocol entails a time-

consuming and rather complex process, both in theory and practice, consid-

ering the probability theories and the standard cryptographic assumptions in-

volved. In addition, some of the influential state-of-the-art research in this field

(see e.g., [DPW11, APS14, KBB17]) have shown that it is quite difficult to com-

pletely automate formal proofs in the computational model. It should also be

noted that the computational model does not typically address the vulnerabil-

ity of protocols to physical attacks such as fault attacks, timing attacks and side-

channel attacks, etc. [Bla12, Bla16]. Nonetheless, it is worth mentioning that

unlike the symbolic approach, the formal models of protocols derived from the

computational approach provides strong security guarantees against all proba-

bilistic polynomial-time adversaries [Cor09, CKW11].
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4.1.2 Problem Context

In the electronic voting research community, there have been significant ad-

vances [KR05, DKR09, Smy11, Cor15, BCE18] in the use of formal methods for

analysing and validating the security properties of poll-site and remote elec-

tronic voting protocols.

More precisely, while the computational approach has been used judiciously2

during formal analysis (see [BM07, KTV12a, Gjø13, KRT13, SFC19]), the sym-

bolic model of cryptography (see e.g., [BHM08, ACK16, CW17, CFL19]) seems

to be the commonly used model for evaluating the security properties of vot-

ing protocols and their real-world prototype implementations. Moreover, some

researchers have also analysed the security of voting protocols in both the sym-

bolic and computational models, respectively [CL18, Ber+18].

Despite the remarkable research progress, the vast majority of previous works

have mostly focused on formally verifying the ballot casting and vote counting

phases of voting protocols, respectively. In practice, due to the peculiar secu-

rity requirements of voting protocols as described in [DKR06, Che+10, KTV11,

Pea+13], only a few notable researchers (see [CGT17, Cor+18a, BRS18, HC19a,

BDK19]) have considered and addressed the fine-grained challenges involved

in modelling and formalising the voter registration and authentication phases

of voting protocols. Indeed, a considerable proportion of existing work in this

area often assume that the registrars are honest3 and trustworthy [Kri07], and

therefore do not model their interactions with other protocol participants.

Additionally, there has been very little effort by researchers when it comes to

modelling and verifying participation privacy in voting protocols. More specif-

2As emphasised in [Men11, HC19a], formalising the security notions of voting protocols
in the computational model is hard and prone to errors due to their inherent complexity and
limitations.

3Recall that honest protocol participants have neither been compromised by an adversary,
nor are they under the control of the adversary [BHM08, BKV17b].
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ically, the only works that have addressed this open problem, to our knowl-

edge, appears to be [BKV17a, BKV17b, Kul17], where Bernhard et al. and Kulyk

formalised participation privacy in a modified variant of the Helios protocol

[Adi08, Adi+09] referred to as KTV-Helios [KTV15, Kul17], based on the com-

putational model. However, given that Helios [Adi08, Adi+09] and KTV-Helios

[KTV15, Kul17] are internet voting protocols, we note that the formal verifica-

tion of participation privacy in poll-site voting protocols currently constitutes a

research gap.

As highlighted in Chapter 3, one of the weaknesses of existing poll-site vot-

ing protocols is that they typically overlook the issues arising from dishonest

election authorities stuffing the ballot box on behalf of voters. To resolve this

situation, a poll-site attendance verification protocol was presented in Chapter

3 to allow registered voters confirm that no ballot was cast on their behalf by

another individual, regardless of whether they attended or abstained from the

election. Based on this protocol specification, our objective in this chapter is to

formally prove (in the symbolic model) that the protocol we presented in Chap-

ter 3 indeed satisfies participation privacy, if voters are honest. Notably, par-

ticipation privacy represents one of the security-critical goals that the protocol

is designed to achieve, especially due to the potential issues of voter coercion,

ballot stuffing and forced-abstention attacks in the poll-site elections conducted

in developing countries.

4.1.3 Contributions

The main contributions of this chapter are as follows:

1. We formalise the voter attendance verification protocol that we described

in Chapter 3.
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2. With the aid of the Tamarin prover [Tea19], we formally model and prove

(automatically) that the protocol guarantees participation privacy for hon-

est voters.

4.1.4 Structure of the Chapter

The rest of the chapter is organised as follows: In Section 4.2, we provide a

comprehensive review of the existing literature on the formal analysis of voting

protocols. This is followed by a summary of the main functionalities of Tamarin

[Tea19]4 in 4.3. Section 4.4 outlines our reasons for choosing to use Tamarin

instead of ProVerif [Bla16] for symbolic analysis. In Section 4.5, we highlight

the decisions that was made while formalising the voter attendance verifica-

tion protocol. Section 4.6 describes the steps we have taken while modelling

the protocol. This is followed by a discussion of our approach to formalising

the participation privacy property of the protocol in Section 4.7. In Section 4.8,

we formally prove that the protocol satisfies participation privacy in Tamarin.

Finally, we conclude the chapter in Section 4.9.

4.2 Related Work

Over the last decade, there have been wide-ranging research on the formal veri-

fication of the security properties of electronic voting protocols. Typically, these

works focus on evaluating the security requirements of poll-site and internet

voting protocols, respectively.

In this section, we first discuss the contemporary research on the modelling

and analysis of electronic voting protocols using formal models. Next, we briefly

highlight the open problems that have motivated the work presented in this

4We refer to the Tamarin Prover as Tamarin in the rest of this thesis.
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chapter.

4.2.1 Internet Voting Protocols

In [Cor+15], Cortier et al. developed a generic logical theory that enhances the

formal verification of verifiability and vote privacy properties in electronic vot-

ing protocols. To evaluate their type-checking approach, Cortier et al. [Cor+15]

used the F* type-checker [Swa+13] to formally analyse the individual and uni-

versal verifiability properties of the mixnet [Adi08] (Helios 1.0) and homomor-

phic encryption [Adi+09] (Helios 2.0) variants of the Helios voting scheme, re-

spectively. Additionally, Kremer et al. [KRS10] and Smyth [Smy11] used the ap-

plied pi calculus [AF01, ABF17] to formally model and verify the standard veri-

fiability properties of Helios 2.0 [Adi+09]. More specifically, they demonstrated

that while Helios 2.0 [Adi+09] guarantees individual and universal verifiability

properties, it cannot prevent ineligible voters from voting and as a result, it is

susceptible to ballot stuffing attacks by malicious election officials.

Bernhard et al. [BKV17a, BKV17b] formally analysed the participation pri-

vacy and receipt-freeness properties of a modified version of Helios (known

as KTV-Helios) that was proposed by Kulyk et al. [KTV15, Kul17] to support

eligibility verifiability. In their work, they first presented generic game-based

cryptographic definitions for participation privacy and receipt-freeness (in elec-

tronic voting protocols that allows deniable vote updating e.g., [Ach+15, Cha+16b,

Loc16, FQS19, Kul19]), respectively. Next, they formalised and proved that

KTV-Helios [KTV15, Kul17] achieves receipt-freeness, ballot secrecy and partic-

ipation privacy in the computational model. The vote privacy properties of He-

lios [Adi08, Adi+09] have also been formalised using the symbolic approach in

[SC11b, CS11, CS13, Cor+15, ACK16, Cor+17b, CL18, Cor+18b, Lal19, CKR19].

The receipt-freeness and vote privacy properties of the Selene voting pro-
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tocol [RPI16] was modelled and analysed with Tamarin [Bas+17a, Tea19] in

[BDS17, Dre17]. In these works, the authors showed that while Selene [RPI16]

guarantees vote privacy and individual verifiability by virtue of the complex

cryptographic primitives employed, the receipt-freeness property will only hold

if the fake receipts generated by a coerced voter do not match the tracking num-

ber of another dishonest voter. Overall, their formal analysis is based on a rel-

atively strong assumption that each voter is honest,5 and will not actively or

passively collude with a coercer.

In order to achieve realistic formal security proofs with weak trust assump-

tions and distributed trust, Zollinger [Zol18] used the exclusive-OR (XOR) func-

tion in Tamarin [Dre+18, Tea19] to model the receipts constructed by multi-

ple tellers in Selene [RPI16]. The results obtained also confirms that Selene

[RPI16] satisfies vote privacy and individual verifiability. Moreover, Jamroga

et al. [JKK18] recently used alternative-time temporal logics (ATL) [AHK02]

and two different model-checking tools for multi-agent systems to formalise

the coercion resistance property of Selene [RPI16].

There is an extensive collection of literature that have used formal meth-

ods to evaluate the security properties of the voting protocol due to Fujioka,

Okamoto and Ohta (FOO) [FOO92]. Delaune et al. [DKR09] formally verified

the vote privacy and receipt-freeness properties of the FOO protocol in the ap-

plied pi calculus [AF01, ABF17] using ProVerif [Bla16]. Their analysis show that

while the FOO protocol satisfies vote privacy (if at least two voters are honest),

it does not provide receipt-freeness [DKR09]. Similarly, Delaune et al. [DKR08]

formally proved that the FOO protocol achieves vote privacy using ProVerif.

Furthermore, the fairness and eligibility verifiability properties of the FOO pro-

tocol was modelled and validated with ProVerif by Kremer and Ryan [KR05],

5That is, the voters adhere to the protocol specification.
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while Nielsen et al. [NAN05] formally proved with the LySa tool [Den06] that

the FOO protocol [FOO92] achieves fairness, accuracy, eligibility verifiability,

vote privacy and individual verifiability. In [KRS10], Kremer et al. further

proved that the FOO protocol [FOO92] satisfies both individual and universal

verifiability properties.

Given that the FOO protocol [FOO92] is one of the pioneering voting proto-

cols that considered the use of blind signatures [Cha83] to enforce vote privacy

(cf. [Ohk+99, KR05, CC07, HDU08, Smy11]), it should be noted that numerous

existing works have also rigorously formalised various privacy and verifiabil-

ity properties of the FOO protocol using ProVerif (see e.g., [Smy+10, Smy11,

DLL11c, DLL11b, Dre13, BS18, HC19a, HC19b]), Tamarin (see e.g., [Dre+16,

Dum16, Dre+17]), AKISS (see e.g., [Cio11, Cha+16a, Dre+17, BCE18]), manual

proof techniques based on the applied pi calculus [AF01, ABF17] (see [KR05,

Smy+10, DLL11c, DLL11b, DLL12a, DLL12b, Laf12, Dre13]) and other formal

reasoning frameworks [Cho+06, MVV07, BRS07, Tal+08, Jon09, MHJ10, Bou11,

BJL12, GM19], amongst others.

Although the vote privacy and receipt-freeness properties of the Okamoto

voting protocol [Oka96] was formally verified (in the symbolic model) by [DKR09,

Dre+17], the coercion resistance property of the protocol was falsified in the for-

mal analysis of [DKR09]. The successful verification of the Okamoto protocol’s

[Oka96] receipt-freeness property, as presented in [DKR09, Dre+17] is consistent

with the results obtained in other related works that relied on using automated

tools for symbolic analysis (see e.g., [DLL12a, DLL12b, Dre+16]). In [Dum16],

Duménil was able to prove (with Tamarin [Tea19]) that the Okamoto protocol

[Oka96] satisfies eligibility verifiability.

The vote privacy property of another voting protocol proposed by Okamoto

[Oka97] to enhance the receipt-freeness assumptions made in [Oka96] has also
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been proven by Chadha et al. [Cha+16a]. However, Küsters and Truderung

[KT09a] showed that [Oka97] does not guarantee coercion resistance when mul-

tiple voters are considered. In [HS12], Heather and Schneider further proved

that [Oka97] is not resistant to any forced abstention attack mounted by a co-

ercer.

Similarly, Delaune et al. [DKR09] demonstrated in the applied pi calculus

[AF01, ABF17] that the Lee voting protocol [Lee+03] guarantees all the stan-

dard privacy properties of electronic voting protocols, namely coercion resis-

tance, vote privacy and receipt-freeness. As a matter of fact, the ballot secrecy

property was also formalised with ProVerif in [BS18, HC19a, HC19b]. However,

in contrast to the vote privacy verification results presented in [DKR09], Cortier

and Smyth [CS11, CS13] demonstrated that the Lee voting protocol [Lee+03] is

vulnerable to ballot replay attacks (and by implication, fails to guarantee vote

privacy) since ballot independence [BGP11, DLL11c, DLL11b, CS13] was not

considered.

In [Ara+13], Arapinis et al. used ProVerif [Bla16] and the AKISS tool [Cio11]

to formalise the everlasting privacy property of three different versions of He-

lios. These versions include the mixnet-based variant of Helios [Adi08], the vote

replay attack-resistant variant [CS11, CS13] and a version of Helios designed by

Demirel et al. [DGA12] to satisfy everlasting privacy using Pedersen commit-

ments [Ped91b]. In their formal analysis, Arapinis et al. [Ara+13] showed that

while two of the aforementioned variants of Helios [CS11, DGA12, CS13] guar-

antees everlasting privacy, the mixnet version of Helios [Adi08] is susceptible

to some attacks that could be mounted by an adversary to violate ballot secrecy

and everlasting privacy.

Lastly, we also note that while the verifiability and privacy-type properties

of the internet voting systems that have been trialled in Norway [CW17] and
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Switzerland [CGT17, Ber+18, CL18] have been validated in the symbolic model,

participation privacy was not verified.

4.2.2 Poll-site Voting Protocols

In addition to the previous works that have formally verified internet voting

protocols, poll-site voting protocols have also been modelled and evaluated

considerably in the cryptographic literature [Ber+17]. For example, the vote

privacy property of Prêt à Voter [Rya+09], one of the prominent end-to-end

verifiable protocols for poll-site elections, was verified with ProVerif [Bla16]

by Arapinis et al. in [ABR12]. Essentially, the authors [ABR12] were able to

show from their symbolic analysis that a variant of Prêt à Voter [Rya+09] with-

out mixnets indeed guarantees vote privacy when two voters and candidates

are considered, respectively. In a similar fashion, other privacy and verifiability

properties of the Prêt à Voter protocol [Rya+09] have also been studied and for-

malised in the symbolic model (see e.g, [Jon09, LJP10, HS12, MHS14, ACK16]).

Another notable poll-site voting protocol that has been formalised with au-

tomated reasoning tools is Bingo Voting [BMR07]. Originally designed to mit-

igate electoral fraud resulting from vote buying and voter coercion, Bingo Vot-

ing [BMR07] uses the randomness generated by a trustworthy random num-

ber generator to provide individual verifiability for each voter. In the formal

models presented in [DLL11c, DLL11b, DLL12a, DLL12b, Laf12], the authors

formally analysed the coercion resistance property of Bingo Voting [BMR07]

with the applied pi calculus [AF01, ABF17] and demonstrated that it is receipt-

free and coercion-resistant, respectively. In addition, the results obtained in

[DLL11c, DLL11b] confirmed that Bingo Voting [BMR07] guarantees the notion

of vote-independence – which implies that it should be impossible for voters
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to copy the votes of each other [Smy12, Laf12, Dre13].6 Furthermore, Dreier

et al. [DLL11a, Dre13] modelled Bingo Voting [BMR07] in the applied pi cal-

culus [AF01, ABF17] and proved that the protocol is not only resistant to coer-

cion from a malicious insider, but also secure against forced-abstention attacks.

However, in [KTV10a], Küsters et al. formalised Bingo Voting [BMR07] in the

symbolic model and verified that the protocol does not guarantee individual

accountability.

Moreover, STAR-Vote [Bel+13] and vVote [Cul+15b, Cul+15a], two of the

well-studied poll-site voting protocols that were implemented and tested in

real-life elections have also been formally evaluated in the symbolic model.

For example, in [MW17a, MW17b], Moran and Wallach formally proved that

STAR-Vote guarantees ballot secrecy using FDR [Ros95] and ProVerif [Bla16].

Likewise, Moran and Heather [MH17] analysed vote privacy in the vVote sys-

tem [Cul+15b, Cul+15a], and pointed out that vVote is vulnerable to attacks that

violates vote privacy, under certain circumstances.

A handful of other poll-site voting protocols have also had some of their

security properties specified and proven in the symbolic model. These include

Electryo [ZPR20], ThreeBallot [Jon09, MHS13, MHS16, Bel+17] (and its variant

[Bau+18]), ProVotE [VWT09], ES&S voting system [WKV09, WKV10, WKV11]

and the Moran and Naor’s protocol [MN06, Ara+13].

4.2.3 Research Gap

To the best of our knowledge, none of the existing works in the literature have

specifically considered formalising and verifying participation privacy in poll-

site voting protocols. In particular, even though Bernhard et al. [BKV17a, BKV17b,

6This notion is also known as ballot independence in the electronic voting literature. See Sec-
tion 2.1.4.3.
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Kul17] studied and analysed this property in KTV-Helios [KTV15, Kul17], it

should be noted that KTV-Helios is an internet voting protocol and their for-

mal analysis was performed in the computational model. Accordingly, one of

our main contributions in this chapter is the automated symbolic analysis of

participation privacy in the context of poll-site voting.

4.3 Tamarin Preliminaries

As highlighted in Section 4.1.1, Tamarin [Tea19] is one of the popular tools for

the formal verification of cryptographic protocols in the symbolic model. This

tool can also be used for the symbolic verification and falsification of security

protocols with an unbounded number of sessions (see e.g., [Sch+12, Mei+13,

BDS15]).

Tamarin has three built-in facts, namely Out, In and Fr [Tea19]. The Out fact

is used to represent the protocol messages that are sent to the (public) network

channel controlled by a Dolev-Yao adversary[DY83], whereas messages are re-

ceived from the network via the In fact. Note that this Dolev-Yao adversary is

able to learn all messages sent via the Out fact to the network [Bas18, Tea19].

By default, the Fr fact is used to generate fresh (and unique) random values in

Tamarin [Sch+14, CDM19]. These newly generated values are prefixed with a

∼ symbol in Tamarin [Cre+16, Tea19].

In Tamarin, every cryptographic message that is exchanged between the

(honest) protocol participants is modelled as a term in an order-sorted term

algebra [Sch12, Mei13]. Furthermore, each Dolev-Yao adversary’s [DY83] capa-

bilities and message deduction rules are formally specified as labelled multiset

rewriting rules [Mei13, KK14, Tea19]. These multiset rewriting rules are also

used to model the actions (and knowledge) of the Dolev-Yao adversary [DY83],
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as well as the cryptographic messages that are generated and exchanged be-

tween the protocol participants [Tea19].

As outlined in [Mei13, Sch+14], a labelled multiset rewriting rule in Tamarin

is made up of a triple: l –[ a ]→ r, where the premises (i.e. left-hand side), ac-

tions and conclusions (i.e. right-hand side) are denoted by l, a and r, respectively.

Whilst a discussion of multiset rewriting systems is beyond the scope of this

work, we refer the reader to [Sch12, Mei13, Sch+14, Mil18] for a comprehensive

description of the operational semantics and syntax of multiset rewriting rules,

as applicable in Tamarin.

After the multiset rewriting rules [Dur+04] and equational theories7 for a

cryptographic protocol have been specified in a Tamarin .spthy8 file, the desired

security properties that need to be verified (or falsified) are denoted by lemmas

[Tea19]. This takes the form of a keyword lemma, as well as the guarded two-

sorted first-order logic formulas and the security property’s name [Sch12, CJ20].

It is worth mentioning that Tamarin is sound and complete [Dre+18, KEB19].

Thus, to evaluate whether these lemmas hold for an unbounded (or a bounded)

number of protocol sessions, Tamarin employs the concept of constraint solv-

ing to rigorously verify the lemmas and identify counterexamples (i.e. attacks),

where applicable [Sch12, Mei13]. In Tamarin’s graphical user interface, a lemma

that has been successfully verified is highlighted in green colour, whereas any

lemma that is vulnerable to an attack or could not be formally proved is shown

in red.

Essentially, Tamarin is capable of processing (and analysing) complex subterm-

convergent equational theories that satisfy the finite variant property [Dre+17,

7Equational theories are normally used to formalise the underlying algebraic properties of
standard cryptographic primitives. See e.g., [Cre+16, HC19a].

8.spthy is an abbreviation for ’security protocol theory’. This is the default file extension of
Tamarin [Tea19].
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Bas+17a, Whi19],9 as well as trace and observational equivalence properties

[Sch+14, BDS15, Dre+17]. In practice, while these equational theories include

support for the algebraic properties of asymmetric encryption schemes, asso-

ciative and commutative operators, bilinear pairings, Diffie-Hellman exponen-

tiation and exclusive-OR (XOR) functions [Mei+13, Sch+12, Sch+14, Dre+18,

Tea19] etc., the inherent support for observational equivalence and trace proper-

ties is particularly useful when modelling and formalising the privacy and ver-

ifiability notions in electronic voting protocols, respectively [DKR09, Dre+17].

As described in [Tea19], Tamarin adds an observational equivalence lemma to

any Tamarin .spthy input file once the diff(, ) operator has been included in the

Tamarin Command-Line Interface. In particular, this lemma makes it possible

for Tamarin to formally prove different forms of privacy properties (e.g., vote

privacy, participation privacy, etc.) in voting protocols during symbolic proto-

col analysis. Furthermore, given that Tamarin supports induction, global muta-

ble states, and the modelling of some cryptographic primitives and exclusive-

OR (XOR) operations (see e.g., [KK14, Bas+17a, Bas+18a]), it is relatively straight-

forward to rigorously verify the security of a cryptographic protocol and eval-

uate any resulting attack graphs, where applicable.

To date, Tamarin has been used to successfully model and verify the se-

curity properties of electronic voting protocols (e.g., [BDS17, Dre17, Dre+17,

BRS18]), RFID protocols [Mau+18a], 5G cellular network technology [Bas+18b],

distance-bounding protocols [Mau+18b, Tor19] and mobile payment protocols

[Fil18]. It has also been used for the automated symbolic analysis of the under-

lying cryptographic protocols for fair exchange [Bac+17], authenticated key ex-

change [Sch+12, Sch+14], as well as other conventional cryptographic protocols

9The formal definitions of convergent equational theories and the finite variant property
are discussed in [CD05, ABR12].
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(e.g., TLS [Cre+16, Cre+17], DNP3: SAv5 [CDM19]10 and ARPKI [Bas+18a]11),

amongst others.

4.4 Comparing Tamarin and ProVerif

In the last few years, extensive research on security protocol analysis and for-

mal verification (see e.g., [Bas+17b, Ber+18, KNT20]) have shown that ProVerif

[Bla16] and Tamarin [Tea19] are the most preferred tools for evaluating the secu-

rity properties of electronic voting protocols in the symbolic model. However,

based on the several case studies in the literature, we note that these tools have

different functionalities such as:

1. Unbounded/Bounded number of sessions: In contrast to ProVerif which

is designed to analyse and verify only cryptographic protocols with un-

bounded number of sessions (see e.g., [LP15, Bla16, ACK16]), Tamarin is

capable of processing all subterm-convergent equational theories.

Additionally, Tamarin can be used to verify security protocols with either

a bounded (or an unbounded number of sessions) [Mei+13, Dre+17].

2. Cryptographic primitives: Tamarin supports bilinear pairings, homomor-

phic encryption, Diffie-Hellman exponentiation, as well as the commuta-

tive and associative properties of cryptographic primitives [Tea19]. On

the contrary, while ProVerif’s functionality has been extended by Pankova

and Laud [PL12] to support the modelling of pairing-based protocols, it

cannot effectively handle homomorphic encryption [ABR12, Bla16, MW17b],

Diffie-Hellman exponentiation [KT09b], threshold cryptography [MW17b]

10DNP3 Secure Authentication v5 protocol.
11Attack Resilient Public-Key Infrastructure.
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or equational theories with associative and commutative operators [CLN09,

CGT17].

Furthermore, due to the types of equational theories supported by ProVerif,

it cannot effectively analyse cryptographic protocols with exclusive-OR

(XOR) operations or counting functions (see [LP15, Dre+18, Fil18]).

3. Loops and state transitions: Tamarin can be used for the modelling and

analysis of security protocols that have inductions, loops and mutable

global states [Mei+13, Sch+14]. On the other hand, ProVerif cannot be

used to formalise and validate protocols with global mutable states (see

e.g., [KK14, Bas+17a]).

4. Detection of false attacks: ProVerif has been shown to discover and report

false attacks in several formal verification case studies [Bla12, MW17b,

Dre+18, CCT18, Ber+18], and unlike Tamarin, there are instances where it

may not terminate during formal analysis [ABR12, Bla16, KNT20].

As highlighted by Dreier et al. [Dre+18], these false attacks have proven

that ProVerif is not the ideal tool for modelling and verifying stateful cryp-

tographic protocols.

5. Modelling and verifying equivalence properties: Essentially, privacy prop-

erties in electronic voting protocols are usually modelled as observational

equivalence properties [DKR09, DLL12a].

Although ProVerif has been enhanced with different features [BAF08, KSR10,

VB13, BS18] that enables it to formally evaluate different equivalence prop-

erties, it is still not capable of effectively formalising (and proving) trace

equivalence properties [Del11], as well as some observational equivalence

properties such as vote privacy, and participation privacy, etc. [ABR12,
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Sch12, BDS15].

As discussed in [Del18], the accurate modelling of observational equiva-

lence is necessary when formalising and proving complex electronic vot-

ing protocols. Therefore, since our main objective in this chapter is the au-

tomated analysis of participation privacy in the symbolic model, Tamarin

appears to be well-suited for this purpose due to its capability to effec-

tively process observational equivalence in cryptographic protocols [BDS15,

Dre+17, BRS18, HC19a].

4.5 Tamarin Model Design Decisions

First, in line with the standard practice followed during the formal analysis of

privacy properties in voting protocols [KR05, Ara+13, Del18], we have mod-

elled two honest voters in our Tamarin formal model. In [CC03, CC04], Comon-

Lundh and Cortier showed that if an attack involves two participants in a cryp-

tographic protocol, we can infer that this attack will also be mounted on n

participants in the protocol. Furthermore, as highlighted by Arapinis et al.

[ACK16], the results obtained from the formal verification of vote privacy for

two honest voters is sufficient to justify the vote privacy property of a vot-

ing protocol. This notion has been extensively demonstrated in the literature

(see e.g., [DKR09, DLL12b, BDS17, BRS18, CKR19]). Accordingly, we do not

need to model the actions of the remaining dishonest voters because they are

already subsumed in the Dolev-Yao adversary’s [DY83] capabilities and knowl-

edge [MVV07, Cha+16a, CKR19].

Furthermore, based on the approach taken by Bruni et al. [BDS17, Dre17]

while formalising receipt-freeness and vote privacy in the Selene protocol [RPI16],

we have modelled one honest registrar, election authority and poll worker, re-
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spectively. A similar assumption about modelling one election official was

made in [BKV17b, QS18b, SFC19].

During the process of modelling the voter attendance verification protocol

in Tamarin, we elected not to model the following components of the protocol:

1. We have not modelled the Pedersen secret sharing scheme [Ped91a, Ped92]

employed in the voter attendance verification protocol. In essence, this

verifiable secret sharing scheme is used by the registrars to generate (in a

threshold fashion) the ElGamal public key [ElG85] for encrypting the each

voter’s secret integer. Additionally, the secret sharing scheme allows the

designated registrars to share the corresponding secret key among them-

selves.

2. Furthermore, we do not model the threshold decryption of each voter’s

encrypted secret integer by the designated registrars during the verifica-

tion of attendance phase (See Section 3.8.3). This is because Tamarin is

prone to state space explosions12 while processing certain cryptographic

tasks like threshold cryptography [BDS17, Dre17, MEM19].

3. The primary objective in this chapter focuses on formalising (and reason-

ing about) the participation privacy property of the voter attendance ver-

ification protocol. Therefore, we have not modelled the tallying phase in

which the designated registrars homomorphically compute the published

attendance ciphertexts of voters, decrypt the resulting ciphertext and then,

post the final outcome on the web bulletin board. It is worth mentioning

that this phase of the protocol is specifically intended to satisfy the uni-

versal verifiability property of the protocol (See Section 3.8.4).

12See [CLN09, Cla+12] for more details about state space explosion in symbolic protocol
verification.
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4. In line with the protocol specification, we assume that there is a functional

and robust mechanism for voter authentication to verify the eligibility of

voters on election day. Therefore, the authentication phase has not been

modelled with Tamarin.

5. Given that Tamarin does not natively support modelling negative num-

bers [Sch+14, CJ20], we could not model the negative value of the plaintext

integer that is published on the web bulletin board (by the designated reg-

istrars) if a voter did not attend a polling station, where applicable. This

limitation has also motivated our decision to replace the secret integer that

is assigned to the second voter with a ’2’, instead of ’−1’.

The main trust assumption that guides our formal analysis is that the web bul-

letin board and the registrar are not simultaneously dishonest. This assumption

was also considered in [Cor+14, BKV17b].

4.6 Modelling the Protocol

In this section, we formulate a specification of the voter attendance verification

protocol in the symbolic model using multiset rewriting rules. Recall that this

protocol is receipt-free and end-to-end verifiable. Intuitively, while the receipt-

freeness property guarantees that a voter is not given any information that may

prove or demonstrate how they voted to an adversary [DKR06, DKR09], the

notion of end-to-end verifiability in this context allows each voter to verify that

their attendance was recorded accurately, whilst giving election observers and

other third-parties the opportunity to confirm that the final tally corresponds to

the total ballots cast by voters that attended (see [KRS10, Hao+14, Cor+16]).

The formal modelling of the voter attendance verification protocol in Tamarin

begins with defining the registrar’s cryptographic key generation process and
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specifying the applicable Tamarin built-in functions, restrictions, equations and

abstract terms. Since our formal analysis occurs in the symbolic model, we have

assumed a Dolev-Yao adversary and its associated capabilities [DY83].

As highlighted in Listing 1, the registrar first generates their private key

using the Fr fact. Next, we rely on Tamarin’s unary asymmetric encryption

function (pk) to generate the corresponding public key. It should be noted that

this pk function is one of the standard functions that are built into Tamarin to

support public-key cryptography [Tea19].

Listing 1 Registrar create long-term keys.
1 rule registrar_generate_keys_pairs:
2

3 [Fr(~RGR_priv_key) ] --[ OnlyOnce() ]->
4

5 [!RGRSecretKey($RGR, ~RGR_priv_key),
6 !RGRPublicKey($RGR, pk(~RGR_priv_key))]

In Tamarin, the state information of protocol participants are stored in facts

[Cre+17, Tea19]. These facts can be split into two categories, namely linear facts

and persistent facts [Cre+17, Tea19]. Formally, linear facts are used to store

and model information that will be consumed (or utilised) once during protocol

execution, while persistent facts are typically used to model information that

can be consumed multiple times arbitrarily [Sch+14, Dre+18, Tea19]. Essentially,

linear facts can be seen as static, while persistent facts are regarded as dynamic,

in the sense that their arity and multiplicity can change at any point during the

protocol execution [Mil18, Tea19].

Accordingly, in the Tamarin model, we use a persistent fact that is prefixed

with an exclamation mark (or bang) ! to store all the sensitive data that will

be utilised and transmitted on a secure channel multiple times [BDS17, Dre17,

Tea19]. In principle, every data that is transmitted on a secure channel cannot

be deciphered or manipulated by an adversary [Tea19].
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Next, we initialise the registrar’s identity and role in Listing 2. This involves

defining two constant values that are crucial to the election, namely k and mv.

While k represents the one-time security parameter for the election, mv denotes

the maximum number of voters that will register and cast their vote at a specific

polling station.

As is standard practice during formal verification with Tamarin, these con-

stants are defined by using the "let . . . in" let-binding expression.

Listing 2 Registrar’s role and identity.
1 rule define_registrar:
2 let
3 sec_param = 'k'
4 max_voters = 'mv'
5 in
6

7 [Fr(~rgr_id), !RGRSecretKey($RGR, ~RGR_priv_key),
8 !RGRPublicKey($RGR, pk(~RGR_priv_key))]
9

10 --[Create_RGR(~rgr_id, $RGR),
11 Honest($RGR), Role('RGR') ]->
12

13 [St_RGR_1($RGR, ~rgr_id, ~RGR_priv_key,
14 pk(~RGR_priv_key), max_voters, sec_param),
15 !RGR_Data(~rgr_id)]

The Honest action fact indicates that the registrar is assumed to be honest.

As described in [Tea19], a protocol participant is honest if they can keep sensi-

tive data confidential, and their private key has not been compromised by an

adversary.

We then proceed to define the identity and role parameters for the poll

worker and election authority in Listing 3 and Listing 4, respectively.

In Listing 5, we model the role and biometric data for voter 1. We have also

followed a similar process when specifying these parameters for voter 2.

As described in the protocol specification (see Chapter 3), the registrar is

expected to generate and record some parameters for each voter upon registra-

tion. These parameters include the unique identifier for each voter, the voter’s
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Listing 3 Poll worker’s role and identity.
1 rule define_pollworker:
2

3 let
4 PCK = 'Clerk'
5 in
6

7 [Fr(~pClerk_id)]
8

9 --[Create_PClerk(~pClerk_id, PCK),
10 Honest(PCK), Role('PCK')]->
11

12 [St_PClerk_1(PCK, ~pClerk_id),
13 !PClerk_Data(~pClerk_id)]

Listing 4 Election authority’s role and identity.
1 rule define_election_auth:
2

3 [ ]
4

5 --[Create_EA($EA, $EA_name),
6 Honest($EA), Role('EA')]->
7

8 [St_ElecAuth_1($EA, $EA_name),
9 Out($EA_name), !ElecAuth_Data($EA_name, $EA)]

public/private key pair, the voter’s secret integer, the voter’s encrypted secret

integer,13 as well as the polling station assigned to each voter. Accordingly, we

have modelled this phase of the protocol in Listing 6.

In Listing 6, the aenc function denotes the asymmetric encryption function

[Tea19] that is used to encrypt the secret integer of each voter under the reg-

istrar’s public key. After the voter registration period ends, the registrar will

inform voters about their voter identifier, secret integer, public/private key pair

and assigned polling station. With the exception of each voter’s secret integer,

the rest of the aforementioned parameters, including the voters’ biometric data

will be shared with the election authority. By using the Out fact [Tea19], the reg-

istrar will then (publicly) publish the unique encrypted secret integer and voter

identifier for all voters as a tuple on the web bulletin board.

13Each voter’s secret integer is encrypted under the registrar’s public key.
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Listing 5 Defining voter 1 parameters.
1 rule initialize_voter1:
2

3 let
4 V1_bio = 'b1'
5 in
6

7 [ ]
8

9 --[Create_Voter1($V1), Honest($V1), Role('V1')]->
10

11 [State_V_1($V1, V1_bio), !Voter1_Attr(V1_bio)]

As noted in [Dre17, Dre+18], every message exchanged (or transmitted) us-

ing the Out fact is not only visible to the Dolev-Yao adversary [DY83], but also

stored in the adversary’s persistent knowledge denoted by !K facts. Conse-

quently, this adversary can modify and replay these messages an unbounded

number of times using the In fact. Based on the approach described in [MVV07,

DKR09, CKR19], we assume that while voters 1 and 2 are honest, the remain-

ing voters are arbitrarily replaced by the Dolev-Yao adversary [DY83], and are

dishonest.

Next, the registrar will prepare and send the electoral roll to the designated

poll worker electronically. In Listing 7, the poll worker receives this electoral

roll and posts it publicly on the web bulletin board using the Out fact (and in

the polling station).

In Listing 8, the election authority receives the voter registration data from

the registrars. Based on the information available, the election authority issues

the voters’ credentials and sends them to the registrars, for subsequent distri-

bution to all registered voters.

We model the distribution of voter credentials to eligible voters in Listing 9.

Moreover, as highlighted in Listing 10, we formalise the steps taken by voter 1

when receiving their voter card and other parameters from the registrar.
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Listing 6 Voter registration phase.
1 rule registrar_registers_voter_data:
2

3 let
4 // Voter 1 parameters
5 V1_id = 'ID1'
6 V1_ward = 'vp1'
7 V1_int = '1'
8 V1_enc_int = aenc{V1_int}pk(~RGR_priv_key)
9

10 // Voter 2 parameters
11 V2_id = 'ID2'
12 V2_ward = 'vp2'
13 V2_int = '2'
14 V2_enc_int = aenc{V2_int}pk(~RGR_priv_key)
15

16 // Total number of registered voters
17 total_voters = 'nv'
18 in
19

20 ...
21 ...
22 ...
23

24 Out(<V1_id, V1_enc_int>), Out(<V2_id, V2_enc_int>)]

4.7 Formalising Participation Privacy

The approach and logic we have employed in modelling and formalising the

participation privacy property of the voter attendance verification protocol has

been inspired by the works presented in [BDS17, Dre17, BKV17a, BKV17b], re-

spectively.

In [BDS17, Dre17], the vote privacy property of the Selene voting protocol

[RPI16] was formally modelled and verified with Tamarin. By drawing on the

techniques employed in the formal analyses of Bruni et al. [BDS17] and Drewsen

[Dre17], we first model the different stages of the voter attendance verification

protocol. Next, we adapt the formal security definitions for participation pri-

vacy, as proposed in [BKV17a, BKV17b, Kul17].

Specifically, in [BKV17a, BKV17b, Kul17], the authors describe participation

privacy as a variant of vote privacy – a security property that is usually ex-

pressed as a cryptographic indistinguishability property [DKR09, Cor14] dur-
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Listing 7 Poll worker receives electoral roll.
1 rule pollworker_receives_electoral_roll:
2

3 let
4 elect_roll = <pk(~RGR_priv_key), V1_id,
5 pk(~V1_priv_key), V1_ward, V2_id,
6 pk(~V2_priv_key), V2_ward, total_voters>
7 in
8

9 [!RGR_Data(~rgr_id), St_PClerk_1(PCK, ~pClerk_id),
10 !RGR_Send_Elect_Roll(elect_roll,
11 max_voters, sec_param)]
12

13 --[Receive_Elect_Roll(PCK, <~pClerk_id,
14 elect_roll>), Honest(PCK), Role('PCK'),
15 Honest(~rgr_id)]->
16

17 [St_PClerk_2(PCK, ~pClerk_id, elect_roll,
18 max_voters, sec_param), Out(elect_roll)]

Listing 8 Election authority issues voter credentials.
1 rule election_auth_receives_reg_data:
2

3 let
4 // Voter ID card for voter 1.
5 V1_card = <V1_id, V1_bio, ~V1_priv_key,
6 pk(~V1_priv_key), V1_ward>
7

8 // Voter ID card for voter 2.
9 V2_card = <V2_id, V2_bio, ~V2_priv_key,

10 pk(~V2_priv_key), V2_ward>
11 in
12

13 [!RGR_Data(~rgr_id), St_ElecAuth_1($EA, $EA_name),
14 !V1_Reg_Data(V1_id, V1_bio, ~V1_priv_key,
15 pk(~V1_priv_key), V1_ward), !V2_Reg_Data(V2_id,
16 V2_bio, ~V2_priv_key, pk(~V2_priv_key), V2_ward)]
17

18 --[SendEA($EA, V1_card), SendEA($EA, V2_card),
19 Honest($EA), Role('EA'), Honest(~rgr_id) ]->
20

21 [St_ElecAuth_2($EA, $EA_name, V1_id, V2_id,
22 V1_ward, V2_ward), !V1Credential(V1_card),
23 !V2Credential(V2_card)]

ing formal verification. Accordingly, the works presented in [BKV17a, BKV17b,

Kul17] showed that the participation privacy property of any electronic vot-

ing scheme can be formally modelled based on the standard vote swapping ap-

proach [Tea19, HC19b]. This vote swapping approach was recently formalised by

Blanchet and Smyth [BS18] and it has already been used in the cryptographic
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Listing 9 Registrar distributes voters’ credentials.
1 rule registrar_receives_voter_credentials:
2

3 let
4 // Voter ID card for voter 1.
5 V1_card = <V1_id, V1_bio, ~V1_priv_key,
6 pk(~V1_priv_key), V1_ward>
7

8 // Voter ID card for voter 2.
9 V2_card = <V2_id, V2_bio, ~V2_priv_key,

10 pk(~V2_priv_key), V2_ward>
11 in
12

13 [!V1Credential(V1_card), !V2Credential(V2_card),
14 St_RGR_3($RGR, ~rgr_id, ~RGR_priv_key,
15 pk(~RGR_priv_key), max_voters, total_voters,
16 sec_param, V1_id, V1_int, V1_ward,
17 pk(~V1_priv_key), V2_id, V2_int, V2_ward,
18 pk(~V2_priv_key), $EA_name, ~pClerk_id)]
19

20

21 --[ReceiveEA($RGR, V1_card), ReceiveEA($RGR,
22 V2_card), Honest($RGR), Role('RGR'),
23 Honest($EA_name), Honest(V1_id), Honest(V2_id)]->
24

25

26 [St_RGR_4($RGR, ~rgr_id, ~RGR_priv_key,
27 pk(~RGR_priv_key), max_voters, total_voters,
28 sec_param, V1_id, V1_int, V1_ward,
29 pk(~V1_priv_key), V2_id, V2_int, V2_ward,
30 pk(~V2_priv_key), $EA_name, ~pClerk_id),
31 !RGR_Send_V1Credential(V1_card),
32 !RGR_Send_V2Credential(V2_card)]

Listing 10 Voter 1 receives voting credentials.
1 rule voter1_receives_credentials:
2

3 [State_V_1($V1, V1_bio), !V1_Secret_Data(V1_id,
4 V1_int, ~V1_priv_key, pk(~V1_priv_key), V1_ward),
5 !RGR_Send_V1Credential(V1_card)]
6

7 --[Honest($V1), Role('V1')]->
8

9 [State_V_2($V1, V1_bio, V1_id, V1_int, ~V1_priv_key,
10 pk(~V1_priv_key), V1_ward, V1_card)]

literature to formalise vote privacy in the symbolic and computational models,

respectively. For example, see [Cha+16a, Dre17, Dre+17, DH17, BRS18].

Formally, as outlined in [BKV17a, BKV17b, Kul17], participation privacy is

defined as follows: given two voters VA and VB, an electronic voting scheme
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will guarantee participation privacy if a Dolev-Yao adversary [DY83] is unable

to differentiate between two scenarios where VA attended and participated in

the election and VB was absent, or vice versa. Therefore, based on this defini-

tion due to [BKV17a, BKV17b, Kul17], the participation privacy property can

only be achieved by a voting protocol if the protocol does not reveal any other

information aside the final tally of the election and the total number of voters

that participated – this is also very important in order to satisfy the notion of

universal verifiability [KRS10].

In order to formalise participation privacy in the protocol, we use the diff(, )

operator in our Tamarin .spthy file to model the attendance of each voter as

an observational equivalence property [AF01, ABF17]. More precisely, obser-

vational equivalence in this context [BDS15] allows us to specify two different

scenarios where voter V1 attended the election and voter V2 was absent, or voter

V2 attended whereas voter V1 did not.

In Listing 11, we show how the poll worker records the attendance data for

each voter. This data will be publicly accessible on the web bulletin board after

the close of polls.

In Listing 12, the registrar receives the attendance list from the poll worker

and proceeds to compute the plaintext integer for each voter. To recompute the

plaintext integer, we have used the adec decryption function in Tamarin.

Furthermore, the registrar computes the attendance ciphertext of each voter

in Listing 13. While modelling this phase, we have used Tamarin’s associativ-

ity and commutativity operator [Dre+17, BDS17, Dre17, Tea19] denoted by ′+′

to model the shuffling of the tuple (containing the attendance ciphertexts and

plaintext integers, as well as the attendance status) that is posted on the web

bulletin board by the registrar for each voter.

Finally, in Listing 14, the voter compares the secret integer that was received
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Listing 11 Poll worker records the attendance for each voter.
1 rule pollworker_collates_attendance_list:
2

3 let
4 // Attendance record for Voter 1;
5 'Y' indicates attendance, 'N' indicates absence.
6 At_1 = diff('Y', 'N')
7

8 // Attendance record for Voter 2;
9 'N' indicates absence, 'Y' indicates attendance.

10 At_2 = diff('N', 'Y')
11 in
12

13 [In(V1_id), In(V2_id), !RGR_Data(~rgr_id),
14 St_PClerk_2(PCK, ~pClerk_id, elect_roll,
15 max_voters, sec_param),
16 !V1_Attendance_Record(At_1),
17 !V2_Attendance_Record(At_2)]
18

19 --[SendList(PCK, <<V1_id, At_1>, <V2_id, At_2>>),
20 Honest(PCK), Role('PCK'), Honest(~rgr_id) ]->
21

22

23 [St_PClerk_3(PCK, ~pClerk_id, elect_roll,
24 max_voters, sec_param,
25 <V1_id, At_1>, <V2_id, At_2>),
26 !AttendanceList(<V1_id, At_1>, <V2_id, At_2>)]

from the registrar during registration with the plaintext integer that was pub-

licly posted on the web bulletin board (after the election ends). In essence, if the

registrar is honest, the plaintext integer and the secret integer that are included

as part of the tuple for each voter should be the same value, and these values

will collectively indicate that the voter attended the election. The values will be

different for voters that abstained from the election.

4.8 Proving Participation Privacy

To verify that the multiset rewriting rules we have specified in our Tamarin

model are well-formed [Bas18, Tea19] and works as expected, we executed the

lemma depicted in Figure 4.1.

The logic of this lemma was inspired by the formal verification of vote pri-

vacy (with Tamarin), as described in [BDS17, Dre17, Dre+17].
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Listing 12 Registrar computes voter plaintext integer.
1 rule registrar_computes_plaintext_int:
2

3 let
4 //For attendance, plaintext integer=voter's secret integer
5 V1_ptxt_int = adec(V1_enc_int, ~RGR_priv_key)
6 V2_ptxt_int = adec(V2_enc_int, ~RGR_priv_key)
7

8 At_1 = diff('Y', 'N')
9 At_2 = diff('N', 'Y')

10 in
11

12 [!PClerk_Data(~pClerk_id), !Voter_Secret_Integers
13 (sec_param, ~RGR_priv_key, pk(~RGR_priv_key),
14 V1_enc_int, V2_enc_int), !AttendanceList
15 (<V1_id, At_1>, <V2_id, At_2>)]
16

17

18 --[ReceiveList($RGR, <<V1_id, At_1>, <V2_id,
19 At_2>>), Honest($RGR), Role('RGR'),
20 Honest(~pClerk_id)]->
21

22

23 [!Publish_Interim_Attendance_Data(<V1_id,
24 At_1, V1_ptxt_int>, <V2_id, At_2, V2_ptxt_int>)]

lemma verifiability:
exists-trace
"Ex #i #j. Verify()@i & Verify()@j & not( #i=#j)"

Figure 4.1 – Lemma for verifying the attendance protocol’s Tamarin model.

In practice, the verifiability properties of voting protocols are usually de-

fined as trace properties in the symbolic model [BRS18]. Therefore, to formally

verify that the protocol also guarantees individual verifiability of attendance,

we use the exists− trace keyword in our lemma (see Figure 4.1). This lemma

confirms that the protocol achieves individual verifiability since there exists a

trace of the protocol in which the property is satisfied.

As depicted in Figure 4.2, this lemma was proven successfully with Tamarin.

Furthermore, to formally prove that the participation privacy property holds

in the voter attendance verification protocol, we added a "−− diff" keyword to

Command-Line Interface. After loading the Tamarin .spthy file into the interac-
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Listing 13 Registrar computes voter attendance ciphertext.
1 rule registrar_computes_attendance_cprtxt:
2

3 let
4 V1_ptxt_int = adec(V1_enc_int, ~RGR_priv_key)
5 V2_ptxt_int = adec(V2_enc_int, ~RGR_priv_key)
6

7 // Attendance ciphertext for voter 1
8 V1_Atd_cprtxt = <V1_enc_int, V1_ptxt_int>
9

10 // Attendance ciphertext for voter 2.
11 V2_Atd_cprtxt = <V2_enc_int, V2_ptxt_int>
12

13 At_1 = diff('Y', 'N')
14 At_2 = diff('N', 'Y')
15 in
16

17 [!Publish_Interim_Attendance_Data(<V1_id, At_1,
18 V1_ptxt_int>, <V2_id, At_2, V2_ptxt_int>),
19 !Voter_Secret_Integers(sec_param, ~RGR_priv_key,
20 pk(~RGR_priv_key), V1_enc_int, V2_enc_int)]
21

22 --[OnlyOnce(), Honest($RGR), Role('RGR')]->
23

24 [!Publish_Complete_Attendance_Data(<V1_id,
25 At_1, V1_ptxt_int, V1_Atd_cprtxt>, <V2_id,
26 At_2, V2_ptxt_int, V2_Atd_cprtxt>), Out(<V1_ptxt_int,
27 At_1, V1_Atd_cprtxt> + <V2_ptxt_int, At_2, V2_Atd_cprtxt>)]

Listing 14 Voter verifies attendance record.
1 rule voter_verifies_wbb_attendance_record:
2

3 let
4

5 Vi_ptxt_int = adec(Vi_enc_int, ~RGR_priv_key)
6

7 in
8

9 [State_V_3($Vi, Vi_bio, Vi_id, Vi_int, ~Vi_priv_key,
10 pk(~Vi_priv_key), Vi_ward, Vi_card, At_i),
11 !Voter_Secret_Integers(sec_param, ~RGR_priv_key,
12 pk(~RGR_priv_key), Vi_enc_int, y)]
13

14 --[Verify() ]->
15

16 //[Out(Vi_int), Out(Vi_ptxt_int)]

tive GUI of Tamarin, a default Observational_equivalence lemma is automatically

added to the resulting Tamarin model and by clicking on this lemma, we were

able to verify that the protocol satisfies participation privacy.

In particular, participation privacy holds given the fact that an instance of
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Figure 4.2 – Sample output of formal analysis.

the protocol where honest voter V1 attends the polling station and honest voter

V2 abstains from the polling station is observationally equivalent to another in-

stance where honest V1 is absent at the polling station while honest V2 attended.

This notion is shown in Figure 4.3.

The formal analysis was performed on a PC running a 64-bit Ubuntu 19.04

Linux Operating System, with an Intel Core i7-8750H CPU @ 2.20Ghz clock

speed and 32GB RAM. We used the version 1.4.1 public release of Tamarin. The

Tamarin code for the work presented in this chapter is available on the Minerva

Access repository for this thesis. A version of the Tamarin code has also been

included in Appendix B.
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4.8.0.0.1 Sample screenshot of the Observational_equivalence lemma

Figure 4.3 – Formally proving participation privacy in Tamarin.

4.9 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have formally verified that the voter attendance verification

protocol introduced in Chapter 3 guarantees participation privacy. This was

achieved by automatically applying the notion of observational equivalence in

Tamarin to establish that the participation privacy property holds for both the

left-hand side and right-hand side instantiations of the protocol.

Essentially, as demonstrated by Cortier and Lallemand in [CL18, Lal19], any

voting protocol that satisfies the privacy property also guarantees individual

verifiability in the symbolic model, and vice versa, under similar trust assump-

tions. Therefore, in line with the findings of [CL18, Lal19] and the outcome

of our formal analysis, this voter attendance verification protocol also satisfies

individual verifiability, since voters have the opportunity to confirm that their

attendance (or absence) has been correctly recorded on the web bulletin board.



Chapter 5

Privacy-Enhancing Voter
Authentication for Developing

Countries

Despite the increase in the deployment of poll-site voting systems worldwide, Bernhard

et al. [Ber+17] have emphasised that there is still a considerable gap in the cryptographic

literature with regards to the difficulty in addressing the forgery, unauthorised distribu-

tion and revocation of voter credentials, especially in countries that do not have a credible

national identity infrastructure. As a matter of fact, only a few poll-site voting systems

can effectively handle the issuance of credentials to voters in a manner that ensures that

only eligible voters can vote. Evidently, the complexity of the politics in most developing

countries usually leads to a high-stakes election in which overly ambitious politicians use

vote buying and coercion to enhance widespread voter impersonation fraud that could

compromise the integrity of the electoral process. In light of this, this chapter presents a

privacy-enhancing voter authentication protocol that can uniquely identify voters without

any influence from colluding poll workers and dishonest election officials, whilst minimis-

ing opportunities that could encourage the sale, forgery or theft of voter credentials.a

aThe work presented in this chapter is based on the author’s collaboration with Prof
Udaya Parampalli and Prof Josef Pieprzyk.
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5.1 Introduction

The issuance and management of voter credentials in a way that accurately en-

sures that only eligible and registered voters can vote1 in an election remains an

open problem in electronic voting [GC13, Wol+17, Ber+17]. Accordingly, as de-

scribed by Bernhard et al. [Ber+17], this problem highlights other fundamental

concerns and limitations of election administration (see e.g., [Has+11, BHK19]),

such as the type of credentials that voters would find impossible to sell or share

amongst themselves, on one hand, and that would be demonstrably hard for

adversaries to forge or steal, on the other hand.

In recent years, there have been disconcerting reports about electoral fraud

arising from voter credential theft and unauthorised distribution of voting cre-

dentials in developing countries that do not have a trustworthy and up-to-date

voter register [Lóp10, Big+14, Wol+17, BHK19]. As a matter of fact, there are nu-

merous works in the electronic voting literature that discuss how the integrity

of elections have been adversely affected by vote buying [Bra08, Big+14, MY16,

FMR18], coercion of voters to voluntarily give up or sell their voting credentials

[Dar11, BC12, Big+14, Mis15] and the impersonation of legitimate voters with

fake or stolen credentials [Yar+10, VS12, BG16, Ber+17], amongst others.

One possible solution to mitigate the impact (e.g., ballot stuffing, disenfran-

chisement, multiple voting, etc. [Wol+17, NWC18]) of these issues on the cor-

rectness of an election outcome appear to be the need to have a mechanism to

remotely deactivate or revoke any credential that has been reported as lost or

stolen [Ber+17]. Naturally, our attempt to find a solution has motivated us to

carefully consider the type of credentials that should be issued to voters and

how these credentials could be protected from forgery and/or unauthorised

1This security requirement is referred to as 'eligibility verifiability' in the electronic voting
literature [KRS10].
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transfer without weakening our security assumptions about voter coercion and

impersonation.

In today’s data economy, anonymous credentials (see [Cam+14b]) seem to

be a viable solution to preserve the privacy of individuals [Lap+11], whilst al-

lowing them to access the resources for which they are eligible. Furthermore,

due to the increasing popularity and widespread adoption of attribute-based

authentication [Cam+12, Cam+14b, Cam+14a], the combination of anonymous

credentials and biometric attributes have become a well-established technique

for simultaneously preserving privacy and defending against the unauthorised

distribution of credentials (see e.g., [IM03, Bha+07, BH09, DG10, BAL14]). How-

ever, to minimise social engineering attacks [KSW05, Has+11] and enforce ac-

countability [KTV10a, Paq13], it is paramount to have adequate technical mea-

sures in place to authenticate and revoke these credentials, where applicable (cf.

[Lap+11, Cam+14b]).

To this end, we present a new approach to improve the security of voter

credentials during authentication by integrating three different authentication

factors so that an active, determined (and well-resourced) adversary will have

to collectively subvert all these factors before they are successful in imperson-

ating an honest voter. In principle, the security of our voter authentication

scheme does not depend on the secrecy of voter identities or the credentials

being tamper-resistant.

5.1.1 Contributions

In essence, the main contributions in this chapter are as follows:

1. First, we design a decentralised, verifiable and privacy-enhancing crypto-

graphic protocol for identifying the voters that attended a polling station,
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without requiring a trustworthy voter ID infrastructure to guarantee vot-

ers’ privacy and electoral integrity.

2. We present a poll-site voter authentication scheme that ensures that all

issued voter credentials are non-transferable, regardless of whether they

are forged, stolen or misplaced.

3. Finally, by adapting the cryptographic algorithms due to Camenisch et

al. [CKS10], we describe an efficient technique for revoking the validity

of voter credentials, once they are deemed problematic by the authorised

poll workers.

5.1.2 Structure of the Chapter

The rest of this chapter is organised as follows. In Section 5.2, we review existing

work and justify the open problems we have addressed in this chapter. Section

5.3 introduces the core components of the voter authentication scheme and their

respective functions. In Section 5.4, we give a concise description of the authen-

tication scheme, based on some of the cryptographic constructions proposed

in [RT06, DG10, Sri+14, RPI16]. Section 5.5 outlines the trust assumptions on

which the security and privacy guarantees of the scheme are based. In Section

5.6, we highlight the cryptographic primitives that have been used in design-

ing the scheme. Section 5.7 describes the underlying biometric authentication

concepts and notations for generating a biometric key from a voter’s enrolled

biometric template. In Section 5.8, we explain the standard security properties

that each voter card should achieve. This is followed by a detailed description

of the three-factor voter authentication scheme in Section 5.9. In Section 5.10, we

present a secure construction (inspired by the work of Camenisch et al. [CKS10])

that allows the certificate authority to revoke lost or stolen voter cards. Section
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5.11 presents an informal security evaluation of our scheme, its security proper-

ties and the applicable adversary model. In Section 5.12, we discuss the results

of using Tamarin [Tea19] to formally verify the participation privacy property

of the scheme. Section 5.13 outlines the limitations of the scheme. We conclude

in Section 5.14 by summarising our key contributions.

5.2 Related Work

The notion of eligibility verifiability [KRS10, Wol+17] has been widely regarded

as one of the security-critical goals that a privacy-enhancing electronic voting

protocol must achieve [Sri+14, KTV15]. In practice, however, an electronic vot-

ing protocol can only satisfy this requirement if it incorporates a trustworthy

voter authentication mechanism that ensures that only eligible (and registered)

voters can vote, at most once (see [Rya11, Cul+15b, SFC19]).

Over the years, several end-to-end verifiable poll-site voting schemes have

been proposed in the electronic voting literature. As described in [Pea+13], the

majority of these existing voting schemes can be categorised into cryptographic

voting schemes (e.g., MarkPledge [Nef04, AN06], CGRV’s scheme [Cha+07],

Scratch & Vote [AR06, Adi06], Moran-Naor’s scheme [MN06], Bingo Voting

[BMR07, Boh+09, Liu+11, Hen12, Kem12, Kem14, Liu+14], Split-Ballot [MN07,

MN10], Scantegrity [Cha+08, Ess12, Dea12], Scantegrity II [Cha+11, Cha+09,

KTV10b, Ess12], Prêt à Voter [Rya+09, Rya09, LJP10, Bis10, Pea+13], PEVS [BTM12],

VoteBox [SDW08], DEMOS/DEMOS-2 [KZZ15b, KZZ15a], Electryo2 [RRZ18,

ZPR20] and Chaum’s visual cryptography scheme [BR03a, Cha04]), and non-

cryptographic voting schemes (e.g., Randell-Ryan’s scheme [RR05, RR06], Three-

Ballot [Riv06, RS07, CEC07, CKW08b, CKW08a], Punchscan [FCS06, Pop09] and

2In particular, Electryo [RRZ18] not only relies on an honest national electronic ID infras-
tructure, but also trusts the voter’s device for privacy.
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Aperio [ECA10, Ess12]).

To our knowledge, while all these aforementioned works have focused on

achieving different forms of receipt-freeness and universal verifiability they

have not explicitly addressed voter authentication in their protocol security

goals and specification. In particular, the authors typically assume that there

is a functional voter authentication infrastructure in place to ensure that only

eligible voters cast their ballot.

Similarly, some of the prominent end-to-end verifiable poll-site voting sys-

tems that have been deployed in mock elections or in real-life legally binding

elections like STAR-Vote [Bel+13, Ace+18], Prêt à Voter [Xia+08, Rya08, Bis+09,

Bis10, Bur+12b], ProVotE [VWT09, Cap10], vVote [Bur+12a, Cul+15b, Cul+15a,

BCS16], Scantegrity [She+10, Car+10b, Ess12], and Scantegrity II [Cha+11, Cha+09,

Car+10a, Ess12] as a general rule, typically overlook the voter authentication

phase and make infeasible assumptions about the existence of trusted poll work-

ers (or registration clerks) whose tasks include honestly distributing voter cre-

dentials and authenticating voters on election day (cf. [RLP05, Kri07, HKD16,

CGT17]). Moreover, we note that even though the poll-site voting schemes that

have been trialled in university elections (namely, EasyVote [VBD11, BJV14,

Bud16], Bingo Voting (and its variants) [Bär+08, Hen12, Kem14, Ach+16], Punch-

scan [PH06, FCS06, Ess+07, Pop09, PH10] and Wombat3 [Far13, Ben+12]) incor-

porate simple and somewhat efficient mechanisms to authenticate voters, these

schemes do not consider voter credential revocation.

One of the earliest works on voter authentication in electronic voting was

conducted by Paul et al. [Pau+03]. In this paper, the authors propose the use

of visual cryptography to remotely authenticate voters via the internet. While

their approach may be of academic interest, it is neither secure for implemen-

3https://wombat.factcenter.org/
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tation in real elections nor feasible due to potential usability issues from the

voter’s perspective [Car+10a, Ben13]. Falkner et al. [Fal+14] extend the under-

lying ideas of Paul et al. [Pau+03] by proposing an improved remote voting

authentication scheme based on visual cryptography and QR-codes. Strictly

speaking, the design of their new scheme is usable from a voter’s point of view,

however, given that QR-codes are not completely secure [Kie+10, Bud16] and

foolproof [Kro+14, Bud16], the fundamental security flaw of this scheme stems

from the need for voters to use a trustworthy smartphone to scan their respec-

tive QR-code during authentication.

In an attempt to mitigate vote buying, Krivoruchko [Kri07] presented a coercion-

resistant registration protocol that allows for the distribution of voting creden-

tials in remote electronic voting. Although their protocol assumes that the

identifying authority and a threshold set of registrars are honest, the two ma-

jor downsides of the protocol include the unrealistic assumption about the ex-

istence of untappable communication channels (between every voter and the

identifying authority), as well as voters being capable of computing and en-

crypting tokens.

On the bright side, Canard and Sibert [CS06] introduced another smart-card-

based scheme for poll-site elections that natively supports voter authentication

and the immediate revocation of any voter’s right to vote. The security guaran-

tees of this voting scheme depends on the tamper-resistance property of smart

cards. In practice, even though the functionalities offered by the scheme ap-

pears promising, an inherent weakness of their proposal lies in the fact that the

same secret key is stored on all issued voter cards. Consequently, if an adver-

sary manages to compromise just one card, this attack will ultimately lead to a

single point of failure that would encourage the production of multiple coun-

terfeit cards.
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Afterwards, Morales-Rocha et al. [MPS08] designed a remote voter registra-

tion scheme that uses voice biometrics and handwriting to verify the authen-

ticity of voters prior to voting. It is worth mentioning that the authors do not

consider credential revocation as part of their desirable security requirements.

Furthermore, as the security of their scheme is largely based on the collision-

resistance of MD5 [WY05, SLW12] and SHA-1 [WYY05, Ste+17] hash functions,

including the rather strong assumption that the biometric data employed can-

not be easily circumvented, the proposed scheme is impractical.

In 2010, Araújo et al. [Ara+10] proposed a coercion-resistant voting protocol

that relies on the use of anonymous credentials to guarantee eligibility verifi-

ability. Fundamentally, all voter credentials are encrypted (and signed) prior

to voting and during the ballot tallying phase, the validity of each credential’s

signature is verified by the talliers. Their scheme appears feasible for large-

scale elections, however, as highlighted in [ECH12, AT13], the signed creden-

tials cannot be revoked by the election authorities unless a new pair of cryp-

tographic keys are generated. This limitation makes it impossible to efficiently

remove ineligible or suspicious voters from the electoral roll and as a conse-

quence, voters have to obtain a new voting credential for every election they

plan to attend. Furthermore, some researchers (see [Spy+11, Sch+11, HK13,

AT13]) were able to demonstrate that dishonest registrars could collude and

fraudulently generate valid voting credentials without detection. To overcome

these limitations, Araújo et al. [AT13] presented a modified variant of their pre-

vious scheme by using the group signature scheme due to Boneh, Boyen and

Shacham [BBS04] however, the inability to distributively compute the signature

renders their scheme unsuitable for use in real-world elections under realistic

trust assumptions [Ara+16].

Subsequently, Araújo et al. [Ara+16] devised yet another novel remote elec-
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tronic voting protocol that supports voter authentication and credential revoca-

tion. In this scheme, voting credentials are created by using algebraic Message

Authentication Codes (MACs) and the security of each credential depends on

a parameter that the voter is assumed to keep secret. Although their proposal

seems technically sound and well-suited for real-world elections, the obvious

limitations, like most prior work on coercion-resistant electronic voting (e.g.,

[Acq04, Sch06, WAB07, KT09a, Ara+10, KTV12a]), include the reliance on an

untappable channel for credential delivery and the ability of voters to create

fake credentials that an active coercer will be unable to distinguish from their

real credentials (cf. [KW19]). As emphasised in [Ben13, Net+18], this particular

assumption affects how the security and usability of such voting schemes are

perceived by voters. Indeed, it could also be argued that since the details of all

issued voter credentials are publicly available, the proposed scheme is suscep-

tible to both randomisation and simulation attacks.

To the best of our knowledge, there is currently no trustworthy and practical

voter authentication protocol for poll-site voting that simultaneously enforces

eligibility verifiability and credential non-transferability (including revocation

mechanisms). As we have discussed in this section, the vast majority of existing

poll-site voting protocols are designed to focus mostly on ballot casting and tal-

lying whilst leaving out voter registration and authentication — a crucial piece

of the end-to-end verifiability puzzle [Kri07, Rya09, CGT17].

5.3 Core Components of the Scheme

The voter authentication scheme is made up of the following entities:
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5.3.1 Web Bulletin Board 1

The use of bulletin boards to guarantee the provable correctness of a protocol is

a standard requirement in verifiable electronic voting schemes [Ara+10, Jar+12,

AM16].

Essentially, web bulletin board 1 (which is the primary bulletin board for the

election) is a distributed web bulletin board that consists of a few unique and

linked bulletin board peers.

The design of this web bulletin board has been motivated by the works of

[HL08, CS14, Cul+15a, Kia+18, HSB20]. In principle, adapting these bulletin

board designs ensure that each bulletin board peer will jointly accept messages

and generate receipts, such that any published data is displayed on all peers.

And if one peer malfunctions or becomes subverted by an adversary, a prede-

termined threshold of the peers (say at least 70% of the total number of peers)

will still be functional and trustworthy when processing any published message

on the bulletin board (see [HL08, CS14, HSB20]).

By adapting the notations defined in [HL08], the web bulletin board will be

made up of a sequence of peers: 〈 wbb1, . . . , wbbn 〉, such that each peer wbbi =

〈 mi, Ti, Wi, Hi, WSigni, BSigni 〉. Formally:

• mi represents a message.

• Wi is the ID of the bulletin board peer that has recently posted a message.

• Hi is a hash that indicates that a new message is posted to an index in the

ordered list of messages.

• Ti represents the timestamp of writer Wi when message mi was posted.

• WSigni is the commitment of the writer to the posted message.
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• BSigni represents the bulletin board peer’s commitment to publishing the

newly received message. This commitment is generated by the web bul-

letin board peers.

This primary web bulletin board is append-only (cf. [HL08, HSB20]), given

that a message cannot be modified or deleted after it has been published. As

described in [HL08], when each peer of the web bulletin board creates a mes-

sage, this message is digitally signed so that other peers can verify who posted

the message.

Before election day, a quorum of [n/2] + 1 registrars (which constitute a

threshold set)4 will commit two tables to web bulletin board 1. The first ta-

ble contains the list of voters that are eligible to participate in the upcoming

election while the second table will be used by poll workers to register the at-

tendance of voters as soon as they have been authenticated on election day. The

cryptographic constructions we have used in this phase have been collectively

adapted from [RT09, HRT10, Rya11].

On election day, the primary web bulletin board will be maintained and

updated by the poll workers and it would contain the publication time Ti of

every message, the unique voter identifier IDi of each voter, the public key pkv,

the 1-bit voter card status λv, the polling station vρ assigned to each voter (from

a sequence vρ1, . . . , vρn of polling stations available in their electoral district),

the attendance bit abi of each voter, the encrypted confirmation code of each

voter ∆i and an attendance timestamp τi (i.e. the time the voter was actually

authenticated or 'N/A’...if voter was absent). Lastly, the certificate authority

will also post the election token tokα and private key SKα on the primary web

bulletin board at the time specified by the electoral management body.

4n represents the total number of registrars. We require more than half of these registrars to
be honest.
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5.3.2 Web Bulletin Board 2

This web bulletin board is regarded as the secondary web bulletin board for the

election and it is maintained for each electoral district.

It contains the voter identifier of the voters that have attended each polling

station in that district as well as the current total number of voters ∑n
i=1nv that

have voted. Note that this ∑n
i=1nv value is the cryptographic counter that is

incremented by a threshold set of poll workers once each voter’s identity has

been verified. This threshold set is made up of at least two honest poll workers.

The crux of the idea behind using two independent web bulletin boards (cf.

[SR09b, Cul+15b, Cul+15a]) is that even if an adversary is able to subvert the

primary web bulletin board (i.e. WBB 1), it should be relatively intuitive for

any casual observer to notice the privacy breach since at any given time, the

total number of voters that attended a polling station (as recorded on WBB 1)

should be equal to the value of the counter displayed on WBB 2 for that partic-

ular polling station. Moreover, another motivation for implementing two web

bulletin boards is based on the fact that in reality, bulletin boards are not 100%

fault-tolerant and as recently demonstrated by Bernhard and Smyth [BS15], and

Kiayias et al. [Kia+18], a sophisticated adversary could mount different attacks

to compromise the integrity of any bulletin board.

5.3.3 Voter Card

Prior to election day, each voter will receive their voter card from the registrars

in a tamper-evident envelope via postal mail. The voter card will store some

attributes a1, . . . ,ad of the voter, such as the voter’s identifier IDi, the voter’s

public key pkv, the card’s private signature key vkSC, the card’s validity period

t, and the certificate authority’s public verification key vkCA, amongst others.
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The design and technical specifications of the voter card is motivated by the

works of Birch [Bir08], and Deswarte and Gambs [DG09, DG10, DG12]. Further-

more, just like the Belgian [DWP06, Ver+09] and Estonian [HLW11, Spr+14] ID

cards, each voter card will have a processor with the following cryptographic

capabilities:

1. A cryptographic hash function (e.g., SHA-2).

2. A digital signature scheme (e.g., DSA).

3. A semantically secure asymmetric encryption scheme.

4. A session key pair generator.

All voter cards function as attribute-based credentials (see [Ble98, CL01,

IM03, BH09, Cam+14b]) that include underlying support for anonymous and

accountable voter authentication (cf. [BCS05]) through biometric and password

verification. The voter cards are not tamper-resistant, and we assume that given

sufficient resources (e.g., technical expertise, unlimited computational power,

etc.), an adversary can mount an attack [MOP07, SMY09] to extract the at-

tributes and secret parameters stored in each voter’s card.

Furthermore, in contrast to some of the notable smart card specifications in

the literature [NH09, Cam+10, JNV12, Lip14, Cam+19], a fuzzy extractor will

be embedded in each voter card. We note that this is a realistic assumption

as there are already several works in the academic literature (see e.g., [Bri+08,

Cam13]) that describe and evaluate the feasibility of embedding a fuzzy extrac-

tor and/or verifying biometric data on a smart card. Every voter card will also

have an in-built clock to serve as a trustworthy time reference (cf. [DG12]). To

prevent replay attacks, this clock is required to be synchronised with the elec-

tion server’s clock. Accordingly, any error in synchronisation will lead to the

voter card being automatically deactivated by the election server.
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5.3.4 Registrars

The registrars are the entities assigned to record each prospective voter’s re-

quest for a voter card, before election day.

Essentially, the first step in the registration process involves a quorum of

[n/2] + 1 registrars verifying the identity and required personal information of

every voter. One possible approach is to check official government-issued iden-

tity documents like passports or driver’s licenses, etc. (cf. [Evr10, Ave+11]).

Once this phase is complete, the registrars will invite each voter to generate a

unique public/private key pair pkv and skv, respectively (cf. [PT09b, PT09a]).

Next, the registrars will collect each voter’s biometric data and send the trans-

formed version of the biometric data, alongside other necessary personal in-

formation to the certificate authority. The certificate authority will then issue

a voter card that certifies the privileges of the voter. It should be noted that

the registration procedures described here have been inspired by the protocol

specifications due to Deswarte and Gambs [DG09, DG10, DG12].

Moreover, a threshold set of registrars will generate a secret token and an

election-mandated key pair (by using a token-controlled public key encryption

scheme [BSS05]) and post the public key (which constitutes the election public

key PKα) on the primary web bulletin board. The resulting token and private

key are encrypted (using the certificate authority’s public key) and sent elec-

tronically to the certificate authority.

5.3.5 Certificate Authority

In this voter authentication scheme, the certificate authority (CA) is regarded

as a trusted third party that collates all the information sent by registrars about

registered voters, verifies the accuracy of the information, issues voter cards
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and nonces, controls the validity period of these cards and publishes the elec-

tion token and private key at the specified time on election day. The certificate

authority is also responsible for sending the voter cards and nonces to the regis-

trars, who in turn forwards the credentials to the eligible (and registered) voters

through postal mail.

Furthermore, in accordance with the certificate-based framework due to Ca-

menisch et al. [CSZ06], the certificate authority will certify the certificate cr of

all the card readers designated for use in the election by signing them with the

certificate authority’s secret key (i.e. Sig(cr, skCA)) to generate σCA(cr). It should

be noted that we have taken this approach based on our systematic review of

the works of Deswarte and Gambs [DG09, DG10, DG12].

5.3.6 Electoral Management Body

The electoral management body will specify the legally acceptable quorum of

poll workers and registrars that should participate in the election. In addition,

the electoral management body is tasked with managing the bulletin board

implementations and preparing the election parameters such as the election

timetable, ballot format, electoral roll L and voter card specifications.

Before election day, the electoral management body and a threshold set of

registrars will collate the electoral roll. This electoral roll L will contain the

voter identifier (ID1,. . . ,IDnv) of each eligible voter, their assigned polling sta-

tion (vρ1,. . . ,vρn) and their respective public keys (pk1,. . . ,pknv).

Next, the electoral management body will register each card reader before

the card readers are distributed to their respective polling stations.

On election day, the electoral management body will commit to a hash (known

as the election metadata) that includes all the electoral roll information and other

relevant election-related parameters, and publicly post it on the primary web
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bulletin board before the voter authentication phase commences. This election

metadata is also known as the election fingerprint in the cryptographic voting lit-

erature (see [Ant+09, BGP11, CS13, Sri+14, Per16]).

5.3.7 Card Reader

Based on the cryptographic constructions presented in [DG09, DG10, DG12],

whenever a voter inserts their card into the card reader, a mutual authentication

process between the card reader and the voter’s card is initialised by the voter

card’s processor.

On one hand, the card reader at the polling station has to prove to the voter

card that it is a genuine card reader by demonstrating that its certificate has

been signed by the certificate authority. This certificate is made up of the card

reader’s unique identifier and public encryption key pkCR (cf. [DG09, DG10,

DG12]). The card reader’s secret key skCR will be stored in a tamper-proof com-

partment inside the reader. The validity of the card reader’s certificate will then

be verified by the voter card through the certificate authority’s public verifica-

tion key vkCA stored on the card.

On the other hand, the voter card has to prove its authenticity to the card

reader by using its private signature key vkSC to sign a randomly-issued chal-

lenge that is generated by the card reader (cf. [DG09, DG10, DG12]). A voter

card is authentic only if it has been issued by the recognised certificate authority.

In line with the threat model outlined in [DG12], every card reader will have

a component embedded in their sensor for verifying the liveness and freshness

of the biometric sample that has been collected from each voter.
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5.3.8 Election Server

This is a server S (hosted by the certificate authority) that stores some voter-

specific information such as the voter’s identifier, as well as the time and date

of initial registration (i.e. Treg and Dreg, respectively), etc.

The election server will verify (through a two-way communication chan-

nel with the card reader) each voter’s eligibility to participate in the election

and subsequently, issue receipts that will be published on the primary bulletin

board.

5.4 An Overview of the Scheme

Prior to election day, the registrars appointed by the electoral management body

gives each voter their voting credential (i.e. a biometric-enabled smart card SCi),

as well as an independently generated nonce θi (cf. [QS18b, QS18a, SFC19]).

The core idea of the voter authentication scheme is as follows:5 after a voter’s

eligibility has been established at their assigned polling station vρ (and before

the voter proceeds to cast their ballot), a threshold set of at least two honest poll

workers will jointly publish in real-time a 1-digit attendance bit abi against the

voter’s identifier on the primary web bulletin board. The published attendance

bit is "1", if the voter’s authentication process was successful, or "0" otherwise.

In addition, out of n poll workers at polling station vρ, this threshold set will in-

crement and digitally sign a cryptographic counter value [KMO01, Adi06] after

the card reader successfully verifies the identity of the voter, and then proceed

to post the counter value on the secondary web bulletin board. The digital sig-

nature scheme employed here is assumed to be existentially unforgeable and

5It is important to note that the design of the authentication scheme has been influenced by
some of the constructions presented in [RT06, DG10, Sri+14, RPI16].
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not vulnerable to adaptive chosen-message attacks [GMR88, Pet92].

A few hours after the voting ceremony has concluded, and before the tally-

ing of all the ballots cast commences, an encrypted confirmation code ∆i
6 (made

up of a concatenation of the time τi each voter’s authentication was successful

at the polling station and the unique nonce θi they received at registration time)

is posted to the primary web bulletin board by the designated threshold set of

poll workers. In essence, the plaintext of a voter’s confirmation code is first en-

crypted with the voter’s public key, and the resulting ciphertext is encrypted

again with the election public key and a secret token. Upon the close of polls,

the certificate authority will publish (e.g., on the primary web bulletin board

and perhaps, via live televised broadcast) the election private key SKα and se-

cret token tokα at the pre-agreed time.

The intuition behind our approach is twofold. First, our proposal ensures

that it would be almost impossible for an adversary to surreptitiously modify

or track the attendance data of coerced voters without being detected after the

close of elections. In essence, each voter is required to decrypt their encrypted

confirmation code as soon as the waiting period ends in order to verify that the

code published against their voter identifier indeed confirms that they attended

or abstained from their assigned polling station. Thus, it would be quite difficult

for a compromised server, a malicious adversary, or even a coalition of corrupt

poll workers to alter each voter’s attendance data without detection. Secondly,

if the final value of the counter published for polling station vρ (for example) by

the designated poll workers is equal to the total number of voters that had their

identity and eligibility verified at that particular polling station, all the voters

can rest assured that the poll workers did not stuff ballots and that invariably, a

forged credential was not used by an adversary to vote on their behalf.

6The use of confirmation codes for cast-as-intended verification is a well-documented and
proven technique in the electronic voting literature. See Section 2.1.3.1.
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In practice, any voter that observes a discrepancy between the time they

attended the polling station and the time encoded in their encrypted confir-

mation code can challenge the election officials. Similarly, third-parties such

as the news media, political parties’ representatives, or independent election

observers, amongst others can cross-check the web bulletin boards to confirm

that the total number of votes cast and recorded matches the number of voters

based on the counter value and the attendance bits of voters that attended each

polling station in a voting district. Recall that these attendance bits are public

anyway and participation privacy [BKV17a, BKV17b] can still be guaranteed

unless each voter discloses their voter identifier to an adversary. In doing this,

the authentication scheme provides a reasonable guarantee of trustworthiness,

verifiability, transparency and privacy that mitigates the potential for voter cre-

dential theft/forgery, ballot stuffing and impersonation of registered voters.

Overall, the voter authentication scheme is aimed at addressing voter au-

thentication issues and as such, it is worth mentioning that the ballot casting

and tallying phases are beyond the scope of the work presented in this chapter.

5.5 Trust Model of the Scheme

To ensure that the voter authentication scheme is secure and privacy-preserving,

the following trust assumptions must be satisfied, in addition to the fact that the

adversary has only limited computational power.

i First, we assume that there is a fully functional and robust public key in-

frastructure that certifies and manages all the public/private key pairs

generated by the voters and registrars. This is a standard assumption in

identity-based cryptographic protocols that are designed for real-life ap-

plications (see [CL01, SBB13, RRZ18]), as it prevents an adversary from
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creating fake public keys that are intended to replace the original public

keys of legitimate voters.

ii In line with the perfect encryption assumption (see Section 3.2.4), a mes-

sage recipient can only read an encrypted message if the decryption key

is known.

iii The web bulletin boards are secure and provide an accurate record to any-

one; before, during and after the elections.

iv Every message displayed on the web bulletin board is published with a

timestamp, and the metadata of the message sender cannot be repudiated

(cf. [KMO01, Par+08]).

v To mitigate the control of a global adversary, all messages that are ex-

changed between the card readers and the certificate authority (includ-

ing the election server) are transmitted on an anonymous channel that

is implemented with a mixnet. For efficiency and provable security, the

Verificatum Mix-Net7 could be integrated in the scheme to satisfy this re-

quirement.

vi The electoral management body keeps record of an accurate electoral roll

L (cf. [Rya11, Dem14]).

vii As long as no eavesdropping occurs during the voter registration process,

we assume that the threshold set of poll workers and registrars are honest-

but-curious, and they will keep each voter’s nonce and the election token

confidential. Nonetheless, there are certain provisions in the protocol to

detect cheating on a large scale.

7See https://www.verificatum.org/html/product_vmn.html

https://www.verificatum.org/html/product_vmn.html
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viii We assume that the fuzzy extractor that is embedded in each voter card

and the registration center’s biometric reader processes the iris biometric

templates securely (cf. [Hua+11, Hua+14]). Generally, this processing will

include iris localisation, feature extraction and matching [CDJ06, HAD06].

ix Based on the threat model presented by Deswarte and Gambs [DG12],

we assume that the card readers are tamper-proof and as a result, their

certificates and decryption keys cannot be intercepted or modified by an

adversary (regardless of the adversary’s computational capability).

x The certificate authority is trusted to honestly publish the election private

key and token at the exact time pre-determined by the electoral manage-

ment body.

xi Trustworthy computing devices are used by the poll workers to publish

attendance bits and digitally sign the cryptographic counter value that is

generated after voters have been authenticated.

xii As is standard practice in most end-to-end verifiable electronic voting

schemes (see e.g., [NPV10, Rya11, MCE14]), we assume that voter imper-

sonation fraud will be detected as long as a handful of voters within a

voting district check their attendance data on the primary web bulletin

board.

5.6 Cryptographic Primitives

This section describes the core cryptographic primitives that are used in our

voter authentication scheme. It should be noted that all these primitives have

been formally analysed and proved secure in the cryptographic literature (see

[Pet92, CL02, GH06, Cho07, Dod+08, LZD09, Cam+14b]).
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We have adapted the notations introduced by Camenisch et al. [CL01, CKS10]

to describe the use of anonymous credentials for secure and privacy-enhancing

authentication. Moreover, it is important to note that the cryptographic as-

sumptions on which the authentication scheme is based include the: (1) Deci-

sional Diffie-Hellman assumption [Bon98]; (2) Strong RSA assumption [CL02];

(3) Perfect encryption assumption [CDL06]; and (4) Discrete Logarithm as-

sumption [KM09]. These assumptions have been summarised in Section 3.2.

5.6.1 ElGamal Encryption Scheme

Recall that we have described the ElGamal encryption scheme [ElG85] in Sec-

tion 2.2.2. In the authentication protocol that we present in this chapter, the

ElGamal cryptosystem [ElG85] will be used by the threshold set of poll work-

ers to encrypt the confirmation code for each voter. In principle, this non-

deterministic encryption scheme is malleable and guarantees semantic security

against adaptive chosen-plaintext attacks [GM84, TY98].

Under standard cryptographic assumptions [KM10, KM09], we envisage a

scenario where a threshold set of poll workers will be required to encrypt the

confirmation code of each voter (that was authenticated at their polling sta-

tion) with a unique randomness that is generated independently using any of

the techniques we have mentioned in Section 3.7.1. This approach, we believe

is necessary to defend against an adversary mounting rogue-key attacks (see

[BBS03, RY07]) as a result of the same random bitstrings being reused for the

encryption of different confirmation codes.
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5.6.2 Token-Controlled Public Key Encryption

A token-controlled public key encryption scheme [BSS05], formally denoted

by TCPKE is made up of the following algorithms, running in probabilistic

polynomial-time (PPT):

• A key generation algorithm TCPKE.Gen(k): With a security parameter k

∈ Z taken as input, the algorithm outputs a public key PKα and a corre-

sponding private key SKα. It should be noted that the public key PKα will

include a finite token space T , a finite plaintext space P , a finite ciphertext

space C, as well as the security parameter k.

• A token generation algorithm TCPKE.Tok(k): Given a security parameter

k ∈ Z as input, this algorithm randomly (and uniformly) selects a token

tokα ∈ T and returns it as the output.

• An encryption algorithm TCPKE.Enc(PKα, tokα, Mi): By accepting PKα,

tokα, and Mi ∈ P as input, a ciphertext ∆i ∈ C (which represents an en-

cryption of Mi) is generated (as the output) by this algorithm.

• A decryption algorithm TCPKE.Dec(SKα, tokα, ∆i): Given a token tokα, a

secret key SKα, and a ciphertext ∆i ∈ C as input, this algorithm outputs

either a plaintext message Mi ∈ P or a failure symbol ⊥.

The decision to implement token-controlled public key encryption [BSS05]

in this authentication scheme has been motivated in part by the work of Srini-

vasan et al. [Sri+14], in which the Helios protocol [Adi08, Adi+09] was ex-

tended with cryptographic constructions to satisfy eligibility verifiability. Fur-

thermore, in contrast to alternative two-factor encryption schemes that pro-

vide time-dependent public key encryption such as timed-release encryption

[RSW96, CY08, Kik+11], time-lapse cryptography [RT06, Par+08, PRT09] and
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time-lock encryption [Liu+18], token-controlled public key encryption seems

appropriate for our problem context, since it can be easily formalised in the

symbolic model as a trapdoor partial one-way function [GH06]. Moreover,

token-controlled public key encryption appears to be the logical choice in our

setting because the formal modelling of timestamps in time-based cryptographic

protocols is complex and error-prone [CDL06, Sch14, Alt+19].

One of the main security properties of token-controlled public key encryp-

tion (TCPKE) is strong existential token unforgeability (see [GH06, Lin+12, Sri+14])

and this allows any TCPKE scheme to behave as a computationally binding and

perfectly hiding commitment scheme. Therefore, based on the algorithms de-

scribed above, token-controlled public key encryption allows a threshold set

of designated poll workers to encrypt (and commit to) the confirmation code

of each voter with the voter’s unique public key, as well as the election public

key and secret token. In principle, this approach gives the electoral manage-

ment body complete control over when each voter will decrypt their confirma-

tion code, since all voters can only decrypt their encrypted confirmation codes

when they obtain the election private key and corresponding token, after the

polls close.

Moreover, the certificate authority, whom has been trusted with the election

token cannot maliciously obtain any information about the confirmation code of

voters (given that the confirmation code is encrypted under the unique public

key of each voter). This type of insider attack is mitigated by the provably

strong security notion of ciphertext unlinkability of a TCPKE scheme, as defined

in [Cho07].
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5.6.3 Fuzzy Extractors

As described by Dodis et al. [DRS04, Dod+08], a fuzzy extractor is made up of

two randomised procedures, namely:

• The probabilistic generation procedure Gen. On input of biometric data

b ∈ B, this procedure outputs an extracted random string R ∈ {0, 1} and

a non-secret helper string P ∈ {0, 1}. In practice, the Gen procedure is

capable of extracting different uniformly random strings R from the same

voter’s biometric sample.

• A deterministic reproduction procedure Rep. This procedure takes a bio-

metric sample b′ ∈ B and an helper string P ∈ {0, 1} as input and recovers

R from the corresponding helper string P as long as b′ is reasonably close

to b.

Specifically, the correctness property of fuzzy extractors guarantees that if

dis(b, b′) ≤ d and R, P were generated by (R, P)← Gen(b), then Rep(b′, P)

= R. If dis(b, b′) > d, then there is no guarantee about the output of Rep.

Note that dis() is a metric (such as Hamming distance, set difference or

edit distance) for computing the “closeness” of the input biometric data.

A fuzzy extractor supports error-tolerance and is efficient if the Gen and Rep

procedures run in expected polynomial-time [Dod+08].

5.6.4 Pedersen Commitment Scheme

The Pedersen commitment scheme [Ped91b, Pet92] is a two-phase additively

homomorphic and information-theoretically secure commitment scheme that is

made up of:8

8We have adapted the commitment scheme notations that are outlined in [CKS10].
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• A setup algorithm denoted by ComSetup. This algorithm ComSetup(1k)

generates public parameters paramCom as an output for the commitment

scheme.

• Another algorithm (denoted by Com) that is employed in the commitment

and reveal phase. This Com(paramCom, z, open) constructs C, which is a

commitment to z, using a randomly generated value open. The new com-

mitment C can be opened by publishing both z and open, and then con-

firming that Com(paramCom, z, open) = C (see [CKS10]).

In practice, the Pedersen commitment scheme is computationally binding

(cf. [CKS10, Gra17a]), thus, preventing the electoral management body or poll

workers from modifying the contents of the election metadata (see Section 5.3.6)

or the encrypted confirmation codes (see Section 5.4), respectively, once they

have been published on the primary web bulletin board. This security guar-

antee is also applicable to the tables posted by the designated registrars on the

primary web bulletin board prior to election day (see Section 5.3.1). Addition-

ally, the Pedersen commitment scheme is perfectly hiding (cf. [CKS10, Ara+13])

because it ensures that the primary web bulletin board is unable to decipher

the contents of the committed data due to the intractability of the Discrete Log-

arithm problem [KM09]. Moreover, as noted in [Ara+13, HG19], the Pedersen

commitment scheme preserves privacy, irrespective of the adversary’s compu-

tational power.

5.6.5 Camenisch-Lysyanskaya Signature Scheme

The Camenisch-Lysyanskaya Signature (CLS) scheme [CL01, CL02, CKS10] is

a provably secure signature scheme that can be used to generate a signature

for a value that has been recently committed (to ensure that the signed value is
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unknown to the signer) and to prove knowledge of this signature on the com-

mitted value.

As defined by Camenisch et al. [CKS10], a standard CLS scheme consists of

five algorithms, namely:

• CLSKeyGen: This algorithm outputs the signer’s public and private keys,

respectively.

• CLSSig: The CLSSig algorithm generates a signature σ on a set of messages

m1,. . . ,mn, given the private key of the signer as an input.

• CLSVer: This algorithm will produce 1 as an output if, and only if, σ con-

stitutes a valid signature on m1,. . . ,mn, given the signer’s public key.

• (CLSProof, CLSPrVer): In essence, CLSProof ↔ CLSPrVer interactively al-

lows a prover to prove the knowledge of a valid signature σ on a set of

messages m1,. . . ,mn to a verifier.

In this voter authentication scheme, the CLS scheme is used by the certifi-

cate authority to: (1) validate the certificate of card readers and; (2) revoke the

validity of voter cards.

5.7 Voter’s Biometric Key Generation

A biometric key generator makes it possible for cryptographic keys to be ex-

tracted from a biometric template during enrolment, and subsequently recon-

structed from the applicable live biometric data during the identity verification

phase [JNN08, BH09, RB17].

Over the last decade, there have been different techniques for generating

cryptographic keys from biometric data, motivated in part by the need to use
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biometric data to protect against unauthorised credential sharing (see e.g., [Bha+07,

BKR08, Ada11, Vos+13, BAL14]). Amongst these existing works, the implemen-

tation of fuzzy extractors [Boy04, BAL14, HW14], fuzzy vaults [UPJ05, Lee+07,

JS06]) and secure sketches [BCK08, FL09, SLM13] appear to be very effective for

enforcing this credential non-transferability requirement.

In this section, we briefly describe how a biometric key is generated (us-

ing fuzzy extractors) from the voter’s biometric sample during the initial voter

enrolment period (i.e. registration phase) before election day. We have opted

to use fuzzy extractors [DRS04, Dod+08] due to the inherent security vulner-

abilities of secure sketches and fuzzy vaults, as discussed in [Boy04, Dod+08,

BAL14].

To ensure adequate security and privacy of the voter’s sensitive data, we

have chosen the iris as our preferred biometric modality. The main reasons for

this decision are as follows:

1. It is relatively easy to capture the iris under dim ambient lighting condi-

tions [HAD06, Dau09, Evr10].

2. The computational overhead and communication cost of extracting and

authenticating an iris biometric sample in real-life scenarios are feasible

[Ulu+04, Lee+07, Bri+08].

3. The iris has a high entropy [BSZ07, BH09, JNR16].

4. The threat of cloning/impersonation can be detected by using reliable

peer-reviewed techniques to check the liveness of the iris (see [BSZ07,

DG12, JNR16]).

With this liveness detection, an adversary would find it intractable to steal

the iris biometric data of a voter and then create a prosthetic version of the
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biometric data (see [Mar+19a]) that could be used to subvert the identity verifi-

cation process.

5.7.1 Initial Biometric Key Generation

Based on the description presented in Section 5.6.3, given a voter’s biometric

modality B, the generation procedure Gen of the fuzzy extractor that is embed-

ded in the registration center’s biometric reader will reliably extract a pair (R, P)

from the voter’s enrolled template b in a noise-tolerant way. That is,

Gen (b)→ (R, P)

By applying the approach of Huang et al. [Hua+11, Hua+14], once the ran-

dom string R has been extracted, the fuzzy extractor will compute the voter’s

unique biometric metadata MB by using a one-way cryptographic hash func-

tion, such that MB = H(R). We assume that this hash function is collision-

resistant, and works like a random oracle [Boy04]. Next, the random string

R will be deleted after MB has been computed, and MB will be sent (by the des-

ignated registrars) alongside other voter parameters to the certificate authority

for storage on the election server S.

Upon issuance, each voter card will then contain the biometric auxiliary data

F that will be used for retrieving the legitimate voter’s biometric metadata MB
∗

during any subsequent authentication process. In essence, F is made up of the

helper string P, the hash function H(·) and the reproduction procedure Rep of

the fuzzy extractor. That is,

F = (P, H(·), Rep)
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5.7.2 Biometric Key Reconstruction

On election day, the voter first presents their voter card and re-enrols their bio-

metric data b′ on the card reader. Next, a new random string R∗ and biometric

metadata MB
∗ will be re-computed by the card fuzzy extractor’s Rep procedure

based on the template extracted from the voter’s live biometric sample and the

stored helper string P. That is, R∗ = Rep(b′, P) and MB
∗ = H(R∗).

By taking into account the correctness property of fuzzy extractors [Dod+08],

the newly generated random string R∗ should be exactly the same as the one

generated by the Gen procedure during registration if b′ is close to b, based on

the Hamming distance (see [Dau03, HAD06, Bri+08, BH09]) of the voter’s iris

biometric sample. Accordingly, the voter’s authentication procedure will only

proceed if the computed biometric metadata MB
∗ is the same as the metadata

MB that was previously stored on the election server.

As a result, this ensures that even if an adversary compromises the voter

card and subsequently gains access to the data embedded in the card, the secu-

rity breach will not weaken the privacy guarantees of the voter card.

5.8 Security Properties of the Voter Card

By drawing on the privacy-preserving identity card specifications of Deswarte

and Gambs [DG09, DG10, DG12], the voter card employed in this authentica-

tion scheme would satisfy the following properties:

1. Voter privacy: To enforce the privacy of each voter, the voter’s encrypted

attributes will only be decrypted if the voter presents the correct biometric

data to be processed by the fuzzy extractor (cf. [BH09]).

In principle, any adversary that compromises a voter card will find it diffi-
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cult to access any information stored in the card or successfully imperson-

ate a random voter on election day without knowledge of their enrolled

biometric data.

2. Non-transferability: By linking a valuable (or sensitive) secret attribute to

a credential, the non-transferability property helps to prevent each creden-

tial owner from sharing their credential with an unauthorised third-party

(see [CL01, Ada11, Has+11, BAL14]).

To achieve this property in the authentication scheme, only eligible voters

can use their voter card to prove their identity to the card readers. Specifi-

cally, before each voter card is activated during authentication on election

day, the fuzzy extractor embedded in the card will have to first verify that

the metadata of the biometric sample that is captured from the voter pre-

senting the credential effectively matches the enrolled biometric metadata

of the legitimate card owner. As a result, it will be computationally infea-

sible to decrypt the voter’s attributes stored in the card if a voter does not

present a valid biometric sample.

3. Unforgeability: As described in [CLT11, Cam+14b], the unforgeability

property ensures that credential owners are able to present valid, non-

revoked credentials that have been issued lawfully by a designated au-

thority. Therefore, in the context of our authentication scheme, this secu-

rity property would make it difficult for an adversary to produce a coun-

terfeit voter card that can be used to accurately impersonate a legitimate

voter.

During authentication, the voter card will use the certificate authority’s

public verification key vkCA to verify that the card reader’s certificate (that
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was issued and signed by the certificate authority) is still valid. A success-

ful verification will indicate that the card reader at the polling station has

not been compromised. On the other hand, for the voter card to prove

that it is genuine, it would have to show that the voter’s attributes (that

are stored in the card) are signed by the certificate authority.

4. Voter anonymity revocation: Essentially, this property ensures that each

voter’s actions at the polling station should remain anonymous during

(and after) the election, unless there is need to revoke the voter’s anonymity

in order to uphold electoral integrity [CT04, DG09, SR12]. We note that

even though it is a standard requirement that all cast ballots are not linked

to the respective voters during and after an election [LJP10], revocable

anonymity is still a legal requirement after the end of elections in certain

countries [CS06, SR09b, SR11, SA14].

In this voter authentication scheme, the voter anonymity revocation prop-

erty guarantees that in cases where the anonymity of a voter has to be

rescinded, the certificate authority is trusted to establish the identity of

whoever presented the voter card that belongs to that particular voter on

election day. Overall, this security property relies on the honesty of the

certificate authority.

5.9 Detailed Description of the Scheme

The main objective of our voter authentication scheme is to ensure that only

voters who possess both a valid voter card (including the correct password) and

the genuine iris biometric sample are allowed to vote.

To enhance the security properties of the scheme, we employ a variant of the
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fuzzy verifier that was proposed in the seminal papers of Wang et al. [Wan+15,

WW18, Wan+18], in the voter registration, authentication and password reset

phases, respectively. As a result, if an adversary somehow manages to compro-

mise the integrity of a voter card, it would be computationally infeasible for the

adversary to either access the voter’s biometric data or to impersonate the voter

successfully by using the stolen credentials.

Table 5.1 – List of Symbols used in Section 5.9

Symbol Description

H(·) One-way cryptographic hash function.

⊕ Bitwise exclusive-OR (XOR) operator.

‖ String concatenation operator.

⇒ A secure communication channel.

Based on the work of Katz et al. [KMO01], let’s assign a homomorphic

counter (denoted by ∑n
i=1nv) to each polling station vρ1, . . . ,vρn. Homomorphic

counters are typically used in electronic voting protocols for different purposes,

including the homomorphic tally of an election outcome (see e.g., [Bau+01, AR06,

SDW08, KR12, CS14]).

In the voter authentication scheme, this counter represents the total num-

ber of voters that are expected to verify their identity and subsequently vote at

that particular polling station on election day. For this approach to work, the

following assumptions need to hold:

1. When voter vi shows up to vote, the poll workers at polling station vρ

require the voter to present their voter card.
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2. Out of n poll workers at polling station vρ, at least two poll workers are

charged with the responsibility of updating the counter ∑n
i=1nv as soon

as the card reader verifies the identity of each voter (that is, after each

voter’s eligibility to vote is confirmed). These designated officials digitally

sign the incremented cryptographic counter value and publish it on the

secondary bulletin board periodically.

The voter authentication scheme works as follows:

5.9.1 Election Setup Phase

As described in Section 5.3.4, a quorum of [n/2] + 1 registrars will generate a

public/private key pair and a secret token for the upcoming election, and then

proceed to publish the election public key on the primary web bulletin board.

The certificate authority, on the other hand, is entrusted by the registrars with

the task of honestly publishing the corresponding election token and private

key at the time specified by the electoral management body.

Moreover, by incorporating the trusted time server assumption that has been

made in some notable security protocols (see [RT06, CY08, Par+08, DG12, Kia+18]),

the voter authentication scheme will utilise a publicly-accessible and accurate

time signal broadcast service, like Australia’s Network Time Protocol servers

[Ins20] or the United States NIST Internet Time servers [NIS20], amongst others.

This time dissemination service will be used to determine the exact real-world

time that the certificate authority should publish the election token and private

key.
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5.9.2 Voter Registration Phase

Let S denote the election server (that is hosted by the certificate authority), and

let the iris biometric data of voter vi be denoted by B. In essence, by adapting

the notations outlined in [Bri+08]:

• b, b′,... ← B denotes the same iris biometric data B that has been captured

on different occasions.

• b ∼ b′ indicates that b and b′ are considered to have been generated from

the same voter’s iris biometric modality B (by the template matching al-

gorithm of a fuzzy extractor [DRS04, Dod+08]).

After the identity of each voter has been manually verified by the designated

registrars, the registration process will proceed as follows:9

1. First, the threshold set of designated registrars will request that each voter

create their own unique public/private key pair pkv and skv for ElGamal

encryption. In essence, since we do not expect every voter to be famil-

iar with cryptography, each voter will be encouraged to use a dedicated

smartphone application such as [NKV14] to facilitate this key generation

process. After the cryptographic keys have been generated, each voter

will be required to share their public key with the registrars, for record-

keeping purposes.

2. Next, the voter vi will enrol their iris biometric sample b← B, and the des-

ignated registrars will record the unique identifier IDi for the voter. The

biometric reader at the registration center will have an integrated fuzzy

extractor that will generate a biometric auxiliary data F and metadata MB

9Note that the underlying logic of the voter registration and authentication phases have
been inspired by the works of [HW14, Wan+15, WW18, Wan+18].
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from the voter’s enrolled biometric sample, based on the procedures we

have outlined in Section 5.7.1. In addition, the voter will be prompted

to create a secret password PWi and set up a security question Wq and

answer w. To prevent password guessing attacks, we assume that each

voter’s password is memorable and has a relatively high entropy [AFP05,

Bon12]. The registrars will then securely send the required voter informa-

tion namely, the voter’s identifier, hashed password, public key, security

question, assigned polling station, as well as the derived biometric param-

eters to the certificate authority:

〈R1, . . . , Rn〉 ⇒ CA : {IDi, H(PWi‖w), vρ, F, MB, pkv, Wq} (5.1)

3. Once the certificate authority has received these voter registration details,

the electoral roll L will be checked to confirm that the voter has not previ-

ously registered for the upcoming election. If evidence indicates that the

current session was booked for the voter’s initial registration, the certifi-

cate authority will prompt the election server to generate a random pseu-

docode φi and then compute a fuzzy verifier Ai such that:

Ai = H(H(IDi)⊕ H(PWi‖w)) (5.2)

4. After this fuzzy verifier Ai has been computed, the newly created parame-

ters for voter vi will be securely stored in the central election database on

the server. These parameters include:

vi = {IDi, pkv, Dreg, Treg, φi, λv, TPW , id, MB, θi} (5.3)

5. Next, the certificate authority will prompt the election server to proceed
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to compute these secret parameters for voter vi:

Zi = Ai ⊕ φi (5.4)

ji = H(IDi‖Dreg‖Treg‖x) (5.5)

∂i = ji ⊕ H(PWi‖w) (5.6)

6. The certificate authority will issue the voter card and send it to the des-

ignated registrars, who will subsequently hand it over to the legitimate

voter. Essentially, this voter card will contain the following sensitive pa-

rameters:

〈R1, . . . , Rn〉 ⇒ vi : SCi{Ai, ∂i, Zi, pkv, y, F, Wq, vρ, vkSC, t, vkCA} (5.7)

In equations (5.5) and (5.7), the election server’s public and secret keys

are denoted by y and x, respectively. To mitigate voter impersonation

fraud, the voter’s public key pkv and biometric auxiliary data F will be

cryptographically bound to the voter’s card using key binding techniques

[Ulu+04, Cam+10, Cam+14b, Cam+14a].

7. In addition, each voter will be given a unique nonce θi. The issuance of this

nonce helps to satisfy individual verifiability, since every voter will be able

to confirm (upon decryption) that their nonce is included in the encrypted

confirmation code ∆i that is posted on the primary web bulletin board

after the voting session closes. Note that the decision to consider using
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this technique has been inspired by the generic election scheme proposed

by Smyth et al. [SFC19].

8. After the voter receives their voter card via postal mail, the voter is re-

quired to visit their regional electoral management body office to activate

the card by confirming the security question that was submitted during

registration.

In Figure 5.1, we outline the processes to be followed by the registrar and

certificate authority during the voter registration phase.

5.9.3 Voter Authentication Phase

To ensure that the voter authentication phase is secure and privacy-preserving,

we have adapted (and extended) the underlying cryptographic constructions

due to Huang et al. [Hua+11, Hua+14], and Wang et al. [HW14, Wan+15, WW18,

Wan+18].

Accordingly, the steps involved in the voter authentication phase are as fol-

lows:

1. On election day, the voter vi will insert their voter card SCi into the card

reader. The election server S will then check the card’s validity status λv

to confirm that the card is valid (i.e. not revoked). Essentially, the value of

λv is "1" (if the voter card is valid), or "0" (otherwise).

2. A mutual authentication process (with a shared session key) is initiated

between the card reader and the voter card. In essence, this process not

only allows the voter card to verify that the card reader has an authen-

tic certificate issued by the recognised certificate authority, but also gives
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Figure 5.1 – Summary of the voter registration process.
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the card reader an opportunity to confirm that the voter card has been is-

sued by the same certificate authority. Next, a session key is established

between the card reader and the election server, and vice versa.

3. If this two-way authentication process is successful,10 the card reader will

prompt the voter to re-enrol their iris biometric sample such that: b′ ← B.

The card reader’s sensor then proceeds to verify the liveness and freshness

of the newly presented biometric sample b′.

4. Next, the voter card’s fuzzy extractor will extract the biometric template

from the live biometric sample b′ and combine it with the helper string P

by using the Rep procedure,11 to reproduce a new (and unique) random

string R∗ and biometric metadata MB
∗ (see Section 5.7.2). It is important to

note that the voter card will only be able to regenerate MB
∗ if the biometric

sample is collected from the legitimate voter.

More specifically, the voter’s new random string R∗ is computed from the

helper string P and the newly extracted biometric template b′ by running

the fuzzy extractor’s Rep algorithm. That is, R∗ = Rep(b′, P).

5. Recall from Section 5.7.2 that MB
∗ = H(R∗). Thus, if MB

∗ = MB, the elec-

tion server S interprets this to mean that IDi
∗ = IDi. The card reader then

prompts the voter to enter their password PWi
∗ and confirm the answer

w∗ to their security question Wq.

6. Based on the voter’s password PWi
∗ and answer w∗, the voter card will

10The voter card will stop working if mutual authentication is unsuccessful.
11Note that this helper string P is part of the biometric auxiliary data F that is already stored

in the card.
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recompute a new fuzzy verifier Ai
∗ such that:

Ai
∗ = H(H(IDi

∗)⊕ H(PWi
∗‖w∗)) (5.8)

7. The card reader will then verify whether the fuzzy verifier Ai that was

stored in the voter card at registration accurately matches the newly com-

puted fuzzy verifier Ai
∗ (that is, Ai

?
= Ai

∗). The current session is termi-

nated if the two fuzzy verifier values are not equal. In addition, the card

reader will confirm that the voter is authorised to vote at that particular

polling station vρ.

8. If step (7) is successful, at least two honest poll workers (i.e. the threshold

set) will update the voter’s 1-digit attendance bit abi on the primary web

bulletin board to "1". Here, a "0" attendance bit indicates that the voter’s

authentication process was unsuccessful and therefore, the voter did not

attend the polling station.

9. In addition to step (8), the threshold set of poll workers will increment

and digitally sign the counter value ∑n
i=1nv for polling station vρ on the

secondary web bulletin board.

5.9.4 Voting Phase

Recall that the confirmation code of voters is made up of the concatenation of

the voter’s unique nonce θi (that was issued at registration time) and the voter’s

attendance timestamp τi.

A few hours after the ballot casting phase (but before the tallying phase), the

threshold set of poll workers will generate (and commit to) a confirmation code

for each voter. More specifically, the poll workers will first encrypt the con-
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firmation code with the voter’s public key pkv (before encrypting the resulting

ciphertext with the election public key PKα and secret token tokα). Afterwards,

the poll workers will post the ciphertext ∆i on the primary web bulletin board

against the voter’s identifier.

Since the private keys skv of voters are not shared with the certificate author-

ity or the designated registrars, it would be computationally hard for these en-

tities to decipher the contents of the encrypted confirmation codes. In addition,

the token-controlled public key encryption scheme that was employed guaran-

tees the non-repudiation of each voter’s attendance data. After the designated

poll workers have committed to the encrypted confirmation codes, the contents

of the encrypted confirmation code for each voter are obscured to any adversary

observing the primary web bulletin board, thereby reducing the possibility of

key compromise impersonation attacks [BC14, Cre+17] and malleability attacks

[DDN03, Smy19].

5.9.5 Attendance Verification Phase

After the time specified by the electoral management body has elapsed, the cer-

tificate authority will publish the election-mandated private key SKα and token

tokα. Thus, in order to confirm that their attendance at their assigned polling

station was accurately recorded, each voter has to decrypt their encrypted con-

firmation code ∆i by using their unique private key skv, as well as the published

election private key SKα and token tokα. Upon decryption, the individual verifi-

ability property will be satisfied if the attendance timestamp τi and nonce θi that

was initially encrypted by the poll workers correlate with the voter’s details.

Furthermore, the authentication scheme guarantees the universal verifiabil-

ity of attendance because all voters and third parties (such as election observers

and auditors, etc.) can always verify that the final cryptographic counter value
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∑n
i=1nv that is published on the secondary web bulletin board for polling station

vρ is equal to the total number of voters that were authenticated at that particu-

lar polling station (based on the corresponding attendance bits abi recorded on

the primary bulletin board). Accordingly, any inconsistencies detected would

lead curious voters and other independent parties to rightfully question the in-

tegrity of the election results.

5.9.6 Password Reset Phase

By adapting the syntax and technique proposed by Wang et al. in [WW18,

Wan+18], the procedure for changing a voter’s password in the authentication

scheme is as follows:

1. First, the voter vi inserts her voter card SCi into the card reader (at the

assigned polling station vρ) and inputs her IDi
∗, as well as her current

password PWi
∗ and security answer w∗.

2. If the voter card is valid, the card confirms the correctness of the supplied

identifier IDi
∗, password PWi

∗ and answer w∗ by computing the equation

below and then checking whether the fuzzy verifier Ai that is stored on the

voter card accurately matches the newly computed fuzzy verifier Ai
∗.

Ai
∗ = H(H(IDi

∗)⊕ H(PWi
∗‖w∗)) (5.9)

3. If Ai
∗ = Ai, the card reader will prompt the voter to enter a new password

PWi
new. Next, the voter card will compute equations (5.10) and (5.11):

Ai
new = H(H(IDi

∗)⊕ H(PWi
new‖w∗)) (5.10)
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∂i
new = ∂i

∗ ⊕ H(H(PWi
∗‖w∗)⊕ H(PWi

new‖w∗)) (5.11)

4. The voter card will then replace ∂i, Ai, (Ai⊕φi) with ∂i
new, Ai

new and

(Ai
new⊕φi).

5. Once these sensitive parameters have been changed in the voter card, the

election server will update TPW (i.e. the timestamp of the password up-

date) in the voter’s record on the central election database.

The password update process is performed locally on the voter card, and as a

result, there is no real-time interaction between the card reader and the election

server while a voter is actively changing their password.

5.10 Revocation of Voter Cards

Arguably, while many revocation techniques [Lap+11] for verifying whether a

credential has been revoked in conventional credential management systems

exist (see e.g., [Lap+10, KKA11, Cam+14b, CDH16, Bal+17]), there has not been

any pragmatic mechanism for revoking the credentials of voters in the crypto-

graphic voting literature [Ber+17].

Essentially, a very important question that may arise from this open research

problem is why the revocation of voter credentials is useful in election adminis-

tration. To this end, in addition to the problem of voters selling or transferring

their credentials to unauthorised individuals voluntarily [Ben13], we can read-

ily highlight four applicable use cases in developing countries that motivates

our solution, namely:
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1. Voter registration fraud: Consider a situation in which the electoral man-

agement body has requested that all legitimate voters register to obtain

new credentials for an upcoming election. How do we prevent dishonest

voters from using their old voting credential to register multiple times (cf.

[Evr10, Ave+11, Wan13, Ara+16, Wol+17]) for the upcoming election?

2. Corrupt poll workers: In practice, it is quite difficult to trust election

officials not to engage in electoral misconduct during elections [Rya09,

Ber+17]. For example, there are several reports [Ave+11, Wan13, Big+14,

IDE19] that show that voter authentication in some developing countries

have been compromised by dishonest poll workers and registrars, whom

in most cases cannot be trusted to accurately verify that each voter has

presented a genuine and valid credential.

In this voter authentication scheme, poll workers can check that a voter

actually owns a voter card through the card reader but since the card has

no information printed on it, these poll workers cannot verify the expiry

date of the card. Hence, a voter can present an old credential.

3. Credential theft/loss: If a voter’s credential has been reported as lost or

stolen, revoking that credential is the only reasonable approach to prevent

identity theft and/or voter impersonation, amongst others (see [Big+14,

Wol+17, NWC18]).

We note that even though idealised implementations of fuzzy extractors

[DRS04, Dod+08] provide strong security guarantees to enforce the non-

transferability of biometric-enabled credentials, they are not foolproof [Boy04,

BAL14]. Furthermore, regardless of the anonymity and selective attribute

disclosure mechanisms embedded in anonymous credentials [Cam+14a,

CDH16], it is still possible for these credentials to be subverted by adver-
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saries [Bha+08]. Thus, credential revocation is essential.

4. Security attacks/sanctions: As outlined in [CKS10, Cam+14a], other ten-

able reasons for credential revocation include a security breach due to an

adversary compromising the sensitive user attributes linked to a voter’s

credential, or a credential owner suddenly losing the permissions required

to access the privileges granted to them by virtue of owning such creden-

tial.

In this section, we describe how the certificate authority can revoke the va-

lidity of any questionable voter card in an efficient and non-interactive way.

These techniques and algorithms have been adapted from the underlying cryp-

tographic definitions and constructions of the Camenisch-Lysyanskaya signa-

ture (CLS) scheme, as described in the work of Camenisch et al. [CKS10].

Recall (from Section 5.3.3) that one of the main attributes that is stored in

each voter card is the card’s validity period t. Before voter authentication com-

mences on election day, the electoral management body will publish alongside

other information (see Section 5.3.1) a 1-bit voter card status λv on the primary

web bulletin-board for each voter card.

During the voter authentication phase, the voter cards will automatically

download their 1-bit voter card status (once inserted in the card reader) and

instantly validate their ’active’ status in real-time. This feature will allow the

certificate authority to selectively update some attributes of the voter, especially

the 1-bit voter card status λv and the validity period t.

In the cryptographic literature (see e.g., [IM03, CKS10, Lap+11, CDH16]),

this approach is typically based on the validity of an ephemeral epoch that is

stored in a credential to indicate the duration in which the credential remains

valid and suitable for use. Once this time period elapses, the credential will be

automatically rendered invalid.
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Let a1..n denote a shorthand for a1,. . . ,an [CKS10]. The procedures for revok-

ing a voter card is made up of the following algorithms:

5.10.1 Key Generation Algorithm

Given the input of security parameter k, this algorithm (denoted by ElectionKeyGen(1k))

will generate the parameters for the Pedersen commitment scheme [Ped91b,

Pet92] (see Section 5.6.4), the public key pkCA and private key skCA of the cer-

tificate authority, as well as the election token and public/private key pair.

5.10.2 Signature Generation Algorithm

This constitutes a two-way interactive protocol (GetSignature (pkCA, a1..n, open1..l)

↔ IssueSignature (skCA, C1..l, al+1..n)) that is established between the threshold set

of registrars and the certificate authority. Before this protocol is initialised, the

threshold set of registrars will commit to the attributes of each voter a1,. . . ,al

that the certificate authority is required to sign.

The randomly generated information from the Pedersen Commitment scheme

[Ped91b, Pet92] open1..l forms part of the threshold set of registrars’ input for

each voter card, and the commitments C1..l constitutes part of the certificate au-

thority’s input. Accordingly, the GetSignature algorithm of the protocol outputs

the signature σ on the voter’s attributes a1,. . . ,an while the certificate author-

ity’s IssueSignature algorithm generates the signature state stateσ that would be

subsequently used for updating the signatures on the attributes stored in the

voter card.
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5.10.3 New Signature Algorithm

Given the state value stateσ as an input for signed voter attributes a1,. . . ,al,

this algorithm (denoted by IssueSigUpdate (skCA, a′l+1..n, stateσ, t)) returns a value

updateσ, that the certificate authority will use to digitally sign each voter’s at-

tributes a1,. . . ,al, a′l+1,. . . ,a′n with a new signature.

5.10.4 Card Revocation Algorithm

While the election is in progress on voting day, the card revocation algorithm

(denoted by RevokeCard (id, state)) will be executed when the certificate author-

ity is required to change the 1-bit voter card status λv of any voter card that the

designated poll workers consider suspicious.

To revoke a voter card with serial number id, the certificate authority will up-

date the card’s record information (1, id, stateσ, a1,. . . ,al) on the election database

with record (0, id, stateσ, a1,. . . ,al). It should be noted that the 1-bit voter card

status λv is the element in the first index of the record. Thus, while a "0" indi-

cates that the voter card is expired or has been revoked, a "1" indicates that the

voter card is valid.

5.10.5 Card Attributes Update Algorithm

This algorithm (denoted by UpdateAttributes (id, state, a′1..l)) is run by the certifi-

cate authority when there is need to update the attributes of any valid voter

card. In essence, the certificate authority will replace the old record information

(1, id, stateσ, a1,. . . ,al) with a new record (1, id, stateσ, a′1,. . . ,a′l), as required.
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5.11 Preliminary Security Analysis

In this section, we describe the adversary model and the criteria that we have

used to informally evaluate the security properties of the voter authentication

scheme.

5.11.1 Adversary Model

The adversary model outlines the practical threats and attack scenarios that can

be mounted by a Dolev-Yao adversary [DY83] that attempts to break the voter

authentication scheme. To formulate a well-structured and comprehensive ad-

versary model, we have reviewed and adapted the basic ideas in the adversary

models presented by [NBV14, Wan+18, Wan+19].

In essence, the adversarial capabilities are as follows:

1. Based on the perfect encryption assumption [CDL06], the adversary A

(e.g., Eve or Mallory) cannot decrypt messages unless the corresponding

decryption key is known to the adversary.

2. The adversary A can only monitor or communicate with the voter occa-

sionally during the authentication phase.

3. In line with the standard Dolev-Yao adversary model [DY83], the adver-

sary A has complete control of the communication network channel be-

tween the election server S and the card reader. Consequently, the adver-

sary is able to eavesdrop, insert, alter, intercept and delete all messages

that are exchanged between the card reader and the election server.

4. Even though the voter cards are not tamper-resistant, an adversaryA that

obtains any random voter card will be unable to learn the voter’s identity
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(by mounting, for example, an offline identity guessing attack) while pas-

sively eavesdropping on the communication channel in polynomial-time.

5. The adversary A can either (i) Extract the secret information stored in a

voter card via side-channel attacks, or (ii) Learn the voter’s password by

compromising the card reader that is used at the polling station. However,

these two attacks are mutually exclusive.

6. The adversaryA cannot simultaneously offline enumerate (i.e. guess) both

the voter’s identifier IDi and password PWi correctly in polynomial-time.

7. The adversary A may mount attacks on the voter authentication scheme

but they cannot break the cryptographic primitives that are used in the

scheme.

5.11.2 Evaluation Criteria

In this section, we informally evaluate the security goals of the voter authenti-

cation scheme.

Although there are several evaluation criteria sets for authentication schemes

in the literature (see e.g., [TLH06, HW14, Wan+15, WW18, Wan+18]), we have

adapted the set of criteria proposed by Madhusudhan and Mittal [MM12] given

that they have proven to be the most comprehensive benchmark that can accu-

rately capture the peculiar security and privacy requirements of the voter au-

thentication scheme.

Indeed, as highlighted by Wang et al. in [Wan+15], the Madhusudhan and

Mittal’s criteria set [MM12] is more effective for analysing the security proper-

ties of smart-card-based authentication schemes when compared to other pro-

hibitive criteria sets in the literature because the security requirements of each
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criterion in the criteria set is based on the realistic assumption that smart cards

are not tamper-resistant (cf. [MBC01, Bau+01, IM03, CS06]).

5.11.3 List of Desirable Attributes

Here, we describe how the voter authentication scheme satisfies the desirable

attributes that are outlined in the work of Madhusudhan and Mittal [MM12]. It

should be noted that we have excluded some of the baseline criteria of [MM12]

in our evaluation due to the inherent redundancies in their implied security and

privacy guarantees (see [Wan+15, WW18]).

5.11.3.1 DA1 – No Password-related Verifier Table

The voter authentication scheme does not store any hash value of voter pass-

words (or the derived version of these passwords) that is required to verify

the eligibility of voters on the election server. In practice, this design decision

satisfies criterion DA1 and ensures that in the event that the election server is

breached by an adversary A, no voter password or password hash will be re-

vealed.

The only security-critical card-related parameter that is stored on the server

is the 1-bit validity status λv of each voter card, to enable the certificate authority

to easily revoke any card that is reported stolen or lost.

5.11.3.2 DA2 – Local User Password Update

The voter password update process in the voter authentication scheme is exe-

cuted locally on the voter’s card.12 This prevents any attack from being mounted

by an adversary if the server is compromised.

12See Section 5.9.6 for a summary of the password reset phase.
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To effectively change a voter’s password, the voter card first verifies the

correctness of the old password supplied by the voter through the fuzzy veri-

fier stored in the voter card’s memory, before updating the voter card with the

voter’s new password.

5.11.3.3 DA3 — Mutual Authentication

To verify the authenticity of the parties involved, the voter authentication scheme

supports mutual authentication between the card reader (and by implication,

the election server) and the voter card. Therefore, as discussed in [MM12,

Wan+15], we argue that the support for mutual authentication in the scheme

helps to mitigate the occurrence of voter impersonation attack, reflection attack,

replay attack and parallel session attack.

5.11.3.4 DA4 – Session Key Agreement

During the voter authentication phase, a unique session key is securely estab-

lished between the voter card and card reader, and between the card reader and

the election server. See Section 5.9.3 for more details.

5.11.3.5 DA5 – Forward Secrecy

The voter authentication scheme offers secure key agreement with forward se-

crecy. This forward secrecy property (see [WW18, Wan+19]) guarantees that

even if an adversary A manages to compromise a long-term session key, the

adversary will find it computationally hard to recompute any session key that

has been previously used in the mutual authentication between the voter card

and the card reader.
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5.11.3.6 DA6 – Efficiency for Wrong Password Login

Based on the analyses of Wang et al. (see Table 7 in [Wan+15]), the 'Local User

Password Update’ and the 'Efficiency for Wrong Password Login’ attributes are sym-

biotic. This implies that if either one of the attributes is satisfied by any smart-

card-based authentication scheme, both attributes will be satisfied.

Accordingly, since each voter’s password-related verification data is stored

in their respective voter card, voters will be notified (in real-time) whenever

the card reader detects that a wrong password has been entered during the

authentication phase.

5.11.4 List of Security Requirements

In this section, we explain how the voter authentication scheme satisfies the se-

curity goals that are required [MM12, Wan+15] in a secure and privacy-enhancing

smart-card-based authentication protocol.

5.11.4.1 Resistance to Smart Card Loss Attack

To improve the entropy of passwords, every voter password that is created

during registration is concatenated and hashed with the answer to the security

question chosen by the voter. That is, H(PWi||w).

The authentication scheme’s resistance to smart card loss attack guarantees

that even if a voter card has been stolen or lost, it would be difficult for an

adversary A to easily modify the secret parameters (see Section 5.9.2) that are

stored on the card, in an attempt to impersonate the voter or perform an offline

guessing attack. This security requirement is further enforced with the use of

the iris biometric modality as a third authentication factor.
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5.11.4.2 Resistance to Password/Identity Guessing Attack

Over the last two decades, several researchers have demonstrated that weak

passwords make password-based authentication schemes susceptible to dictio-

nary attacks (see e.g., [AFP05, Bon12]).

The use of a fuzzy verifier (originally proposed in the works of Wang et al.

[Wan+15, WW18, Wan+18]) makes it computationally intractable for an adver-

sary A who has obtained any random secret parameter from a compromised

voter card (and is strongly motivated by the need to determine the voter’s cor-

rect identity) to exhaustively enumerate the voter’s (IDi, PWi) pair through

brute-force attacks.

5.11.4.3 Resistance to Impersonation (or Forgery) Attack

To protect against impersonation attacks and identity theft in the scheme, we

have employed privacy-enhancing mechanisms that will make it practically im-

possible for an adversary A that is in possession of a genuine voter card to ex-

tract (e.g., via offline guessing or side-channel attacks) the voter’s password and

biometric template, and then attempt to impersonate the voter.

On election day, this objective will be accomplished by regenerating a bio-

metric key from the voter’s live biometric template during authentication, com-

puting a new metadata from this template, and then comparing this metadata

to the previous biometric metadata of the voter (see Section 5.7.2).

Note that we consider all feasible attack scenarios where the adversary A is

somehow able to obtain the voter’s card (primarily through theft, vote buying,

or coercion).
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5.11.4.4 Resistance to Stolen-Verifier Attack

Given that no voter password verification table is stored on the election server,

it would be impossible for the adversary A to mount a stolen-verifier attack on

election day.

5.11.4.5 Resistance to Insider Attack

In the electronic voting literature, there are well-documented reports about how

dishonest insiders could easily compromise the integrity of an election by using

different techniques (see [SR09a, Ara+14, Hal16, Ara+19, CAE19]).

Therefore, to prevent an adversary A from mounting an insider attack, one

of the key steps that we have taken in our protocol design is to ensure that no

voter biometric data or security-critical password-related parameter is stored

on the election server.

5.11.4.6 Resistance to Active Side-channel/ Power Analysis Attack

We argue that in practice, it would be very difficult for an adversary to si-

multaneously intercept any voter’s password (e.g., through keystroke logging)

on election day, while extracting the sensitive information that is stored in the

voter’s card because:

1. The voter is physically present at the polling station.

2. There are other voters, election observers, political parties’ representatives

and poll workers in attendance.

3. Mounting side-channel attacks [SMY09, KWV19] or power analysis at-

tacks (see e.g., [MDS02, MOP07]) in a timely manner would require a spe-
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cialised skill-set and technical infrastructure (which would be obvious at

the polling station).

4. Even if there is a remote possibility that the adversary is successful in com-

promising one voter’s credential, replicating these attacks on a large scale

would require unbounded computational power and synchronised collab-

orative work with a network of other like-minded adversaries [MOP07].

In practice, there are too many disparate factors that need to be reasonably

considered in tandem.

5.12 Formal Verification of the Scheme

In this section, we discuss the symbolic analysis of the voter authentication

scheme using the Tamarin [Tea19]. It should be noted that even though ProVerif

[Bla16] offers a relatively straightforward alternative for modelling and analysing

authentication protocols, we have used Tamarin for our formal analysis because

ProVerif cannot be used to formalise trapdoor commitments [HC19a, HC19b]

and Pedersen commitment schemes [Dre17], respectively.

Typically, during the formal verification of a cryptographic protocol, the

standard security properties of the protocol will be categorised as trace prop-

erties or equivalence properties [Bla12]. In essence, while trace properties are

expected to hold during each execution of the protocol, equivalence properties

are used to express that it should be impossible for an adversary to differentiate

between two processes [BDS15, Tea19].
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5.12.1 Formal Model Design Choices

In order to effectively verify the desired security properties of the voter au-

thentication scheme, we have made the following decisions and simplifications

during the formal modelling process:13

1. First, we assume that the voter cards are authentic and valid. Here, valid-

ity implies that the cards have not been revoked (see [Cam+14b, Cam+14a])

by the certificate authority.

2. Recall that in the protocol specification in Section 5.9.4, a threshold set

of poll workers are required to encrypt the confirmation code of each

voter. However, since Tamarin is susceptible to state space explosions

while analysing complex operations like threshold cryptography [BDS17,

Dre17, MEM19], we decided to model standard asymmetric encryption

without distributed key generation.

3. We have modelled one registrar and poll worker role, respectively. In

addition, we assume that the registrar has received the voter cards and

nonces directly from the certificate authority.

4. We have modelled the token-controlled public key encryption component

of the authentication protocol based on the standard equational theory

for formalising a trapdoor commitment scheme [Fis01] in the symbolic

model (see e.g., [DKR09, CDK12, Cha+16a, Dre+17, BDS17]). As high-

lighted by Galindo and Herranz in [GH06], it is possible to construct a

token-controlled public key encryption scheme from trapdoor partial one-

way functions.

13Note that the approach we employed during formal verification has been inspired by
[BDS17, Dre17, Won17].
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5. Given that fuzzy extractors are designed to be information-theoretically se-

cure [DRS04, Dod+08], the intricate functionalities of the fuzzy extractor

used during voter registration have not been modelled.

6. The honest participants in this protocol are assumed to communicate via

authentic channels [Tea19]. It should be noted that a protocol participant is

regarded as honest if their cryptographic keys have not been compromised,

and if they do not share their secret parameters with any unauthorised

participant [BHM08, Tea19]. Accordingly, all honest participants have been

labelled with an Honest action fact in our Tamarin model.

7. Other components that have not been modelled with Tamarin include the

secondary web bulletin board, the voter card revocation algorithm and the

step-wise process,14 whereby the certificate authority receives each voter’s

registration details from the designated registrars, and then proceed to

compute the required secret parameters.

5.12.2 Formalising Participation Privacy

In this section, we highlight and describe some of the code snippets from the

Tamarin security protocol theories (.spthy) for the voter authentication scheme.

Since our focus is on voter authentication, we decided to formally prove the

participation privacy property of the scheme by modelling two voters [DKR09],

based on the arguments we provided in Section 4.5. Recall from Section 4.3 that

the Fr fact in Tamarin is used to generate fresh and distinct values [Tea19]. We

have used this Fr fact to generate the voter nonces, private keys and the elec-

tion token, amongst other parameters while modelling the voter authentication

scheme.
14Please see steps 4-8 in Section 5.9.2.
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In Listing 15, voter 1 and voter 2 generates their unique private and public

key for the upcoming election. Specifically, the Fr fact in Tamarin is first used to

generate a new (and random) private key for each voter. The∼ symbol has been

included to indicate that this newly created private key will remain constant

and distinct throughout the protocol execution. After the private keys have

been created, we use Tamarin’s unary function (denoted by pk) to generate the

public key that is associated with the private key for each voter.

Listing 15 Voters generate their public and private key pair.
1 rule voter1_generate_longterm_keys:
2 // Voter 1 generates their longterm keys.
3

4 [Fr(~V1_priv_key) ] -->
5 [ !V1SecretKey($V1, ~V1_priv_key),
6 !V1PublicKey($V1, pk(~V1_priv_key))]
7

8 rule voter2_generate_longterm_keys:
9 // Voter 2 generates their longterm keys.

10

11 [Fr(~V2_priv_key) ] -->
12 [ !V2SecretKey($V2, ~V2_priv_key),
13 !V2PublicKey($V2, pk(~V2_priv_key))]

We follow a similar approach when modelling how public and private keys

are generated for the registrar, as highlighted in Listing 16.

Listing 16 Registrar create long-term keys.
1 rule registrar_generate_longterm_keys:
2 // The registrar generates their longterm keys.
3

4 [Fr(~RGR_priv_key) ] --[ OnlyOnce() ]->
5

6 [ !RGRSecretKey($RGR, ~RGR_priv_key),
7 !RGRPublicKey($RGR, pk(~RGR_priv_key))]

Next, the identity and public/private keys of the voters and registrar are

stored as facts in their respective state facts, to ensure that subsequent protocol

rules are able to retrieve and process these parameters, as required.

There are two types of facts in Tamarin; namely linear facts and persistent
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facts [Tea19]. All facts in Tamarin are linear by default [Bas18], and can only

be generated or consumed at most once by multiset rewriting rules [Tea19].

However, any fact that needs to be consumed more than once during protocol

execution has to be modelled as a persistent fact [Tea19]. The bang or excla-

mation mark symbol (!) is used to indicate a persistent fact. For example, the

!RGRPublicKey fact that is constructed for the registrar in Listing 16 is a persis-

tent fact that stores two parameters, namely the registrar’s role $RGR and their

public key pk(∼ RGR_priv_key).

After the long-term cryptographic keys of the voters and registrar have been

established, we proceed to model the roles of the registrar and the poll worker,

as highlighted in Listings 17 and 18, respectively.

Listing 17 Poll worker role setup.
1 rule initialize_pollworker:
2 // The poll worker's ID and role is initialised.
3

4 let
5 PCK = 'Clerk'
6 in
7

8 [Fr(~pClerk_id)]
9

10 --[Create(PCK, ~pClerk_id), Honest(PCK),
11 Role('PCK')]->
12

13 [St_PClerk_1(PCK, ~pClerk_id), Out(~pClerk_id),
14 !PClerk_Data(PCK, ~pClerk_id)]

As specified in Section 5.5, we indicate that the poll worker is honest by us-

ing the Honest action fact. To define constants in the Tamarin model, we use

the "let . . . in" let-binding expressions that are supported in Tamarin [Tea19]. In

doing so, Tamarin will substitute the variables on the left-hand side of the ” = ”

symbol with the terms or values defined on the right-hand side.

We define the parameters required for voter 1 in Listing 19. As highlighted

in the initial state fact for voter 1, the observational equivalence property is de-

noted by the diff(, ) operator (see [Tea19]). In our Tamarin model, the term de-
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Listing 18 Registrar role setup.
1 rule initialize_registrar:
2 // The registrar's ID and role is initialised.
3

4 [Fr(~rgr_id), !RGRSecretKey($RGR, ~RGR_priv_key),
5 !RGRPublicKey($RGR, pk(~RGR_priv_key))]
6

7 --[Create($RGR, ~rgr_id), Role('RGR') ]->
8 [St_RGR_1($RGR, ~rgr_id, ~RGR_priv_key,
9 pk(~RGR_priv_key)), !RGRID(~rgr_id)]

noted by diff(′Y′,′ N′)) will specify two different models, in which each instance

of the diff(, ) operator will be replaced with either of its arguments. More pre-

cisely, there will be one model (called the left-hand side or LHS) where the diff(, )

operator is replaced with a ′Y′ to indicate that the voter attended the election,

and another model (called the right-hand side or RHS) in which the ′N′ argument

replaces the diff(, ) operator to show that the voter was absent.

Listing 19 Voter 1 parameters.
1 rule define_voter1_secret_data:
2

3 let
4 // Voter 1 parameters
5 V1_id = 'ID1' // Unique identifier.
6 V1_bio = 'b1' // Biometric.
7 V1_pword = 'PW1' // Password.
8 V1_quest = 'Wq1' // Voter's security question.
9 V1_ans = 'w1' // Answer to secret question.

10 a1 = h(V1_id)
11 V1_hpword = h(< V1_pword, V1_ans >) // Hashed password.
12 V1_fuzzy = h(< a1 XOR V1_hpword>) // Fuzzy verifier.
13 in
14

15 [!V1SecretKey($V1, ~V1_priv_key),
16 !V1PublicKey($V1, pk(~V1_priv_key))]
17

18 --[Create($V1, pk(~V1_priv_key)), Role('V1')]->
19

20 [State_V_1($V1, diff('Y', 'N'), ~V1_priv_key,
21 pk(~V1_priv_key), V1_id, V1_bio, V1_pword,
22 V1_quest, V1_ans, V1_hpword, V1_fuzzy), Out(V1_id)]

In Listing 20, the poll worker computes the confirmation code for each voter.

We model the initial probabilistic encryption of the plaintext of a voter’s confir-

mation code (which is a concatenation of the voter’s nonce and timestamp) by
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using the default asymmetric encryption built-in function (denoted by aenc) in

Tamarin.

Listing 20 Computing voter confirmation codes.
1 rule pollworker_compute_confirm_code:
2

3 let
4 V1_timestamp = 'time1'
5 V2_timestamp = 'time2'
6 V1_code = <~V1_nonce, V1_timestamp>
7 V2_code = <~V2_nonce, V2_timestamp>
8 eV1_code = aenc(V1_code, pk(~V1_priv_key))
9 eV2_code = aenc(V2_code, pk(~V2_priv_key))

10 in
11

12 [St_PClerk_2(PCK, ~pClerk_id, ~rgr_id, ~V1_nonce,
13 ~V2_nonce, pk(~V1_priv_key), pk(~V2_priv_key),
14 V1_id, V2_id, pk(~election_priv_key), ~tok)]
15

16 --[Honest(PCK)]->
17

18 [!Shuffle_codes_0_V1(<V1_id, pk(~election_priv_key),
19 eV1_code>), !Shuffle_codes_0_V2(<V2_id,
20 pk(~election_priv_key), eV2_code>),
21 !ComputeConfCode(eV1_code + eV2_code),
22

23

24 St_PClerk_3(PCK, ~pClerk_id, ~rgr_id,
25 ~V1_nonce, ~V2_nonce, pk(~V1_priv_key),
26 pk(~V2_priv_key), V1_id, V2_id,
27 pk(~election_priv_key), ~tok, eV1_code, eV2_code)]

Next, the re-encryption of this ciphertext is then modelled as a commit-

ment scheme in Listing 21, motivated in part by the standard technique for

formalising trapdoor commitment schemes with an equational theory (see e.g.,

[DKR09, Cha+16a, Dre+17, Dre17, BDS17]). To reason about (and model) the

shuffling of the encrypted confirmation codes before they are publicly posted

on the primary web bulletin board by the poll worker, we use the associative-

commutative operator that is denoted by the + symbol in Tamarin [Dre+17,

BDS17, Dre17, Tea19].
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Listing 21 Encrypting voter confirmation codes.
1 rule pollworker_reencrypt_conf_code_post_attendance:

2

3 let

4

5 // re-encrypted confirmation code of voters

6 ecV1_code = commit(eV1_code, ~tok, pk(~election_priv_key))

7 ecV2_code = commit(eV2_code, ~tok, pk(~election_priv_key))

8

9 in

10 ...

11 ...

12 ...

13 [ Out(<ecV1_code, pk(~election_priv_key)> +

14 <ecV2_code, pk(~election_priv_key)>),

15

16 !PublishCommitment(<ecV1_code,

17 pk(~election_priv_key)> + <ecV2_code,

18 pk(~election_priv_key)>),

Specifically, a trapdoor commitment scheme can be formally modelled with

this equational theory (see [DKR09, Cha+16a, Dre+17, Dre17, BDS17]):

open(commit(m, r, pk(sk)), r, sk) = m

Based on this equational theory, the trapdoor commitment denoted by

commit(m, r, pk(sk)) commits to a value m with the public key pk = pk(sk) and

randomness r. This public key acts as the trapdoor, and the secret key sk and

random parameter r has to be provided when it is time to open the commitment.

In principle, the functionality of this technique is similar to the token-controlled

public key encryption scheme that we described in Section 5.6.2.

In Listing 22, we model the attendance verification phase, in which a voter

is able to open the commitment to their encrypted confirmation code by using

their private key, as well as the published election private key and token.
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Listing 22 Voter checks confirmation code.
1 rule voter_checks_confirm_code:

2

3 let

4 eVi_code = open(ecVi_code,

5 ~tok, ~election_priv_key)

6 in

7

8 ElectionSecretKey(~election_priv_key, ~tok),

9 [!PublishCommitment(<ecVi_code,

10 pk(~election_priv_key)> + y),

11 !ComputeConfCode(eVi_code + p),

12

13 State_V_4($Vi, At_i, ~Vi_priv_key, pk(~Vi_priv_key),

14 Vi_id, Vi_bio, Vi_pword, Vi_quest, Vi_ans, Vi_hpword,

15 Vi_fuzzy, ~vpi, ~rgr_id, ~Vi_nonce, Vi_card)]

16

17 --[Verify()]-> [ ]

5.12.3 Proving Participation Privacy

Essentially, verifiability and privacy constitute the two main security properties

of a standard electronic voting protocol [Ber+17].

In practice, the security properties that need to be verified with Tamarin are

denoted by lemmas and specified in guarded first-order logic formulas [Tea19].

Each lemma is then formally proven using constraint solving. Intuitively, this

allows Tamarin to perform an exhaustive automated proof search (for an un-

bounded number of rule instances) by using the right set of traces that satisfies

the protocol’s security properties [Mil18, Tea19].

With Tamarin, any security property that has been successfully proven will

be highlighted in green colour in Tamarin’s interactive graphical user interface

while a security property that has been compromised by a Dolev-Yao adversary

[DY83] (or that could be vulnerable to an attack) will be coloured in red.
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To formally verify that the authentication scheme’s Tamarin model runs as

expected, we specified the lemma shown in Figure 5.2.

lemma verifiability:

all-traces

"All #i #j. Verify()@i & Verify()@j ==> #i = #j"

Figure 5.2 – Lemma for verifying the authentication scheme’s Tamarin model.

As depicted in Figure 5.3, Tamarin was able to prove that this lemma holds

in all possible instances of the protocol execution through universal quantifica-

tion (denoted by All in Tamarin [Tea19]). For the individual verifiability prop-

erty, we extrapolate the underlying assumptions about sufficient protocol par-

ticipants in [CC03, CC04, ACK16] and conclude based on the results obtained

from the formal analysis that each voter can decrypt and verify the contents of

their encrypted confirmation code, in all traces of the protocol execution. There-

fore, since Tamarin did not find any attack that violates the security property we

have evaluated, we can reasonably argue that the voter authentication scheme

satisfies individual verifiability.
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Figure 5.3 – Sample output of formal analysis.

Furthermore, recall that Tamarin has a built-in Observational_equivalence lemma

that is capable of proving the notion of observational equivalence in crypto-

graphic protocols [BDS15, Tea19]. By running the Tamarin security protocol

theories of the voter authentication scheme in the observational equivalence

mode (initiated by a "−− diff" keyword), Tamarin was able to prove that the

authentication scheme satisfies participation privacy without revealing any in-

formation that can prove to an adversary that a voter attended (or abstained)

from the election.

In principle, these symbolic proofs of observational equivalence are based on

the fact that the Dolev-Yao adversary [DY83] cannot distinguish two instances

(or execution traces) of the scheme in which the attendance record of two honest

voters are swapped. That is, the adversary is unable to differentiate an instance

of the authentication scheme where voter V1 attended the election and voter

V2 was absent, from another instance where voter V1 was absent and voter V2

showed up to vote.
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It should be noted that we have used Tamarin version 1.4.1 (public release)

to analyse the Tamarin model of the voter authentication scheme. The formal

analysis was conducted on a PC running 64-bit Ubuntu 19.04 Linux Operat-

ing System with an Intel Core i7-8750H CPU @ 2.20Ghz clock speed and 32GB

RAM. The authentication scheme’s Tamarin code is available on the Minerva

Access repository for this thesis. A version of the Tamarin code has also been

included in Appendix C.

5.13 Limitations of the Voter Authentication Scheme

The limitations of the voter authentication scheme are as follows:

1. The voter authentication scheme requires several voters to verify the ac-

curacy of their confirmation code after the close of polls. This is necessary

for detecting voter impersonation fraud on a large-scale.

2. Voters are expected to trust (for privacy and integrity) the voting client

application that is used for generating their cryptographic keys and veri-

fying their published confirmation code.

3. The authentication scheme is not coercion-resistant. It is indeed possible

for a coercer to coerce a voter into revealing their identifier on the primary

bulletin board, so as to determine (by looking up the published attendance

bit) whether the voter attended or abstained from the election.

4. As described in 5.4, participation privacy is dependent on each voter not

revealing their unique identifier to an adversary.

5. The voter credentials are not tamper-resistant. Thus, the security of the

authentication scheme will be compromised if an adversary is able to in-

discriminately manipulate the credentials.
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6. In general, the solution we have presented for revoking voter credentials

is pragmatic when used to verify and manage the validity (and revoca-

tion status) of voter cards. However, the downside of this approach is

that it does not support real-time revocation of voter cards (see [CKS10,

CDH16]), because the certificate authority is required to simultaneously

provide updates for every voter card that is not revoked.

5.14 Conclusion

In this chapter, we presented a publicly verifiable three-factor voter authentica-

tion scheme that not only allow voters to independently confirm that their at-

tendance at a polling station has been recorded accurately, but also prevent the

possibility of voters selling/sharing their voter cards or an adversary forging

a voter card in order to impersonate a legitimate voter. In principle, by relying

on the security properties of anonymous credentials, we show that the voter au-

thentication scheme provides strong security guarantees under reasonable trust

assumptions because: (1) Each voter will only be allowed to vote if they present

a valid voter card, as well as their iris biometric sample and other required

parameters; and (2) Neither the voter card nor the election server stores the bio-

metric template of voters, so a compromised card or server cannot effectively

undermine voter authentication.

After verifying the eligibility of each voter on election day, the poll workers

presiding over the assigned polling station will jointly post an encrypted con-

firmation code for voters on the primary web bulletin board. Upon the close of

polls, each voter will have the opportunity to verify that their published confir-

mation code is accurate, and thus, constitutes a valid proof that their attendance

(or absence) in the assigned polling station has been correctly recorded on the
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primary web bulletin board. This technique is similar in spirit to the cast-as-

intended verification mechanisms employed in [RT09, HRT10, Rya11].

Essentially, in contrast to the position of Cortier et al. [Cor+14] on the possi-

bility of anonymous credentials being surreptitiously used for multiple voting

without detection, the voter authentication scheme that we have designed will

enhance eligibility verifiability during poll-site elections in developing coun-

tries since each voter card is bound to the respective voter’s identity using bio-

metrics, and the certificate authority is able to revoke any voter card if identity

theft, voter impersonation or multiple registration is reported to have occurred

with overwhelming probability. Furthermore, as an improvement on the work

presented in Chapter 3, the universal verifiability of attendance with the voter

authentication scheme is pragmatic because the accuracy of the recorded voter

turnout and the integrity of the web bulletin boards can be publicly verified by

anyone without a functional knowledge of cryptography. This form of verifia-

bility is achieved by cross-checking the published attendance bits of all voters

with the recorded voter turnout after the election ends. Moreover, it is worth

mentioning that while the authentication scheme do not claim to completely

eradicate attacks exploiting security vulnerabilities in the voter authentication

devices or systems, there is ample opportunity for honest election officials to

exclude any polling station in which incidents of electoral fraud such as voter

impersonation, ballot stuffing, multiple voting or vote buying, amongst others

have been recorded on election day.

Finally, with regards to the feasibility of implementing this authentication

scheme in real-world elections, there is sufficient evidence in the literature (see

e.g., [Rey+08, Evr10, GC13, Wan13, Wol+17]) to infer that the primary costs (in-

cluding other ancillary expenses) that will be incurred during deployment are
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not prohibitive.15 Indeed, several developing countries in Africa, Asia and the

Americas have not only adopted, but also increasingly choose to deploy bio-

metric voter registration technologies alongside their national identity infras-

tructure [GC13, Wan13], in an attempt to mitigate electoral fraud.

15A detailed overview of voter registration costs can be found at – https://aceproject.org/
ace-en/focus/core/explore_topic_new.

https://aceproject.org/ace-en/focus/core/explore_topic_new
https://aceproject.org/ace-en/focus/core/explore_topic_new


Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future Work

6.1 Summary of Research Contributions

In this thesis, we set out to investigate how cryptographic techniques could be

employed in designing suitable cryptographic protocols for voter registration

and authentication during poll-site elections in developing countries. As we

have earlier discussed in Chapter 1, the motivation for pursuing this research

stems largely from the desire to find viable solutions that could be applied to

mitigate the impact of widespread electoral malfeasance on the integrity of poll-

site elections in developing countries.

Generally, electoral fraud [Lóp10, Dar11, Ave+11, VS12] could occur in a

myriad of ways throughout the different stages of an election, from voter regis-

tration prior to election day, to the election audit phase after the close of polls.

It is indeed commonplace to find news articles, research papers and indepen-

dent election observation reports discussing a wide-range of issues from vote

buying, ballot stuffing, voter coercion, polling booth capture and collusion of

election officials, to sophisticated malware attacks that have been sanctioned

by desperate political candidates or in some peculiar cases, by incumbent gov-

ernment officials willing to consider all options that will allow them win an

election. Moreover, in the context of voter authentication during elections in

220
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developing countries, electoral fraud has been broadly perpetrated in the form

of voter impersonation, multiple registration, as well as voter credential theft

(and forgery), to mention a few. In particular, the prevalence of inaccurate voter

registers at polling stations have contributed to these attempts to subvert the

voter authentication process. To this end, the main contributions of this thesis

are as follows:

6.1.1 Voter Attendance Verification Protocol

We presented a voter attendance verification protocol as the first main contri-

bution of this thesis in Chapter 3. Specifically, this protocol has been designed

to give every voter the opportunity to verify that the designated poll workers

assigned to oversee their polling station accurately recorded their attendance

(or absence) on election day.

The significance of this protocol is twofold. First, the underlying crypto-

graphic constructions of the protocol makes it relatively straightforward for a

voter to confirm that no vote has been recorded on their behalf. Secondly, in

an attempt to mitigate ballot stuffing, the protocol incorporates simple and ef-

ficient techniques that will allow election auditors and independent observers

to rigorously verify that the total number of voters that attended the election

genuinely corresponds to final tally of cast votes.

We note that even though this protocol has been designed to solely focus on

attendance tallying and verification during poll-site elections, it can be easily

adapted in other existing poll-site electronic voting schemes that address the

ballot casting, tallying and auditing phases, respectively.
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6.1.2 Voter Authentication Protocol

As our second main contribution in Chapter 5, we studied how the problems

arising from the sale, forgery or unauthorised transfer of voter credentials mas-

sively compromise the integrity of voter authentication in developing countries.

By reviewing some of the influential experience reports and research articles on

this subject matter such as [Big+14, JJ14, MY16, Wol+17, BHK19], we identified

the lack of a credible electronic identity infrastructure as the root cause of the

issues emanating from voter credential management in these countries. In ad-

dition, it is worth mentioning that while a considerable number of developing

countries have adopted biometric-enabled voter identification cards and elec-

tronic poll books (see [GC13, Wol+17, IDE19, IDE20b, IDE20c]), the underlying

biometric technology of the voter credentials have been circumvented on sev-

eral occasions, thereby making impersonation attacks trivial.

In light of this, we presented a secure and verifiable voter authentication

protocol that incorporate robust mechanisms to detect and disincentivise voter

impersonation and registration fraud due to credential theft, sale or forgery. No-

tably, by relying on the well-established security guarantees of the anonymous

credentials that have been proposed by prominent researchers in the field, we

described the feasibility of our protocol and how it could be applied in real-life

elections.

Moreover, we extended the protocol to include mechanisms that could easily

facilitate the revocation of voter credentials, and then justified the use cases

in which this revocation functionality would be useful in preventing electoral

fraud.
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6.1.3 Formal Verification of Participation Privacy

For the final research contribution presented in Chapter 4, we delved into the

formal verification of security protocols. In recent years, the best practice [Mat+10]

in the field of Computer Security has shown that the security properties of ev-

ery cryptographic protocol need to be assessed before being deployed in real

world applications.

As this same philosophy applies to electronic voting protocols, we first ex-

amined the state-of-the-art research on the formal analysis of both internet and

poll-site voting protocols. Afterwards, we modelled and formalised the voter

attendance verification protocol that was originally presented in Chapter 3 by

using Tamarin [Tea19].

Finally, based on the protocol specification and the applicable adversary

model, we prove that this protocol guarantees participation privacy when hon-

est voters are considered. It should also be noted that these formal verification

techniques were applied in the symbolic proofs for evaluating the participation

privacy property of the voter authentication protocol described in Chapter 5.

6.2 Significance of Research Contributions

The protocols that we present in this thesis collectively incorporate mechanisms

that are intended to:

• Mitigate voter impersonation, coercion and disenfranchisement on elec-

tion day, respectively.

• Significantly reduce electoral fraud arising from vote buying, identity (and

credential) theft, ballot stuffing, multiple voting and duplicate registra-

tions.
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• Discourage the collusion of designated election officials and political party

stakeholders attempting to compromise electoral integrity.

In general, given that the issues we have identified pertaining to voter au-

thentication resonates across a number of countries like Brazil [Hid12, FV15],

Nigeria [Bra08, Mis15], Colombia [Alv+09, FMR18] and India [HH17, AMP19],

amongst others, it is envisaged that the outcomes of this research will offer prac-

tical solutions that can be adapted (and possibly extended) to help prevent elec-

toral malfeasance [Bir07, Bir11] during voter registration and identification in

developing countries. It is important to note that the protocols we have de-

signed in this thesis are not resistant to coercion from armed attackers or attack-

ers that are determined to use force on voters.

6.3 Future Work

The contributions of this thesis could be extended by considering the following

directions for future work.

6.3.1 Adapting an Efficient Two-Factor Encryption Scheme

Recall that the privacy guarantees of the voter authentication protocol we pre-

sented in Chapter 5 relies on token-controlled public key encryption. In prac-

tice, token-controlled public key encryption could be vulnerable to attacks mounted

by a malicious (or even an honest-but-curious) time server (cf. [CY08, Kik+11]).

Furthermore, Lin et al. [Lin+12] show that in existing token-controlled public

key encryption schemes, it is plausible for a malicious adversary to imperson-

ate an honest sender while sending an encrypted message to receivers.

Intuitively, based on the vulnerability of token-controlled public key encryp-

tion to these aforementioned attacks, we recommend extending the voter au-
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thentication protocol to incorporate time-lock encryption [Liu+18, Li+19, Smi19],

to ensure that achieving electoral integrity is not dependent on a trustworthy

certificate authority or time server. Generally, this relatively new cryptographic

primitive appears to be superior in performance (with reasonably practical lim-

itations), in contrast to token-controlled public key encryption.

6.3.2 Extending the Voter Authentication Protocol

Another interesting direction to consider in future work would be the possibil-

ity of using pseudonyms (see [CL01, SH10, Cam+12, Cam+14b, Cam+14a]) to

enforce unlinkability whilst guaranteeing accountability during in-person voter

authentication. In this regard, Alethea [BRS18], VSPReP [QMR18] and Baudron

et al.’s scheme [Bau+01] are good examples of voting protocols that could be

consulted to understand how pseudonyms have been applied to preserve par-

ticipation privacy and ballot secrecy.

We also suggest exploring how other approaches for credential revocation

[CDH16] could be adapted in the voter authentication protocol. Given that

voter credentials cannot be revoked in real-time based on the revocation tech-

nique that has been employed in the protocol, it will be interesting to examine

whether the implementation of other revocation techniques will improve the

overall efficiency of the protocol.

6.3.3 Dispute Resolution

In essence, incorporating dispute resolution mechanisms in the devised pro-

tocols could be another direction to consider in future work, to help resolve

peculiar situations in which, for example:

1. An honest voter has claimed that their voter card has been wrongfully
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revoked and the certificate authority vehemently disagrees.

2. A malicious voter falsely claims that their attendance has not been recorded

on the primary web bulletin board.

3. An honest voter is unable to verify that their attendance at a polling sta-

tion has been recorded, and wishes to lodge a complaint to the electoral

management body.

6.3.4 Formal Verification of Additional Security Properties

As part of future work, other critical security properties of the protocols that we

have presented in Chapters 3 and 5 such as receipt-freeness, eligibility verifia-

bility, mutual authentication and universal verifiability could be modelled and

verified in the symbolic model.

Some of the notable existing works that may be considered in this regard

include:

1. Universal verifiability [BRS18].

2. Eligibility verifiability [Dum16, Dre+17].

3. Mutual authentication [Cre+17, Whi19]

4. Receipt-freeness [BDS17, Dre17, BRS18, Dre+17].

6.3.5 Performance Analysis of the Protocols

There is need to explore the most efficient cryptographic primitives and cre-

dential revocation schemes (where applicable) for large-scale poll-site elections

with thousands of voters.



As a step in the right direction, some research articles [Lap+10, Sch+11,

OV16, CDH16] that cover the performance evaluation of cryptographic proto-

cols could be consulted.
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Appendix A

Security Properties of Voting
Protocols

Security Properties Type of Property Further Readings

Privacy Properties

Receipt-freeness G# [JP06, Cha+16b, BDS17, Dre17]

Vote privacy G# [DKR09, Dre13, CS13, CL18]

Participation privacy G# [Kul17, BKV17a, BKV17b]

Coercion resistance G# [DKR06, BHM08, DLL11a, DLL12b]

Everlasting privacy G# [Ara+13, DH17, GPZ19]

Correctness Properties

Vote correctness  [KR11, ACW13, Cor+13a, Ber+18]

Verifiability Properties

Individual verifiability  [DK10, Cor+15, Dre+15, BRS18]

Universal verifiability  [KRS10, DK10, Cor+15, BRS18]

Eligibility verifiability  [KRS10, Smy+10, Dum16, Dre+17]

Cast-as-intended verifiability  [CGT17, Fil18]

Recorded-as-cast verifiability  [CGT17]

Tallied-as-recorded verifiability  [Fil18]

Other Essential Properties

Fairness  [KR05, NAN05, KTV10a]

Ballot independence G# [DLL11b, Laf12, SB13, Smy16]

Accountability  [KTV10a, KR11, BGS17, KEB19]

 = Trace property G# = Equivalence property

Table A.1 – Classification of the security properties of voting protocols.
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Appendix B

Tamarin Model for the Voter
Attendance Verification Scheme

1 theory voter_attendance_verification

2

3 begin

4

5 builtins: asymmetric-encryption, diffie-hellman, hashing, multiset

6

7 functions: pk/1, aenc/2, adec/2, h1/1, h2/1

8

9 equations: adec(aenc(m1, pk(sk)), sk) = m1

10 // Adapted from the examples given in the Tamarin manual [1].

11

12

13 rule registrar_generate_keys_pairs:

14 // The registrar's key generation process.

15 // Here, the registrar generates their public and private keys, respectively.

16 [Fr(~RGR_priv_key) ] --[ OnlyOnce() ]-> // We have abbreviated the registrar as RGR.

17 [!RGRSecretKey($RGR, ~RGR_priv_key), !RGRPublicKey($RGR, pk(~RGR_priv_key))]

18

19

20 rule define_registrar:

21 // We initialise the registrar's ID and role.

22 let

23 sec_param = 'k' // The one-time security parameter for the election.

24 // The maximum number of voters that are expected to register

25 and vote at a specific polling station p.

26 max_voters = 'mv'

27 in

28 [Fr(~rgr_id), !RGRSecretKey($RGR, ~RGR_priv_key), !RGRPublicKey($RGR, pk(~RGR_priv_key))]
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29 --[Create_RGR(~rgr_id, $RGR), Honest($RGR), Role('RGR')]->

30 [St_RGR_1($RGR, ~rgr_id, ~RGR_priv_key, pk(~RGR_priv_key), max_voters, sec_param),

31 !RGR_Data(~rgr_id)]

32

33

34 rule define_pollworker:

35 // We initialise the poll worker's role and ID.

36 let

37 PCK = 'Clerk' // The poll worker's role is abbreviated as PCK.

38 in

39 [Fr(~pClerk_id)]

40 --[Create_PClerk(~pClerk_id, PCK), Honest(PCK), Role('PCK')]->

41 [St_PClerk_1(PCK, ~pClerk_id), !PClerk_Data(~pClerk_id)]

42

43

44 rule define_election_auth:

45 // We initialise the election authority's role and ID.

46 [ ]

47 --[Create_EA($EA, $EA_name), Honest($EA), Role('EA')]->

48 [St_ElecAuth_1($EA, $EA_name), Out($EA_name), !ElecAuth_Data($EA_name, $EA)]

49

50

51 rule initialize_voter1:

52 // We initialise voter 1's role and biometric data.

53 let

54 // Voter 1 biometric data.

55 V1_bio = 'b1'

56 in

57 [ ]

58 --[Create_Voter1($V1), Honest($V1), Role('V1')]->

59 [State_V_1($V1, V1_bio), !Voter1_Attr(V1_bio)]

60

61

62 rule initialize_voter2:

63 // We initialise voter 2's role and biometric data.

64 let

65 // Voter 2 biometric data.

66 V2_bio = 'b2'

67 in

68 [ ]

69 --[Create_Voter2($V2), Honest($V2), Role('V2')]->
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70 [State_V_1($V2, V2_bio), !Voter2_Attr(V2_bio)]

71

72

73 rule registrar_registers_voter_data:

74 // Here, the registrar generates the parameters required for voter 1 and 2.

75 // Note that in this Tamarin model, we focus on just two honest voters.

76 let

77 // Total number of registered voters.

78 total_voters = 'nv'

79

80 // Voter 1 parameters

81 // Unique identifier for voter 1.

82 V1_id = 'ID1'

83 // Polling station assigned to voter 1.

84 V1_ward = 'vp1'

85 // Secret integer for voter 1.

86 // The secret integer has been modelled as a constant because it

87 // does not change, once it has been assigned to a voter.

88 V1_int = '1'

89 // Voter 1 encrypted secret integer.

90 // The secret integer is encrypted under the registrar's public key.

91 V1_enc_int = aenc{V1_int}pk(~RGR_priv_key)

92

93 // Voter 2 parameters

94 // Unique identifier for voter 2.

95 V2_id = 'ID2'

96 // Polling station assigned to voter 2.

97 V2_ward = 'vp2'

98 // Secret integer for voter 2.

99 V2_int = '2'

100 // Voter 2 encrypted secret integer.

101 V2_enc_int = aenc{V2_int}pk(~RGR_priv_key)

102 in

103 [In($EA_name), Fr(~V1_priv_key), Fr(~V2_priv_key),

104 !PClerk_Data(~pClerk_id), St_RGR_1($RGR, ~rgr_id,

105 ~RGR_priv_key, pk(~RGR_priv_key), max_voters, sec_param),

106 !Voter1_Attr(V1_bio), !Voter2_Attr(V2_bio)]

107 --[Honest($RGR), Honest(~pClerk_id), Role('RGR')]->

108 [St_RGR_2($RGR, ~rgr_id, ~RGR_priv_key, pk(~RGR_priv_key),

109 max_voters, total_voters, sec_param, V1_id, V1_int, V2_id,

110 V2_int, $EA_name, ~pClerk_id),
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111

112 // The registrar will send these parameters to voter 1.

113 !V1_Secret_Data(V1_id, V1_int, ~V1_priv_key, pk(~V1_priv_key), V1_ward),

114

115 // The registrar will send these voter 1 parameters to the election authority.

116 !V1_Reg_Data(V1_id, V1_bio, ~V1_priv_key, pk(~V1_priv_key), V1_ward),

117

118 // The registrar will send these parameters to voter 2.

119 !V2_Secret_Data(V2_id, V2_int, ~V2_priv_key, pk(~V2_priv_key), V2_ward),

120

121 // The registrar will send these voter 2 parameters to the election authority.

122 !V2_Reg_Data(V2_id, V2_bio, ~V2_priv_key, pk(~V2_priv_key), V2_ward),

123

124 // Placeholder for storing some of the data required in the electoral roll.

125 !Main_Reg_Data(pk(~V1_priv_key), V1_ward, pk(~V2_priv_key), V2_ward, total_voters),

126

127 !Voter_Secret_Integers(sec_param, ~RGR_priv_key, pk(~RGR_priv_key), V1_enc_int, V2_enc_int),

128

129 // The encrypted secret integers and voter IDs for voter 1 and 2 are

130 // published (as a tuple) on the web bulletin board, respectively.

131 Out(<V1_id, V1_enc_int>), Out(<V2_id, V2_enc_int>)]

132

133

134 rule registrar_collates_electoral_roll:

135 //The registrar prepares the electoral roll.

136 let

137 // Contents of the electoral roll.

138 elect_roll = <pk(~RGR_priv_key), V1_id, pk(~V1_priv_key),

139 V1_ward, V2_id, pk(~V2_priv_key), V2_ward, total_voters>

140 in

141 [St_RGR_2($RGR, ~rgr_id, ~RGR_priv_key, pk(~RGR_priv_key), max_voters,

142 total_voters, sec_param, V1_id, V1_int, V2_id, V2_int, $EA_name, ~pClerk_id),

143 !Main_Reg_Data(pk(~V1_priv_key), V1_ward, pk(~V2_priv_key), V2_ward, total_voters)]

144 --[Send_Elect_Roll($RGR, <~pClerk_id, elect_roll>), Honest($RGR),

145 Honest(~pClerk_id), Role('RGR')]->

146 [St_RGR_3($RGR, ~rgr_id, ~RGR_priv_key, pk(~RGR_priv_key), max_voters,

147 total_voters, sec_param, V1_id, V1_int, V1_ward, pk(~V1_priv_key),

148 V2_id, V2_int, V2_ward, pk(~V2_priv_key), $EA_name, ~pClerk_id),

149 !RGR_Send_Elect_Roll(elect_roll, max_voters, sec_param)]

150

151
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152 rule pollworker_receives_electoral_roll:

153 //The poll worker receives the electoral roll from the

154 // registrar and posts it publicly on the web bulletin board

155 // (and in the designated polling station).

156 let

157 elect_roll = <pk(~RGR_priv_key), V1_id, pk(~V1_priv_key),

158 V1_ward, V2_id, pk(~V2_priv_key), V2_ward, total_voters>

159 in

160 [!RGR_Data(~rgr_id), St_PClerk_1(PCK, ~pClerk_id),

161 !RGR_Send_Elect_Roll(elect_roll, max_voters, sec_param)]

162 --[Receive_Elect_Roll(PCK, <~pClerk_id, elect_roll>),

163 Honest(PCK), Role('PCK'), Honest(~rgr_id)]->

164 [St_PClerk_2(PCK, ~pClerk_id, elect_roll, max_voters, sec_param), Out(elect_roll)]

165

166

167 rule election_auth_receives_reg_data:

168 //The election authority receives the voter registration data

169 // and sends the new voter credentials (i.e. ID cards) to the registrar.

170 let

171 // Voter ID card for voter 1.

172 V1_card = <V1_id, V1_bio, ~V1_priv_key, pk(~V1_priv_key), V1_ward>

173 // Voter ID card for voter 2.

174 V2_card = <V2_id, V2_bio, ~V2_priv_key, pk(~V2_priv_key), V2_ward>

175 in

176 [!RGR_Data(~rgr_id), St_ElecAuth_1($EA, $EA_name),

177 !V1_Reg_Data(V1_id, V1_bio, ~V1_priv_key, pk(~V1_priv_key), V1_ward),

178 !V2_Reg_Data(V2_id, V2_bio, ~V2_priv_key, pk(~V2_priv_key), V2_ward)]

179 --[SendEA($EA, V1_card), SendEA($EA, V2_card), Honest($EA), Role('EA'),

180 Honest(~rgr_id) ]-> //

181 [St_ElecAuth_2($EA, $EA_name, V1_id, V2_id, V1_ward, V2_ward),

182 !V1Credential(V1_card), !V2Credential(V2_card)]

183

184

185

186 rule registrar_receives_voter_credentials:

187 // The registrar receives the voter ID cards from the election authority.

188 let

189 // Voter ID card for voter 1.

190 V1_card = <V1_id, V1_bio, ~V1_priv_key, pk(~V1_priv_key), V1_ward>

191 // Voter ID card for voter 2.

192 V2_card = <V2_id, V2_bio, ~V2_priv_key, pk(~V2_priv_key), V2_ward>
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193 in

194 [!V1Credential(V1_card), !V2Credential(V2_card),

195 St_RGR_3($RGR, ~rgr_id, ~RGR_priv_key, pk(~RGR_priv_key),

196 max_voters, total_voters, sec_param, V1_id, V1_int, V1_ward,

197 pk(~V1_priv_key), V2_id, V2_int, V2_ward, pk(~V2_priv_key), $EA_name, ~pClerk_id)]

198 --[ReceiveEA($RGR, V1_card), ReceiveEA($RGR, V2_card), Honest($RGR),

199 Role('RGR'), Honest($EA_name), Honest(V1_id), Honest(V2_id)]->

200 [St_RGR_4($RGR, ~rgr_id, ~RGR_priv_key, pk(~RGR_priv_key), max_voters, total_voters,

201 sec_param, V1_id, V1_int, V1_ward, pk(~V1_priv_key), V2_id, V2_int, V2_ward,

202 pk(~V2_priv_key), $EA_name, ~pClerk_id), !RGR_Send_V1Credential(V1_card),

203 !RGR_Send_V2Credential(V2_card)]

204

205

206 rule voter1_receives_credentials:

207 // Voter 1 receives their ID card and secret integer from the registrar.

208 [State_V_1($V1, V1_bio), !V1_Secret_Data(V1_id, V1_int,

209 ~V1_priv_key, pk(~V1_priv_key), V1_ward), !RGR_Send_V1Credential(V1_card)]

210 --[Honest($V1), Role('V1')]->

211 [State_V_2($V1, V1_bio, V1_id, V1_int, ~V1_priv_key, pk(~V1_priv_key), V1_ward, V1_card)]

212

213

214 rule voter2_receives_credentials:

215 // Voter 2 receives their ID card and secret integer from the registrar.

216 [State_V_1($V2, V2_bio), !V2_Secret_Data(V2_id, V2_int,

217 ~V2_priv_key, pk(~V2_priv_key), V2_ward), !RGR_Send_V2Credential(V2_card)]

218 --[Honest($V2), Role('V2')]->

219 [State_V_2($V2, V2_bio, V2_id, V2_int, ~V2_priv_key, pk(~V2_priv_key), V2_ward, V2_card)]

220

221

222 rule voter1_attendance_status: // Voter 1 attends the election.

223 let

224 At_1 = diff('Y', 'N') // 'Y' indicates attendance, 'N' indicates absence.

225 in

226 [State_V_2($V1, V1_bio, V1_id, V1_int, ~V1_priv_key, pk(~V1_priv_key),

227 V1_ward, V1_card)]

228 --[Honest($V1)]->

229 [State_V_3($V1, V1_bio, V1_id, V1_int, ~V1_priv_key, pk(~V1_priv_key),

230 V1_ward, V1_card, At_1), !V1_Attendance_Record(At_1)]

231

232

233 rule voter2_attendance_status: // Voter 2 attends the election.
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234 let

235 At_2 = diff('N', 'Y') // 'N' indicates absence, 'Y' indicates attendance.

236 in

237 [State_V_2($V2, V2_bio, V2_id, V2_int, ~V2_priv_key, pk(~V2_priv_key),

238 V2_ward, V2_card)]

239 --[Honest($V2)]->

240 [State_V_3($V2, V2_bio, V2_id, V2_int, ~V2_priv_key, pk(~V2_priv_key),

241 V2_ward, V2_card, At_2), !V2_Attendance_Record(At_2)]

242

243

244 rule pollworker_collates_attendance_list:

245 // The poll worker records the attendance status for each voter.

246 // This data will be publicly accessible on the web bulletin board afterwards.

247 let

248 // Attendance status for voter 1; 'Y' indicates attendance, 'N' indicates absence.

249 At_1 = diff('Y', 'N')

250 // Attendance status for voter 2; 'N' indicates absence, 'Y' indicates attendance.

251 At_2 = diff('N', 'Y')

252 in

253 [In(V1_id), In(V2_id), !RGR_Data(~rgr_id), St_PClerk_2(PCK,

254 ~pClerk_id, elect_roll, max_voters, sec_param),

255 !V1_Attendance_Record(At_1), !V2_Attendance_Record(At_2)]

256 --[SendList(PCK, <<V1_id, At_1>, <V2_id, At_2>>), Honest(PCK),

257 Role('PCK'), Honest(~rgr_id) ]->

258 [St_PClerk_3(PCK, ~pClerk_id, elect_roll, max_voters, sec_param,

259 <V1_id, At_1>, <V2_id, At_2>), !AttendanceList(<V1_id, At_1>, <V2_id, At_2>)]

260

261

262 rule registrar_computes_plaintext_int:

263 // Registrar receives the attendance list from the poll worker,

264 // and then computes the plaintext integer for each voter.

265 let

266 // If the voter attended, plaintext integer = voter's secret integer.

267 V1_ptxt_int = adec(V1_enc_int, ~RGR_priv_key)

268 // If the voter abstained from the election, plaintext integer = negation(voter's secret integer).

269 V2_ptxt_int = adec(V2_enc_int, ~RGR_priv_key)

270 // Attendance record for voter 1; 'Y' indicates attendance, 'N' indicates absence.

271 At_1 = diff('Y', 'N')

272 // Attendance record for voter 2; 'N' indicates absence, 'Y' indicates attendance.

273 At_2 = diff('N', 'Y')

274 in
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275 [!PClerk_Data(~pClerk_id), !Voter_Secret_Integers(sec_param, ~RGR_priv_key,

276 pk(~RGR_priv_key), V1_enc_int, V2_enc_int), !AttendanceList(<V1_id, At_1>, <V2_id, At_2>)]

277 --[ReceiveList($RGR, <<V1_id, At_1>, <V2_id, At_2>>), Honest($RGR),

278 Role('RGR'), Honest(~pClerk_id)]->

279 [!Publish_Interim_Attendance_Data(<V1_id, At_1, V1_ptxt_int>,

280 <V2_id, At_2, V2_ptxt_int>)]

281

282

283 rule registrar_computes_attendance_cprtxt:

284 //The registrar computes the attendance ciphertext for each voter.

285 let

286 // If voter attended, plaintext integer = voter's secret integer.

287 V1_ptxt_int = adec(V1_enc_int, ~RGR_priv_key)

288 // If voter abstained from the election, plaintext integer = negation(voter's secret integer).

289 V2_ptxt_int = adec(V2_enc_int, ~RGR_priv_key)

290 // Attendance ciphertext for voter 1.

291 V1_Atd_cprtxt = <V1_enc_int, V1_ptxt_int>

292 // Attendance ciphertext for voter 2.

293 V2_Atd_cprtxt = <V2_enc_int, V2_ptxt_int>

294 // Attendance status for voter 1; 'Y' indicates attendance, 'N' indicates absence.

295 At_1 = diff('Y', 'N')

296 // Attendance status for voter 2; 'N' indicates absence, 'Y' indicates attendance.

297 At_2 = diff('N', 'Y')

298 in

299 [!Publish_Interim_Attendance_Data(<V1_id, At_1, V1_ptxt_int>,

300 <V2_id, At_2, V2_ptxt_int>), !Voter_Secret_Integers(sec_param,

301 ~RGR_priv_key, pk(~RGR_priv_key), V1_enc_int, V2_enc_int)]

302 --[OnlyOnce(), Honest($RGR), Role('RGR')]->

303 [!Publish_Complete_Attendance_Data(<V1_id, At_1, V1_ptxt_int,

304 V1_Atd_cprtxt>, <V2_id, At_2, V2_ptxt_int, V2_Atd_cprtxt>),

305 Out(<V1_ptxt_int, At_1, V1_Atd_cprtxt> + <V2_ptxt_int, At_2, V2_Atd_cprtxt>)]

306

307 // NB: We have used Tamarin's associativity-commutativity operator

308 // (see [1,2,3,4]) denoted by '+' to model the shuffling of the

309 // attendance ciphertexts and plaintext integers that are posted

310 // on the web bulletin board by the registrar.

311

312

313 rule voter_verifies_wbb_attendance_record:

314 // Here, the voter verifies that the attendance data that

315 // is published for them on the web bulletin board is accurate.
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316 let

317 // If voter attended, plaintext integer = voter's secret integer

318 Vi_ptxt_int = adec(Vi_enc_int, ~RGR_priv_key)

319 in

320 [State_V_3($Vi, Vi_bio, Vi_id, Vi_int, ~Vi_priv_key, pk(~Vi_priv_key),

321 Vi_ward, Vi_card, At_i), !Voter_Secret_Integers(sec_param, ~RGR_priv_key,

322 pk(~RGR_priv_key), Vi_enc_int, y)] // Note that 'y' is a placeholder.

323 --[Verify() ]->

324 //[]

325 [Out(Vi_int), Out(Vi_ptxt_int)]

326

327 // END OF CODE

328

329

330 //RESTRICTIONS

331

332 restriction OnlyOnce:

333 // This restriction ensures that the public-private key pairs

334 // (and rules, where applicable) are generated/executed only once, as required.

335 "All #i #j. OnlyOnce()@#i & OnlyOnce()@#j ==> #i = #j"

336

337

338 //SECURITY PROPERTIES

339

340 lemma verifiability:

341 // This lemma verifies that the Tamarin file is executed as expected.

342 exists-trace

343 "Ex #i #j. Verify()@i & Verify()@j & not( #i=#j)"

344 // The logic of this lemma was inspired by the formal verification

345 // of vote privacy (with the Tamarin prover), as described in [2,3,4].

346

347

348 end

349

350
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Appendix C

Tamarin Model for the Voter
Authentication Scheme

1 theory voter_authentication_protocol

2

3 begin

4

5 builtins: hashing, xor, asymmetric-encryption, diffie-hellman, multiset

6

7 functions: pk/1, open/3, commit/3, fake/4, aenc/2, adec/2, XOR/2, h1/1, h2/1

8

9 equations: open(commit(m1, r, pk(sk)), r, sk) = m1, // Adapted from the works of [1,2,3,4,5].

10 // Note that commit(m,r,pk) has been used to model the commitment to

11 // a plaintext m, with the public key pk = pk(sk) and random value r [1].

12

13 adec(aenc(m2, pk(sk)), sk) = m2

14 // Adapted from the examples given in the Tamarin manual [7].

15

16

17 // Voter 1 generates their longterm keys.

18 rule voter1_generate_longterm_keys:

19 [Fr(~V1_priv_key) ] --> [ !V1SecretKey($V1, ~V1_priv_key), !V1PublicKey($V1, pk(~V1_priv_key))]

20

21

22 // Voter 2 generates their longterm keys.

23 rule voter2_generate_longterm_keys:

24 [Fr(~V2_priv_key) ] --> [ !V2SecretKey($V2, ~V2_priv_key), !V2PublicKey($V2, pk(~V2_priv_key))]

25

26

27 // The registrar's key generation process begins here.

28 // The registrar generates their longterm keys.
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29 rule registrar_generate_longterm_keys:

30 [Fr(~RGR_priv_key) ] --[ OnlyOnce() ]-> // RGR is our abbreviation for the registrar.

31 [ !RGRSecretKey($RGR, ~RGR_priv_key), !RGRPublicKey($RGR, pk(~RGR_priv_key))]

32

33

34 // The registrar's ID and role is initialised.

35 rule initialize_registrar:

36 [Fr(~rgr_id), !RGRSecretKey($RGR, ~RGR_priv_key), !RGRPublicKey($RGR, pk(~RGR_priv_key))]

37 --[Create($RGR, ~rgr_id), Role('RGR') ]->

38 [St_RGR_1($RGR, ~rgr_id, ~RGR_priv_key, pk(~RGR_priv_key)), !RGRID(~rgr_id)]

39 // Registrar's key generation process ends here.

40

41

42 // The poll worker's ID and role is initialised.

43 rule initialize_pollworker:

44 let

45 PCK = 'Clerk' // PCK is our abbreviation for the poll worker.

46 in

47 [Fr(~pClerk_id)] --[Create(PCK, ~pClerk_id), Honest(PCK), Role('PCK')]->

48 [St_PClerk_1(PCK, ~pClerk_id), Out(~pClerk_id), !PClerk_Data(PCK, ~pClerk_id)]

49

50

51 rule define_voter1_secret_data:

52 let

53 // Voter 1 parameters

54 V1_id = 'ID1' // Unique identifier.

55 V1_bio = 'b1' // Derived biometric.

56 V1_pword = 'PW1' // Password.

57 V1_quest = 'Wq1' // Voter's security question.

58 V1_ans = 'w1' // Answer to security question.

59 a1 = h(V1_id)

60 V1_hpword = h(< V1_pword, V1_ans >) // Hashed password.

61 V1_fuzzy = h(< a1 XOR V1_hpword>) // Fuzzy verifier.

62 in

63 [!V1SecretKey($V1, ~V1_priv_key), !V1PublicKey($V1, pk(~V1_priv_key))]

64 --[Create($V1, pk(~V1_priv_key)), Role('V1')]->

65 [State_V_1($V1, diff('Y', 'N'), ~V1_priv_key, pk(~V1_priv_key), V1_id, V1_bio,

66 V1_pword, V1_quest, V1_ans, V1_hpword, V1_fuzzy), Out(V1_id)]

67 // Initial state fact for voter 1.

68

69 // Y implies that voter authentication was successful AND the voter is registered
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70 as having attended their assigned polling station on the primary WBB.

71 // N implies that voter authentication was unsuccessful AND the voter is registered

72 as absent from their polling station on the primary WBB.

73 // Recall that in the protocol specification, the attendance bit is 1 (i.e. Y)

74 if the voter's authentication was successful and, 0 (i.e. N) otherwise.

75

76

77 rule define_voter2_secret_data:

78 let

79 // Voter 2 parameters

80 V2_id = 'ID2' // Unique identifier.

81 V2_bio = 'b2' // Derived biometric.

82 V2_pword = 'PW2' // Password.

83 V2_quest = 'Wq2' // Voter's security question.

84 V2_ans = 'w2' // Answer to security question.

85 x2 = h(V2_id)

86 V2_hpword = h(< V2_pword, V2_ans >) // Hashed password.

87 V2_fuzzy = h(< x2 XOR V2_hpword>) // Fuzzy verifier.

88 in

89 [!V2SecretKey($V2, ~V2_priv_key), !V2PublicKey($V2, pk(~V2_priv_key))]

90 --[Create($V2, pk(~V2_priv_key)), Role('V2')]->

91 [State_V_1($V2, diff('N', 'Y'), ~V2_priv_key, pk(~V2_priv_key), V2_id, V2_bio,

92 V2_pword, V2_quest, V2_ans, V2_hpword, V2_fuzzy), Out(V2_id)]

93 // Initial state fact for voter 2.

94

95

96 rule voter1_sends_reg_data: // ~vp1 denotes the polling station assigned to voter 1.

97 [Fr(~vp1), !RGRID(~rgr_id), State_V_1($V1, diff('Y', 'N'), ~V1_priv_key, pk(~V1_priv_key),

98 V1_id, V1_bio, V1_pword, V1_quest, V1_ans, V1_hpword, V1_fuzzy)]

99 --[Send(<V1_id, ~vp1>), Honest($V1), Honest(~rgr_id), Role('V1')]->

100 [State_V_2($V1, diff('Y', 'N'), ~V1_priv_key, pk(~V1_priv_key), V1_id, V1_bio, V1_pword,

101 V1_quest, V1_ans, V1_hpword, V1_fuzzy, ~vp1, ~rgr_id), !V1SendRegData(V1_hpword,

102 pk(~V1_priv_key), V1_quest, ~vp1, V1_bio)]

103

104

105 rule voter2_sends_reg_data: // ~vp2 denotes the polling station assigned to voter 2.

106 [Fr(~vp2), !RGRID(~rgr_id), State_V_1($V2, diff('N', 'Y'), ~V2_priv_key, pk(~V2_priv_key),

107 V2_id, V2_bio, V2_pword, V2_quest, V2_ans, V2_hpword, V2_fuzzy)]

108 --[Send(<V2_id, ~vp2>), Honest($V2), Honest(~rgr_id), Role('V2')]->

109 [State_V_2($V2, diff('N', 'Y'), ~V2_priv_key, pk(~V2_priv_key), V2_id, V2_bio, V2_pword,

110 V2_quest, V2_ans, V2_hpword, V2_fuzzy, ~vp2, ~rgr_id), !V2SendRegData(V2_hpword,
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111 pk(~V2_priv_key), V2_quest, ~vp2, V2_bio)]

112

113

114 rule registrar_collates_voter_data:

115 // The registrar collates the registration details of voter 1 and voter 2.

116 [In(V1_id), In(V2_id), !PClerk_Data(PCK, ~pClerk_id), !V1SendRegData(V1_hpword,

117 pk(~V1_priv_key), V1_quest, ~vp1, V1_bio), !V2SendRegData(V2_hpword,

118 pk(~V2_priv_key), V2_quest, ~vp2, V2_bio), St_RGR_1($RGR, ~rgr_id,

119 ~RGR_priv_key, pk(~RGR_priv_key))]

120 --[Receive(<V1_id, ~vp1>), Receive(<V2_id, ~vp2>), Honest($RGR), Role('RGR'),

121 Honest(~pClerk_id) ]->

122 [St_RGR_2($RGR, ~rgr_id, ~RGR_priv_key, pk(~RGR_priv_key), ~pClerk_id, V1_id, V1_hpword,

123 pk(~V1_priv_key), V1_quest, ~vp1, V1_bio, V2_id, V2_hpword, pk(~V2_priv_key),

124 V2_quest, ~vp2, V2_bio),

125 Out(<~vp1, pk(~V1_priv_key)>), Out(<~vp2, pk(~V2_priv_key)>), !Voters_Reg_Data(V1_id,

126 V1_hpword, pk(~V1_priv_key), V1_quest, ~vp1, V1_bio, V2_id, V2_hpword,

127 pk(~V2_priv_key), V2_quest, ~vp2, V2_bio)]

128

129

130 rule registrar_sends_voter_credentials:

131 // The registrar sends each voter their nonce and voter card, respectively.

132 let

133 V1_card = 'SC_v1' // Voter card for voter 1.

134 V2_card = 'SC_v2' // Voter card for voter 2.

135 in

136 [Fr(~V1_nonce), Fr(~V2_nonce), St_RGR_2($RGR, ~rgr_id, ~RGR_priv_key,

137 pk(~RGR_priv_key), ~pClerk_id, V1_id, V1_hpword, pk(~V1_priv_key), V1_quest,

138 ~vp1, V1_bio, V2_id, V2_hpword, pk(~V2_priv_key), V2_quest, ~vp2, V2_bio)]

139 //Note that ~V1_nonce = voter 1's secret nonce; ~V2_nonce = voter 2's secret nonce.

140 --[Send(<~V1_nonce, V1_card>), Send(<~V2_nonce, V2_card>), Honest($RGR),

141 Role('RGR'), Honest(V1_id), Honest(V2_id), Honest(~pClerk_id) ]->

142 [St_RGR_3($RGR, ~rgr_id, ~RGR_priv_key, pk(~RGR_priv_key), V1_id, V1_hpword,

143 pk(~V1_priv_key), V1_quest, ~vp1, V1_bio, V2_id, V2_hpword, pk(~V2_priv_key),

144 V2_quest, ~vp2, V2_bio, ~V1_nonce, ~V2_nonce), !RGR_Send_V1Credentials(<~V1_nonce,

145 V1_card>), !RGR_Send_V2Credentials(<~V2_nonce, V2_card>),

146 RGRSendNonces(<~V1_nonce, ~V2_nonce>)]

147

148

149 rule registrar_generate_election_keys:

150 [Fr(~tok), Fr(~election_priv_key), RGRSendNonces(<~V1_nonce, ~V2_nonce>),

151 // ~tok = Election token.
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152 St_RGR_3($RGR, ~rgr_id, ~RGR_priv_key, pk(~RGR_priv_key), V1_id,

153 V1_hpword, pk(~V1_priv_key), V1_quest, ~vp1, V1_bio, V2_id, V2_hpword,

154 pk(~V2_priv_key), V2_quest, ~vp2, V2_bio, ~V1_nonce, ~V2_nonce)]

155 --[Setup(), Honest($RGR)]->

156 [ConfCodeData(pk(~election_priv_key), ~tok), ElectionSecretKey(~election_priv_key, ~tok),

157 St_RGR_4($RGR, ~rgr_id, ~RGR_priv_key, pk(~RGR_priv_key), V1_id,

158 V1_hpword, pk(~V1_priv_key), V1_quest, ~vp1, V1_bio, V2_id, V2_hpword,

159 pk(~V2_priv_key), V2_quest, ~vp2, V2_bio, ~V1_nonce, ~V2_nonce, pk(~election_priv_key)),

160 !ElectoralRoll(V1_id, ~vp1, pk(~V1_priv_key), V2_id, ~vp2, pk(~V2_priv_key)),

161 Out(pk(~election_priv_key))]

162

163

164 rule pollworker_receives_election_data:

165 // Here, the poll worker receives the election data from the registrar,

166 as well as the electoral roll.

167 [!RGRID(~rgr_id), In(V1_id), In(V2_id), ConfCodeData(pk(~election_priv_key),

168 ~tok), St_PClerk_1(PCK, ~pClerk_id),

169 !ElectoralRoll(V1_id, ~vp1, pk(~V1_priv_key), V2_id, ~vp2, pk(~V2_priv_key)),

170 RGRSendNonces(<~V1_nonce, ~V2_nonce>)]

171 --[Receive(<~V1_nonce, ~V2_nonce>), Honest(PCK), Honest(~rgr_id), Role('PCK') ]->

172 [St_PClerk_2(PCK, ~pClerk_id, ~rgr_id, ~V1_nonce, ~V2_nonce, pk(~V1_priv_key),

173 pk(~V2_priv_key), V1_id, V2_id, pk(~election_priv_key), ~tok)]

174

175

176 rule voter1_receives_credential:

177 // Voter 1 receives their voting credentials (i.e. the voter card and secret nonce).

178 let

179 V1_card = 'SC_v1' // Voter card for voter 1.

180 in

181 [!RGR_Send_V1Credentials(<~V1_nonce, V1_card>),

182 State_V_2($V1, diff('Y', 'N'), ~V1_priv_key, pk(~V1_priv_key), V1_id,

183 V1_bio, V1_pword, V1_quest, V1_ans, V1_hpword, V1_fuzzy, ~vp1, ~rgr_id)]

184 --[Receive(<~V1_nonce, V1_card>), Honest($V1), Honest(~rgr_id), Role('V1')]->

185 [State_V_3($V1, diff('Y', 'N'), ~V1_priv_key, pk(~V1_priv_key), V1_id, V1_bio,

186 V1_pword, V1_quest, V1_ans, V1_hpword, V1_fuzzy, ~vp1, ~rgr_id, ~V1_nonce, V1_card)]

187

188

189 rule voter2_receives_credential:

190 // Voter 2 receives their voting credentials.

191 let

192 V2_card = 'SC_v2' // Voter card for voter 2.
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193 in

194 [!RGR_Send_V2Credentials(<~V2_nonce, V2_card>),

195 State_V_2($V2, diff('N', 'Y'), ~V2_priv_key, pk(~V2_priv_key), V2_id,

196 V2_bio, V2_pword, V2_quest, V2_ans, V2_hpword, V2_fuzzy, ~vp2, ~rgr_id)]

197 --[Receive(<~V2_nonce, V2_card>), Honest($V2), Honest(~rgr_id), Role('V2')]->

198 [State_V_3($V2, diff('N', 'Y'), ~V2_priv_key, pk(~V2_priv_key), V2_id, V2_bio,

199 V2_pword, V2_quest, V2_ans, V2_hpword, V2_fuzzy, ~vp2, ~rgr_id, ~V2_nonce, V2_card)]

200

201

202 rule voter_attends_election: // Here, the voter's attends the election.

203 let

204 At_i = diff('Y', 'N')

205 // This represents the voter attendance record/data,

206 // where 'Y' implies that the voter attended (and voted in) the election.

207 in

208 [State_V_3($Vi, At_i, ~Vi_priv_key, pk(~Vi_priv_key), Vi_id, Vi_bio, Vi_pword,

209 Vi_quest, Vi_ans, Vi_hpword, Vi_fuzzy, ~vpi, ~rgr_id, ~Vi_nonce, Vi_card)]

210 --[Honest($Vi)]->

211 [RecordAttendance(<Vi_id, At_i>),

212 State_V_4($Vi, At_i, ~Vi_priv_key, pk(~Vi_priv_key), Vi_id, Vi_bio, Vi_pword,

213 Vi_quest, Vi_ans, Vi_hpword, Vi_fuzzy, ~vpi, ~rgr_id, ~Vi_nonce, Vi_card)]

214

215

216 rule pollworker_compute_confirm_code:

217 // Here, the poll worker computes the confirmation code for each voter.

218 let

219 V1_timestamp = 'time1' // Voter 1 attendance timestamp.

220 V2_timestamp = 'time2' // Voter 2 attendance timestamp.

221 // Plaintext of voter 1 confirmation code.

222 V1_code = <~V1_nonce, V1_timestamp>

223 // The content of this confirmation code include the nonce issued to

224 // the voter, as well as the time the voter's eligibility was verified.

225 // Plaintext of voter 2 confirmation code.

226 V2_code = <~V2_nonce, V2_timestamp>

227 // Encryption of V1_code with voter 1's public key.

228 eV1_code = aenc(V1_code, pk(~V1_priv_key))

229 // Encryption of V2_code with voter 2's public key.

230 eV2_code = aenc(V2_code, pk(~V2_priv_key))

231 in

232 [St_PClerk_2(PCK, ~pClerk_id, ~rgr_id, ~V1_nonce, ~V2_nonce,

233 pk(~V1_priv_key), pk(~V2_priv_key), V1_id, V2_id, pk(~election_priv_key), ~tok)]
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234 --[Honest(PCK)]->

235 [!Shuffle_codes_0_V1(<V1_id, pk(~election_priv_key), eV1_code>),

236 !Shuffle_codes_0_V2(<V2_id, pk(~election_priv_key), eV2_code>),

237 !ComputeConfCode(eV1_code + eV2_code),

238 St_PClerk_3(PCK, ~pClerk_id, ~rgr_id, ~V1_nonce, ~V2_nonce, pk(~V1_priv_key),

239 pk(~V2_priv_key), V1_id, V2_id, pk(~election_priv_key), ~tok, eV1_code, eV2_code)]

240

241

242 rule pollworker_reencrypt_conf_code_post_attendance:

243 // Here, the poll worker re-encrypts (and commits to) the previous ciphertext

244 // of each voter's confirmation code with the election public key and token, respectively.

245 let

246 // The token-controlled public-key encryption code snippet.

247 // Encrypted confirmation code of voter 1.

248 ecV1_code = commit(eV1_code, ~tok, pk(~election_priv_key))

249 // Encrypted confirmation code of voter 2.

250 ecV2_code = commit(eV2_code, ~tok, pk(~election_priv_key))

251 ecVi_code = commit(eVi_code, ~tok, pk(~election_priv_key))

252 in

253 [!Shuffle_codes_0_V1(<V1_id, pk(~election_priv_key), eV1_code>),

254 !Shuffle_codes_0_V2(<V2_id, pk(~election_priv_key), eV2_code>),

255 !ComputeConfCode(eVi_code + p), // where p is a placeholder.

256 St_PClerk_3(PCK, ~pClerk_id, ~rgr_id, ~V1_nonce, ~V2_nonce, pk(~V1_priv_key),

257 pk(~V2_priv_key), V1_id, V2_id, pk(~election_priv_key), ~tok, eV1_code, eV2_code),

258 RecordAttendance(<Vi_id, At_i>)]

259 --[Honest(PCK), Secret(ecV1_code,ecV2_code)]->

260 [ Out(<ecV1_code, pk(~election_priv_key)> + <ecV2_code, pk(~election_priv_key)>),

261 // The poll worker shuffles and publishes the encrypted confirmation

262 // code for each voter on the primary WBB.

263 !PublishCommitment(<ecV1_code, pk(~election_priv_key)> + <ecV2_code, pk(~election_priv_key)>),

264 St_PClerk_4(PCK, ~pClerk_id, ~rgr_id, ~V1_nonce, ~V2_nonce,

265 pk(~V1_priv_key), pk(~V2_priv_key), V1_id, V2_id, pk(~election_priv_key),

266 ~tok, eV1_code, eV2_code, ecV1_code, ecV2_code),

267 !PostAttendanceBit(<Vi_id, At_i>), Out(<Vi_id, At_i>)]

268

269

270 rule voter_checks_confirm_code:

271 let

272 // This code opens the encrypted confirmation code.

273 eVi_code = open(ecVi_code, ~tok, ~election_priv_key)

274 in
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275 [ElectionSecretKey(~election_priv_key, ~tok), !PublishCommitment(<ecVi_code,

276 pk(~election_priv_key)> + y), !ComputeConfCode(eVi_code + p), // where y, p are placeholders.

277 State_V_4($Vi, At_i, ~Vi_priv_key, pk(~Vi_priv_key), Vi_id, Vi_bio,

278 Vi_pword, Vi_quest, Vi_ans, Vi_hpword, Vi_fuzzy, ~vpi, ~rgr_id, ~Vi_nonce, Vi_card)]

279 --[Verify() ]-> //--[ Verify(eVi_code) ]->

280 [ ]

281

282

283 //RESTRICTIONS

284 restriction RuleSetup:

285 // This restriction ensures that the applicable rules are executed only once.

286 "All #i #j. Setup() @#i & Setup() @#j ==> #i = #j "

287

288

289 restriction OnlyOnce:

290 // This restriction ensures that the public-private key pairs are generated only once,

291 as required.

292 "All #i #j. OnlyOnce()@#i & OnlyOnce()@#j ==> #i = #j"

293

294

295 //SECURITY PROPERTIES

296 lemma verifiability: // This lemma verifies that the Tamarin file is executed as expected.

297 all-traces

298 "All #i #j. Verify()@i & Verify()@j ==> #i = #j"

299

300

301 end

302

303 // END OF CODE

304

305
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